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Executive Summary
SPRING is a 5-year accelerator programme funded by the Department for International Development (DFID), the
United States Agency for International Development (USAID), the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT)
and the Nike Foundation. It supports business ventures to develop products and services which could transform
the lives of adolescent girls. As one component of the overall evaluation of SPRING, the Impact Evaluation (IE)
gathers information on the economic and social outcomes of girls who benefit from products and services delivered
by SPRING businesses. Shekina is the one of eight businesses that are included in the SPRING IE, and the first of
these eight to have an endline report published.
Shekina is an agro-processing company and a pioneer in dried cassava leaf products implementing their own
patented drying technology. As their SPRING prototype, Shekina sought to improve its supply chain operation
through establishing and organising adolescent girls into five cooperatives (20 adolescent girls in each
cooperative). The membership of the cooperatives was to be rotated after one year, enabling a further 100 girls to
benefit each year. Shekina also sought to improve marketing and sales through engaging 40 girls to market new
products.
In their SPRING application, Shekina stated that their prototype would help girls generate income, save, invest,
protect earnings and assets, learn, return to school, stay in school, and feel safe and secure. Shekina envisioned
that girls in the cooperatives would work one day a week processing cassava leaves, earning around RWF 3000,
or USD 4, per month. It was envisaged that half this income would be given to the girls as monthly earnings and
half deposited into a cooperative savings account which the girls would have access to as a cooperative after one
year. Shekina hoped that the savings would provide capital to help girls return to school or begin their own
business ventures (with other cooperative members).
The Shekina IE tracks the impact of participating in a Shekina cooperative on girls’ earnings, savings, learning and
wellbeing. The Shekina IE is a census of all girls who participated in a cooperative or a marketing role. It includes
mixed methodologies (including face-to-face survey, key informant interview, focus group discussion and
ethnographic study) and is comprised of three stages of respondent feedback: at baseline (May 2016), midline
(February 2017) and endline (November 2018). A total 73 respondents were matched across baseline and endline.
Key findings include:
Shekina cooperatives’ operations
Shekina did not rotate the cooperatives and the membership at endline was largely made up of the girls who joined
the cooperatives when they were first established in February 2016. However, since establishment, the
cooperatives have all experienced significant periods of inactivity. All cooperatives were inactive outside of harvest
season (July – October). However, cooperatives were also frequently inactive during harvest season. Two of five
cooperatives had not been active since 2016. Overall, just under half of the girls had worked for Shekina in the last
12 months. Even when cassava leaves were available, cooperative activity was unpredictable.
Income Generating Activity (IGA) and earnings
At endline, only 9% of girls had worked for their Shekina cooperative in the last week compared with 68% at
baseline and 34% at midline. Even when taking seasonality into account, this reflects a significant slowdown in
cooperative activity.
At endline, more girls had been involved in an IGA over the last 12 months (92%) than before they started working
for Shekina (74%), suggesting that involvement in Shekina may have improved the employment rate amongst the
girls. However, fewer girls had been involved in more than one IGA at endline (39%) than at baseline (48%),
suggesting that, overall, girls were not as productive as before they started working with Shekina. Girls descriptions
of their other IGAs (excluding Shekina) is similar between baseline and endline.
Overall, girls’ earnings have not improved. At endline, girls earned a median RWF 3,400 from their work with
Shekina, compared with RWF 8,400 at baseline. At endline, girls earned a median RWF 6,845 from other paid
work, compared with RWF 9,600 at baseline. Most girls (82%) felt they had worked and earned more before they
joined their Shekina cooperative. Findings suggest girls held off looking for other IGAs as they were waiting for
Shekina work to recommence.
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Shekina sought to help girls protect their assets, and this is assessed as paying girls regularly and through formal,
secure banking mechanisms. At endline, most girls (85%) were paid in cash through their Shekina cooperative.
Shekina reported to pay four of the five cooperatives into their cooperative account. This reflects that Shekina’s
formal banking mechanisms to pay the cooperatives have not trickled down to the cooperative payment of girls.
Moreover, some girls maintain issues of outstanding and irregular payments from their cooperatives.
Savings
At endline, nearly half (49%) of girls held their earnings in Savings and Credit Cooperative Organisations
(SACCOs) or informal savings groups, double that at baseline (24%). Girls attributed a greater understanding and
interest in savings to Shekina. While engagement in Shekina was not the only influence on girls’ attitude to saving,
it did influence girls’ savings behaviour through providing the means, through both earnings and cooperative
structure, for girls to participate in saving groups.
However, savings through the cooperatives was less clear. In the second year of operation, Shekina dissolved the
enforced savings scheme and paid savings out to cooperatives to distribute amongst girls.1 Cooperatives had the
autonomy to maintain savings accounts on behalf of their members.2 A quarter of girls maintained they were still
saving through a Shekina savings scheme, reflecting a lack of distinction between the Shekina enforced scheme
and their cooperatives savings scheme. These girls were often unclear how much savings were held. Some of the
girls that had left their cooperative reported they had been unable to obtain their share of savings and leaders were
unable to explain how savings would be shared out amongst the members and leavers.
Learning
Shekina aimed to teach girls cassava leaf processing skills as well as provide on-the-job learning on
entrepreneurship through the cooperative structure. At endline, two thirds (66%) of girls rated themselves very able
to process cassava leaves, significantly higher than at baseline (52%). However, at endline, only 19% of girls rated
themselves very able to run their own business, and only 14% a cooperative business, and this was consistent with
how they rated these skills at baseline.
The Shekina cooperative structures relied on a leader and vice-leader, and none of the cooperatives had their own
treasurer. Instead, the cooperatives relied on a Shekina Operations Manager to fulfil the role of treasurer. While
Shekina is likely to have maintained a degree of financial control to safeguard girls, it may have been more
beneficial to the cooperatives for Shekina to support them in properly establishing them and assisting them to
achieve legalised status. None of the cooperatives achieved legalised status.
The evaluation findings reflect that girls were not able to coordinate farmers and manage other cooperative
activities independently of Shekina and were still reliant on Shekina to determine when cooperatives were active.
This meant that even when leaves were available, cooperatives were inactive if Shekina did not initiate activity.
Shekina had responsibility for organising most of the cooperative activities, including providing equipment on the
day (e.g. weighing scales, chairs), coordinating payment of farmers, cassava leaves collection and, on occasion,
payment of cooperative members’ themselves. This will have limited girls’ on-the-job learning.
Wellbeing
Girls’ primary motivation for joining and staying with Shekina was to earn money. However, the camaraderie and
less labour-intensive nature of the work, compared to other available work, provided a motivation as well.
Girls’ perception of their confidence improved significantly during the evaluation, at endline 55% of girls strongly
agreed they were confident, compared with 22% at baseline. Girls’ perception of their friendship circles also
improved, at endline 45% strongly agreed they had a large group of friends, compared with 37% at baseline.
Similarly, girls’ sense of control, ability to manage budgets and avoid dangerous situations improved over the same
period. While it is difficult to attribute these improvements exclusively to Shekina, findings did show that girls at the

1

Shekina reported that the cooperatives suffered low productivity due to drought and that savings were dissolved to provide girls with an income
to tide them over.
2
The endline field observations suggested that one or two of the cooperatives were still saving on behalf of their members However, we were
unable to gain access to the cooperative bank and/or savings account records to validate the status of the accounts and relied on girls to tell us
the status of savings in their cooperative. Shekina were not able to provide us with this access or detail. The management and mechanism of
savings was unclear.
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most active cooperative showed the highest level of agreement, and those in the less active cooperatives showed
the lowest levels of agreement.
The wider benefit of girls’ earnings for their own financial autonomy is evident in girls’ reported spending on their
own and household needs. Furthermore, qualitative findings confirm that Shekina has improved girls’ wellbeing
through increasing their spending potential.
Girls that left the cooperative
At endline, 10% of baseline respondents stated they had left their cooperative. Many of the girls that made a
conscious decision to leave their cooperative had gone on to find new (waged) IGAs. Despite leaving, some girls
reported having benefitted from their experience at Shekina through improved earning potential and autonomy.
Girls in a marketing role
At endline, Shekina had contracted five young women to work in a marketing role, all of whom were over 20 years
old and so cannot be counted as part of SPRING reach. Shekina state they were forced to recruit young women
rather than adolescent girls as a pilot study conducted with two adolescent girls had failed and led the company to
conclude that adolescent girls were unable to meet the requirements of the marketing role due to challenges
associated with their age and inexperience.3 This provides a valuable programme lesson that Shekina felt unable
to upskill adolescent girls to fulfil the business and management responsibilities of a marketing role.
Attribution and contribution
Earnings and on-the-job skills acquired directly through cooperative participation are found to be attributable to
SPRING. While Shekina fell far short of delivering its prototype as intended, and girls’ earnings were lower than
anticipated, both data collection and field observation reflected that many of the girls that participated in a
cooperative benefited from it when it was operational. Sixty percent of girls felt Shekina helped them plan and
achieve their goals.
Findings also suggest that Shekina contributed to an improvement in girls' savings and wellbeing. Only a quarter of
girls were able to mention other (limited) NGO activity in their area, which suggests the contribution from other
agencies was limited. The most notable contribution is from CARE International in helping girls establish savings
groups.
Unintended consequences
The most notable unintended consequence of participating in a Shekina cooperative is that girls at inactive
cooperatives appear to have held off taking up other IGAs as they were waiting for cooperative activity to
recommence. Shekina failed to keep girls adequately informed, resulting in widespread uncertainties with regards
to the cooperatives’ operations, and may have played a role in girls’ apparent hesitancy to move on. The lack of
communication and support from Shekina further enforced uncertainties around cooperative earnings and savings,
with girls unable to explain the reasons behind outstanding and irregular payments.
Overall evidence of impact
Table 1 below summarises the key impact pillars and compares the areas the Shekina intervention was expected
to impact against where evidence suggests it has succeeded. Overlaying the impact pillars is the limited reach that
the Shekina prototype achieved due to a lack of cooperative rotation.4

3

In particular, Shekina perceived that adolescent girls lacked confidence to fulfil a customer-facing role.
Through its SPRING prototype, Shekina intended to reach 100 girls per year through its cooperative structures (200, or two intakes of girls,
over the evaluation) and 40 girls through a marketing role.
4
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Table 1: Overall evidence of impact5
Impact

Earning

Saving

Learning

Safety and wellbeing

Areas

Direct benefit from
Shekina through
increased earnings.

Direct benefit from
Shekina through
enforced savings.

On-the-job learning;
leader management
training.

Improved wellbeing
through work and
earnings

Expected Impact
Actual Impact

Although there has been some impact, the figure shows that Shekina has not succeeded in delivering impact as
anticipated. Overall depth of impact has been limited by a lack of cooperative activity. It is not clear why some
cooperatives still failed to operate in instances where cassava leaves were available, but the lack of cooperative
autonomy and reliance on Shekina meant that without the company’s directive, cooperatives remained inactive.
Moreover, girls were not equipped with the skills to enable them to go on to establish other business ventures with
cooperative membersTurning to look at impact within each pillar:
•

•

Earning: Our findings suggest that girls’ involvement in a Shekina cooperative has not led to an
improvement in earnings, however girls have benefited to some degree, particularly in the first year of
cooperative activity. While the overall employment rate amongst girl beneficiaries increased between
baseline and endline, the nature of the IGAs was broadly similar. Anecdotally the IGAs were also
comparable with the activities of girls who were not part of a cooperative.
Saving: While girls’ propensity to save through formal mechanisms has increased, the Shekina Savings
Scheme was abandoned and, with most girls still members of the cooperatives, there is little evidence that
Shekina has encouraged girls to develop other cooperative business initiatives.

•

Learning: While girls’ ability to process and sort cassava leaves has improved, a lack of adequate support
to properly establish the Shekina cooperatives has meant that girls’ ability to acquire business skills
through the cooperative structure has been limited. To some extent, building confidence, knowledge and
ability to run a cooperative independently would require a different type of intervention. Similarly, the task
of up-skilling in the marketing role was addressed by engaging older, more experienced young women
rather than up-skilling less experienced younger girls. Shekina also sought to help girls return to school
and, beyond a few isolated incidents, there is limited evidence they succeeded in this.

•

Wellbeing: The evidence suggests that girls’ wellbeing and life-skills have improved as a result of their
involvement with the Shekina cooperatives through improving girls’ self-confidence and support networks.
Furthermore, the cooperatives provided good work in a safe environment.

Summary of impact

5

•

Despite the lack of evidence that girls have earned more while in their cooperatives than before Shekina or
compared with the national average, many girls preferred their work at Shekina to other wage work.

•

Girls propensity to save increased over the evaluation period and many girls attribute this to Shekina,
although there are other potential influencers.

•

Girls sense of wellbeing (confidence and friendship circles) improved over the evaluation period. While this
might not be solely attributable to Shekina,many girls highlighted the benefit of working cooperatively with
other girls.

Note: Shade of colour denotes strength or weakness of impact, darker green showing higher impact and lighter green, less impact.
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Implications for Shekina
Reflecting on the findings, the following implications can be drawn for Shekina and their future business:
-

The low number of girls returning to school highlights a failure in design to promote this intention. While
cooperatives only operated one day each week, this fell on a school day and may have contributed to
dissuading girls to return to study. Most of the cooperative members are now no longer adolescent girls.

-

New legislation introduced by the Ministry of Education dictates that girls between ages 16-18 must have at
least 12 hours of rest between shifts and cannot work before 8am or after 6pm. This suggests that girls 18 and
under will not be able to participate in the cooperatives while they are only active in the weekdays.

-

The lack of clarity and communication about when cooperatives would be operational undermined girls’ ability
to plan and seek other IGA activity. This highlights the need for improved communication from Shekina.

-

Girls lack of clarity about earnings and savings they were owed by their cooperative highlights a lack of
adequate accounting and transparency at cooperative level.

Programme implications
Reflecting on the findings, the following implications can be drawn for SPRING and future programming:
-

Shekina’s experience highlights challenges, including the need for safety protocols, careful management and
greater transparency, associated with targeting unskilled adolescent girls in the value chain.

-

Shekina’s experience highlights the complexity of managing enforced savings schemes on behalf of
independent cooperatives and their members, each with their own earnings calculations.

-

Shekina’s experience highlights the need to restrain businesses from designing prototypes that extend beyond
their core business as the business lacks expertise and resource to fully support the prototype.

-

Shekina’s experience highlights the limitations in scale of reach of interventions targeting girls in the value
chain.
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1. Context
1.1

Purpose and structure of this document

This document presents the findings from the endline research for Shekina. The report is divided into four sections.
Section 1 provides an overview of the SPRING impact evaluation, and an introduction to the Shekina SPRING
prototype and Impact Evaluation design and methodology.6 Section 2 presents the research findings in line with
the Shekina impact pathway, mapping the findings across the four impact pillars of: earning, saving, learning and
well-being. Section 3 presents the conclusions against the evaluation questions before interpreting these in
Section 4 with lessons for the programme.
Copies of the data collection tools are provided in the following Annexes:
•

Annex E: Survey;

•

Annex F: Key Informant Interview (KII) guides; and

•

Annex G: Ethnographic Case Study guide.

1.2

Overview of the SPRING Impact Evaluation (IE)

SPRING is a five-year accelerator programme that supports business ventures to develop products and services to
help girls earn, learn, save, keep safe and experience well-being. SPRING envisages that their successful
engagement with businesses will lead to a broader shift in markets that enable girls and their communities to
contribute to ending the cycle of poverty.
As one of the three components of the overall SPRING evaluation, the Impact Evaluation (IE) provides evidence of
the overall effects of SPRING in terms of improvements in economic and social outcomes for girls as a result of
using products and services delivered by SPRING businesses. While other components focus on how well the
programme works and what works (or does not work) well, the IE contributes evidence to help understand the
effect of SPRING-funded business activities on the socio-economic circumstances of the adolescent girls. Over the
lifetime of SPRING, the Evaluation Team will conduct a total of eight IEs, two per cohort.
Following an evaluability assessment of Cohort 1 businesses, and in consultation with the IP, Shekina and
Totohealth were selected for the IEs for Cohort 1. This report presents the findings from the endline research for
Shekina.

1.3

Introduction to Shekina

1.3.1

Description of the business

Shekina is an agro-processing company that specialises in the sale of dry goods such as millet and sorghum flour.
The company is a pioneer in dried cassava leaf products through the use of their own patented drying technology.
Shekina produces food products for sale in Rwanda and exports overseas.
Prior to SPRING, Shekina employed girls aged 16 years and over to assist with processing cassava leaves at its
headquarters (HQ) in Bushoki (six part-time and seven seasonally). Shekina also worked with girl farmers who
supplied them with cassava leaves. Of its network of more than 1000 farmers, Shekina estimated 75% were
adolescent girls.
1.3.2

Shekina’s SPRING prototype

Shekina identified a key problem that farmers were producing more raw materials (cassava leaves) than Shekina
could process. Farmers were also having to travel considerable distances to deliver the cassava leaves to the HQ
in Bushoki.
As their SPRING prototype, Shekina sought to:
•

Increase production capacity through the purchase of new equipment (a dryer).

6

Details of the Shekina evaluation, including the evaluation design, data collection methodology, data sources, sampling strategy are provided
in Annex C.
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•

Improve its supply chain operation – through establishing and organising adolescent girls who had dropped
out of school, into five cooperatives (20 adolescent girls in each cooperative) to act as a drop-off and
aggregation point for farmers in the neighbouring areas.

•

Improve marketing and sales – through training another group of 40 girls and helping them to register their
own business so that they could help with marketing campaigns of Shekina’s new products.

In their SPRING application, Shekina stated that their prototype would help girls generate income, save, invest,
protect earnings and assets, learn, return to school, stay in school, and feel safe and secure. 7 The original
prototype influence the selection of Shekina as an IE business, and changes in the prototype over time, meant that
the IE needed to change to accurately collect and analyse data that reflected the business’ impact on girls. Table 2
details the aims of the prototype at baseline and the how it had adapted by endline.
Table 2: Shekina prototype and changes from baseline to endline
Baseline Protoype – Vision

Endline Protoype – Changes

Cooperative establishment: Shekina originally
envisaged the cooperatives would be governed through
girls themselves, with cooperative members electing
girls that would hold positions of responsibility. Shekina
also envisaged the cooperatives would achieve a
legalized status

Cooperative establishment: Leaders and vice-leaders were
elected by the cooperative members, but none of the cooperatives
filled any other governance roles. The Shekina Operations
Manager held the position of treasurer for all cooperatives. This
will have enabled a degree of monitoring and oversight by
Shekina. Governance of the cooperaitves rested with the leader,
vice-leader and treasurer.

Cooperative activity: Shekina envisioned that during
the cassava season girls in the cooperatives would
work one day a week collecting and processing
cassava leaves, earning around RWF 3000, or USD 4,
per month.8

Cooperative inactivity: Of five cooperatives, only Bushoki and
Buyoga were active in each year of the evaluation. Tumba and
Rusiga were only active in 2016. While cooperative activity fell far
short of the prototype expectations, many of the initial cooperative
members stayed with their cooperative.

Annual cooperative rotation: Shekina intended to
rotate cooperative members each year so that 100 new
girls annually would be provided with the opportunity to
learn and save through working in a cooperative.

No cooperative rotation: At various stages during the
implementation of its prototype model Shekina considered rotating
the cooperatives, before making a final decision not to rotate the
cooperatives but to continue to consolidate the existing
cooperatives that have been in existence since February 2016.

Shekina savings scheme: Shekina envisioned girls
would save 50% of their earnings in an enforced saving
scheme. These savings would be made available to
girls at the end of their year of cooperative membership.
Shekina suggested that girls might use this money as a
SACCO, or micro-lending group, so that individual girls
could borrow money to pay for school fees or start-up
costs for their own enterprises, or as capital for
agricultural/farming ventures owned by the cooperative,
such as pig farming.

Dissolution of the Shekina saving scheme: In May 2017,
Shekina confirmed that as a result of drought, cassava leaf yield
had been lower than expected and this, in turn, had led to a lack
of activity of cooperatives. Shekina paid out the savings schemes.
While the Shekina enforced savings has stopped, cooperatives do
have the autonomy to establish their own group savings accounts.

40 door-to-door marketing girls: Shekina envisioned
training another group of 40 girls so that they could help
with marketing campaigns of Shekina’s new products.

5 door-to-door marketing girls: The marketing role was not
established in 2016. During 2017, Shekina piloted two adolescent
girls in a marketing role but did not deem the pilot a success and
ultimately chose to recruit young women over 21 years of age. By
2018, Shekina had engaged five young women in a marketing

SPRING’s support to Shekina is detailed in the SPRING Business Performance Evaluation Report (November 2016), held under separate
cover.
8
According to Shekina, the cassava harvest season typically runs from November through to June. Prior to each data collection, we again
confirmed with Shekina whether the cooperatives were active.
7
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role. In light of their age, these young women cannot be counted
as part of SPRING reach.9

1.4

Shekina Impact Evaluation design

This impact evaluation seeks to measure and attribute the impact of a girl’s membership in a Shekina cooperative,
or employment in a marketing role, on her income, savings, employment opportunities and overall wellbeing.
The Shekina IE follows a mixed methods approach, comprised of quantitative and qualitative data collection, and
involves three stages of respondent feedback: at baseline, midline and endline. The IE utilises a quantitative
Survey as well as qualitative Key Informant Interviews (KIIs), Ethnographic Case Studies and Focus Group
Discussions (FGDs).
1.4.1

Impact Evaluation questions

The IE is guided by the overall impact evaluation questions from the SPRING M&E Evaluation Framework. The
evaluation questions are indicated in the figure below (on the left column), with the applicable sub-questions in the
right column.
Table 3: Evaluation questions and sub questions
Evaluation Questions
E.1. To what extent
has access to
products, services
and business
opportunities
improved outcomes
linked to economic
empowerment for
adolescent girls?

E2. What have we
learned about girls
as end-consumers or

Sub Questions and areas for evaluation

10

•

To what extent have girls improved their earnings (eg predictable income
from safe sources) as a result of participating in a Shekina Cooperative
or marketing role? Has Shekina improved girls’ ability to protect their
earnings? Do girls plan to work with other cooperative members outside
Shekina cooperative activities? What are their future prospects as a result of
participation?

•

To what extent have girls improved their savings as a result of
participating in a Shekina Cooperative? Have girls improved their savings
behaviour and savings through the cooperative savings scheme?

•

To what extent have girls improved their pathways to safe income
sources (e.g. learning opportunities and staying in school), as a result of
participating in a Shekina cooperative or marketing role? Have girls
improved their employability skills through on-the-job training in cassava leaf
sourcing and processing; and through working in a cooperative? Have girls,
and in particular, cooperative leaders and those in a marketing role, improved
their entrepreneurial and business management skills?

•

To what extent have girls improved their well-being as a result of
participating in a Shekina cooperative or marketing role? Have girls
improved their life skills, safety and well-being through cooperative
membership or being employed in a marketing role? To what extent have
benefits experienced by girls and their household promoted the girls’ broader
economic empowerment?

•

How did SPRING contribute to this change, as opposed to other factors?
Have there been any other initiatives (e.g. government and NGO initiatives)
that may have contributed to the set outcomes.

•

What factors helped or hindered adolescent girls from using SPRING
products, services, or engaging with business models? What has helped

9

As a result, these girls have been excluded from the analysis and findings presented in this report, but we have included an annex (Annex B)
with a brief report on the findings from this unique group.
10
Note, as Shekina had engaged young women and not adolescent girls to work in a marketing role, the experience of the young women is
used where relevant to contextualise the experience of cooperative girls and for programme learning.
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beneficiaries in the
value chain?

and/ or hindered girls to participate and progress in their Shekina cooperatives
or in a marketing role?
•

1.4.2

What have been the unintended consequences of adolescent girls
participating in a Shekina Cooperative or marketing role?

Data sources

The Shekina impact evaluation draws on the primary data sources of a quantitative survey, Key Informant
Interviews, Focus Group Discussions and Ethnographic Studies. The core tool is a face-to-face (F2F) survey that
was administered to all Shekina cooperative members at baseline, midline and endline. At midline and endline, the
survey was supplemented with qualitative tools to facilitate data collection from selected cooperative members and
their guardians, cooperative leaders, cooperative leavers and girls in a marketing role. The qualitative data
collection was completed after the survey to allow for probing further into responses and unpick relevant issues that
emerged during fieldwork.
At baseline, we designed and administered a quantitative survey to all Shekina cooperative members to gather
information on both their general and income generating activities; their awareness of income earned, and savings
held; their control over income; contribution to household income and spending; and their work and life skills. The
baseline data collection was administered in May 2016, three months after the cooperatives were formed.
At midline, we revisited all cooperative members and in addition to the core themes outlined at baseline, we
gathered additional data on girls account of the cooperatives themselves (reported numbers in each, hierarchy and
dispute resolution); and their perception of working in the cooperative (regularity of work and pay, nature of work;
reasons for staying; perceptions of the cooperative leader). The midline was administered in February 2017, one
year after the cooperatives were formed.
At endline, in light of the irregular cooperative activity, we gathered detailed data on activities girls had been
involved in over the last 12 months to assess the contribution of Shekina to girls’ overall income before, during and
after joining a cooperative. In addition, we gathered data on the autonomy of the cooperatives themselves to
enable an assessment of their sustainability. In this final phase of data collection, we also look for any unintended
consequences. The endline was administered in November 2018, to coincide with when Shekina had intended to
rotate the cooperatives.
At endline, a separate interview guide was designed to facilitate interviews with all girls that Shekina had recruited
in a marketing position.
Coffey partnered with Outreach Development Solutions (ODS) for data collection purposes. Prior to finalising, all
tools were piloted during enumerator training. Annex C: Methodology and Fieldwork, provides full details of this
process.

1.5

Sampling strategy and completed interviews

The Shekina Impact Evaluation is a census study of the population of girls that joined a Shekina Cooperative when
the prototype was first launched and of all girls that engaged in a Shekina marketing role at a later date11. At
baseline, Shekina provided us with a list of girls in each of the five cooperatives. During baseline data collection the
Local Research Partner (LRP) worked on-site with the Shekina Operations Manager to compile a comprehensive
list of all cooperative members12. This final list was used for a census study for all data collection for the Shekina
Impact Evaluation. In the interest of comparability, all fieldwork was undertaken to coincide with the cassava leaf
harvest season, when cooperatives would be operational. Details are provided in Table 4 and Table 5 below.

Table 4: Sample and completed surveys
Baseline

Midline –

Endline -

11

Our initial evaluation design included a second round of baseline data collection on rotation of the cooperatives. This would have provided a
population of c200 cooperative members. However, Shekina did not rotate the cooperatives so our baseline data collection is of the initial
population of 99.
12
The cooperatives had been established three months prior, but they had experienced some initial turnover (30 of the original 100 cooperative
members left within the first 3 months, with 29 replacements by the time of baseline data collection. Shekina did not have any documented lists
of the cooperatives members prior to fieldwork.
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May 2016

February 2017

November 2018

Total available sample13

99

94

99

Total completed interviews

94

82

79

Absent /unable to trace

5

5

13

Refused

0

7

7

77

71

5

8

82

79

Completed surveys (detailed)
Cooperative Member F2F Survey

89

Cooperative Leaver F2F Surveys
Total completed surveys

94
Final matched sample

Total Cooperative member + leader + leaver

73

60

73

Cooperative Member + leader14

65

55

65

In addition to the face-to-face survey, we conducted a series of qualitative interviews, including Key Informant
Interviews (KIIs), allowing us to get a deeper understanding of the data and triangulate our findings. These are
detailed below.
Table 5: Completed qualitative interviews
Midline – February 2017

Fieldwork

Endline – November 2018

Key Informant Interviews / Ethnographic Case Studies
Ethnographic case study

3

3

KIIs with leaders

4

KIIs with leavers

3

FGDs with members at inactive cooperatives

2x4

Key Informant Interviews with Marketing Girls
Total number of marketing girls

1.6

3

Methodological limitations and fieldwork issues

The key limitations of the evaluation methodology and the mitigation strategies that we adopted are detailed in
Table 6 below.

Table 6: Shekina evaluation limitations and mitigation strategies
Limitation

Mitigation Strategy

13

At midline our sample included all participants at baseline. At endline our sample included the population of all cooperative members at baseline,
including those we did not reach at baseline. This was to maximise our final sample size.
14 During data analysis we matched, or linked up, the sample across baseline, midline and endline to enable us to track impact and change at
respondent level. Four additional F2F surveys that were completed at endline only were included as part of our qualitative analysis.
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Design - reliance on the business: The evaluation design
itself was reliant on the business to provide information
throughout the evaluation and to facilitate access to the
beneficiary sample. Where this information was missing or
incorrect, our ability to identify beneficiaries was
compromised. The progress and timing of research was also
impacted by the progress business, including seasonality of
operations and annual cooperative rotation.

Prior to each series of data collection, we analysed KPI data
and liaised with the SPRING Implementing Partner (IP),
Country Manager (CM) and Shekina themselves to
coordinate the appropriate timing with respect to seasonality,
cooperative rotation and activity. This resulted in a shift in
original evaluation timings. In addition to this, during
fieldwork, we obtained operations data from Shekina in order
to triangulate our findings.

Design- absence of counterfactual: The evaluation design
did not include a comparison group.

Data analysis uses qualitative feedback to verify changes in
survey data between baseline and endline. Where possible,
findings are triangulated with other available data sources.

Attrition: Longitudinal studies typically suffer from a loss of
sample over time as it is not possible to recontact all
participants.

At baseline we collected consent from girls to re-contact
them and also gathered their physical address and telephone
numbers. During fieldwork we made multiple attempts to
(re)contact eligible participants.

Response and recall bias: Data are largely self-reported by
the girls themselves, subject to recall and positive response
bias. Observation during fieldwork indicated that some girls
struggled to accurately recall and comment on their
experiences due to cooperative inactivity. While we have
triangulated data against that gathered by Shekina
themselves, Shekina’s data itself has proved incomplete.
Additionally, there was concern that Shekina had
communicated to the girls that they should present a positive
account of their involvement. This is reflected in a few of the
girls’ verbatim comments in the survey.

To help identify any bias in our results, we triangulated data
against data provided by Shekina themselves, including
business operations data and KPI reports. Additionally, at the
end of every survey we sought enumerator feedback on their
observations during the interview and whether the
enumerator felt the girls’ responses were influenced by any
contextual factors.

Other positive response bias includes social desirability bias,
which may lead girls to over-report positive behaviour and
under-report negative behaviour. Additionally, girls have
matured since the start of the programme in 2016, and this
may have altered their perceptions and expectations of the
intervention.
Non-sampling error: Non-sampling errors are the results of
mistakes made in implementing data collection and data
processing, such as failure to contact cooperative members,
misunderstanding of the questions on the part of either the
interviewer or the respondent, and data entry errors.

Through comprehensive training, piloting and data cleaning,
we have tried to overcome non-sampling error in our data
collection. However, it is to be expected that unmeasurable
non-sampling error will be present in our sample.

Sampling error and attrition: While the Shekina evaluation
sample design was a census, it was not possible to collect
data from all the whole population. The sampling error is the
difference between a sample statistic used to estimate a
population parameter and the actual but unknown value of
the parameter. Despite the attrition mitigation strategies, the
sample suffered some attrition, from 94 survey respondents
at baseline to a matched sample of 73 at endline, further
exacerbating the sample error.

For Shekina, we calculated statistically significant differences
across the different waves of data collection (baseline,
midline and endline) at the 95% significance level.
Calculations accounted for the longitudinal aspect of the
survey (same girls being re-contacted over time) with
datasets being shaped in the wide format: one observation
corresponding to one individual with separate variables for
each of the three waves. Statistical tests of Student (t-tests)
were then run to test whether these variables statistically
differed across time and assess the relative size of the
changes observed.
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Changes in the prototype: Reliability of the data was the
limited by the lower than anticipated number of beneficiaries
and lack of cooperative activity. None of the cooperatives
rotated, which meant cooperatives reached only 100 instead
of 200 girls during the evaluation period. Inactive
cooperatives also suffered higher attrition rates during
fieldwork. This has limited our opportunity for subgroup
analysis, for example, at cooperative level. Due to their age,
none of the five young women in a marketing role could be
counted as part of the SPRING programme.

1.7

Throughout the evaluation, we have adapted our design in
response to the Shekina change in prototype. This includes
changing the timing of our data collection, lack of cooperative
rotation, and lack of cooperative activity.
As part of the endline evaluation, we gathered data from
three of the young women in a marketing role. However, as
they were all over 20 years of age, they cannot be counted
as part of the SPRING reach. Their feedback does provide
lessons for the programme and is detailed in Annex B.

Respondent profile

The basic demographics of participants in the endline data collection are outlined below15:
Location (drop off site): At endline, a quarter of respondents were from Buyoga, a fifth in each were from
Bushoki, Base and Rusiga and 15% were from Tumba 16.
Table 7: Location of cooperative members by drop off point (Endline %)
Members

Leavers

Total

Bushoki

19%

38%

21%

Buyoga

26%

13%

25%

Base

20%

13%

19%

Rusiga

19%

38%

20%

Tumba

17%

0%

15%

65

8

73

Base (all respondents)

Age: At endline, a quarter of girls were 19 years of age; and three quarters were over 20 years of age.
School: At baseline, all girls were enrolled in school but only 2% (1 girl) was attending school. At endline, 99% of
girls were enrolled in school and 4% (3 girls) were attending school17. At baseline, 22% of girls indicated their
highest level of education as completion of lower secondary, 48% had completed some years of lower secondary
and 28% had completed primary school. One girl had completed only some years of primary, and one had
completed upper secondary.
Table 8: School enrolment and attendance
Baseline May 2016

Endline November 2018

Enrolled in school

100%

99%

Attending school

2%

4%

73

73

Base (all respondents)

Home and family: At baseline, 7% of girls had children. At endline, this had risen to 32%. The proportion of girls
that stated they cared for other members of their household was consistent over time (85% in 2016 v 92% in 2018).

15

Note, as marketing girls were all 21 years and older, they are not counted as part of the SPRING reach. They do provide lessons for the
programme and the profile and feedback of the three participants in the endline fieldwork is detailed in Annex B.
16
For the qualitative interviews, 6 were interviewed at Base, 4 at Bushoki, 3 at Buyoga, 5 at Rusiga, and 1 at Tumba.
17
Shekina targeted girls that had dropped out of school and it is not clear why most girls tell us they are still enrolled but most are not attending.
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Table 9: Home and family
Baseline May 2016

Endline November 2018

Do you have children?

7%

32%

Do you care for other members of your household

85%

92%

73

73

Base (all respondents)

Poverty Probability Index (PPI) 18: At baseline, PPI scores were calculated using the Simple Poverty Scorecard
Poverty-Assessment Tool for Rwanda and data collected at baseline. The PPI score ranges from 0 to 100, its value
being a proxy to poverty likelihoods19. The mean PPI score across the 73 participants was 5220. According to the
Index, there is a 21% chance that a person in Rwanda with an index rating of 52 lives on less than $1.25 a day
(2005 PPP); a 62% they live on less than $2 a day and a 77% chance they live on less than $2.50 a day. This
suggests that through its SPRING funding Shekina is reaching girls at the Base of the Pyramid.
Disability: The Washington Group Short Set of Disability Questions was included at the end of the members,
leaders and leavers survey. Across all respondents to the surveys, one reported had great difficulty both hearing
even if using a hearing aid and remembering things/concentrating on activities; one respondent had great difficulty
seeing even if wearing glasses; one respondent had great difficulty walking or climbing steps and one respondent
stated she could not provide self-care21.

18

All SPRING impact evaluations use PPI as a proxy for poverty.
More information on PPI score calculations for Bangladesh as well as poverty likelihood equivalences can be found here:
https://www.povertyindex.org/country/bangladesh.
20
The PPI uses data collected from ten questions about household characteristics and asset ownership and calculates the likelihood that the
household is living below the poverty line. Questions are tailored to each country: http://www.progressoutofpoverty.org/country/rwanda
21
Note – we anticipate the latter response was a misinterpretation of the question as the Coffey Evaluation team met completed a KII with this
respondent during which she did not mention nor display any obvious issues with self-care.
19
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2. Findings
This section details findings from data collected throughout the Shekina Impact Evaluation:
•

Section 2.1 details girls’ IGAs and earnings over the past week and past 12 months 22;

•

Section 2.2 reports on the mechanisms of payment and savings;

•

Section 2.3 reports on girls’ learning and the acquisition of relevant work skills;

•

Section 2.4 details changes in girls’ wellbeing and life skills;

•

Section 2.5 details girls’ future prospects and attribution of this to Shekina;

•

Section 2.6 provides an account of the activities and earnings of girls who are no longer with a Shekina
cooperative;

•

Section 2.7 reflects on contribution and unintended consequences of the intervention; and

•

Section 2.8 draws conclusions.

2.1 Cooperative members - Pathways to predictable income and earning
Shekina initially set out to improve girls’ earnings and earnings potential by providing them with regular paid work
as well as an opportunity to enhance other income generating opportunities (IGAs) through organising them into
cooperatives where they had the opportunity to work with other girls and foster new business initiatives. To
evaluate Shekina’s impact on this, we collected data on both the nature and extent of girls’ income generating
activities and income earned before and after joining a Shekina cooperative.
Girls’ reported earnings both before and after joining Shekina gives insight into whether cooperative membership
has improved their earnings. The nature of girls’ income generating activities (IGAs), as well as how they perceive
their skills abilities before and after Shekina gives insight into whether the cooperative has improved girls earning
potential.
Box 1. Summary of girls’ pathways to predictable income and improved earnings:
•

At endline, only 9% of girls had worked for their Shekina cooperative in the last week compared with 68% at
baseline suggesting a slowdown in cooperative activity 23; 58% of girls had undertaken other paid work,
consistent with the proportion involved in paid work before joining Shekina and only 5% of girls attended
school compared with 29% before joining Shekina 24.

•

At endline, more girls had been involved in an IGA (92%) than before joining a cooperative (74%); however
fewer girls had undertaken more than one IGA (other than Shekina) at endline (39%) than before joining a
cooperative (48%).

•

Girls other work activities are comparable with what they were doing before they joined their Shekina
cooperative, and this tended to be paid or unpaid agricultural work.

•

Overall, girls’ earnings have not improved and earnings from Shekina alone have declined. At endline, girls
earned a median RWF 3,400 from their work with Shekina, compared with RWF 8,400 at baseline. When
asked, most girls (82%) felt they had worked and earned more before they joined their Shekina cooperative

•

Only two of five cooperatives were operational in 2018, with two last operational in 2016. Despite the lack of
activity, girls have remained with their cooperatives in anticipation of further work.

Snapshot data on girls’ general activities over the past week serves to both validate their recollection of their IGAs over the past 12 months
and provide wider wellbeing measures of girls’ general market and non-market activities.
23
Each impact evaluation data collection was planned to coincide with Shekina’s cassava leaf harvest season which typically ran from
November through to May each year.
24
Girls have got older and may have graduated. Additionally, as the cooperatives were operational during the school week, the lack of
cooperative rotation may have dissuaded members from leaving their cooperatives and so prevented them from returning to school.
22
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2.1.1

Daily activities over the past week – extent to which girls are involved in productive work and
leisure

Girls reflections on their activities of the past week is detailed in Table 10. At endline, only 9%25 of girls had worked
for Shekina in the previous week, compared with 68% at baseline26 . Over half of girls had undertaken paid activity
other than Shekina, higher than at baseline (20%) but consistent with the 52% of girls that reported they had
undertaken paid work before joining Shekina 27. This suggests the slowdown of cooperative activity has led to an
increasing need for girls to engage in other IGAs.
At endline fewer girls had attended school (5%) than had attended school before joining Shekina (29%). While the
Shekina prototype sought to target girls’ who had dropped out of school and encourage them to return to school
using earnings to fund their studies, findings suggest Shekina did not succeed in encouraging girls to return to
school.
Table 10: Thinking of your activities over the past week, which of the following activities have you
undertaken (% of girls responding yes)
Baseline - Before
Shekina

Baseline – 2016 at
Shekina

Endline – 2018

Work for Shekina

0%

68%

9%

Other work for which you were paid

52%

20%

58%

Unpaid work in the home

100%

86%

86%

Unpaid work outside the home

80%

66%

82%

Leisure time

91%

66%

72%

Church/Mosque/praying

99%

82%

78%

Attend school

29%

2%

5%

65

65

65

Base = All cooperative members

2.1.2

Income Generating Activities (IGAs) and earning over the past 12 months

Girls’ reflections on their activities over the past 12 months is detailed in Figure 11. At endline, less than half (46%)
of girls stated that they had worked for Shekina, 47% stated they had done other work for a wage, a third (32%)
had run a business for pay, and 37% had worked in a business without pay28.
More girls stated they had been involved in an IGA in the past 12 months at endline (92%) than before they had
joined their Shekina cooperative (74%). However, fewer girls reported involvement in more than one type of IGA at
endline (39%) than baseline (52%). A similar proportion of girls were involved in unpaid IGAs at both baseline and
endline. This included cultivating and farming for their families and helping family with housework.

25

Three members of Bushoki, two of Buyoga and one of Tumba cooperatives.
The baseline was conducted in May 2016. The Shekina cooperative employment scheme started in February 2016, though half (52%) of girls
only started working with Shekina in May 2016.
27
At endline, girls that had worked with their Shekina cooperative in the previous week were members of Bushoki (25%), Buyoga (12%) and
Tumba (9%) cooperatives; those undertaking other paid work were most likely to be from Buyoga (88%), Base (69%) and Rusiga (50%).
28
At endline, most members of Buyoga (94%) and Bushoki (75%) cooperatives reported having worked for Shekina in the past 12 months,
compared with 46% of girls at Tumba, 8% at Base and none at Rusiga28; all girls at Base and Rusiga cooperatives had been involved in another
IGA outside of working with Shekina, whereas girls at Tumba cooperative were least likely of all cooperatives to have undertaken another IGA
outside Shekina (70%)
26
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Table 11: Thinking about your activities over the last 12 months… (any IGA)
Any Income Generating Activity

Baseline - Before Shekina

Work for Shekina

Endline - At Shekina
46%

Work for a wage, salary, commission or any
payment in any kind (excluding Shekina work)

60%29

47% *30

Run or do any kind of business

52%

32% *

Help without being paid in any kind of business

32%

37%

More than one IGA (including Shekina)

52%

39% *

Did no other IGA (or work for Shekina)

26%

8% *

65

65

Base = all cooperative members

Describing their other paid IGAs
At both baseline and endline, girls typically described their other waged work as piecemeal labour, involving
working on neighbours’ farms for pay (preparing land and cultivating); a few respondents mentioned picking tea
and washing coffee; and a few mentioned working for construction projects, including road, soil protection and
terrace construction. It is to be expected that over 12 months, girls would undertake several different jobs, as
commented by one girl at endline that she was “doing all sorts of work; working on people’s farms or construction
site” (Member S131)
Where girls reported running their own business, at both baseline and endline, this typically involved farming their
own land and selling produce on the market, though some girls also operated as traders, as explained by one “I
buy fruits from farmers and sell it to the market. This work helps me to get household stuff, food, clothes, soap etc”
(Member S2). A few girls were involved in tailoring and handicraft and making and selling sorghum beer.
At endline, a few girls from Base, Buyoga and Rusiga cooperatives reported they were involved in business
ventures with other cooperative girls, including one case of girls tailoring together and a few cases of girls farming
together: “We have a small group of girls and do farming of peas, beans and we sell the yield and divide equally.
Most of us have been able to buy livestock and do small trade” (Member S6); and “We meet and farm at each
other’s farms. One day we go to a girl’s farm and the next day we go to another till we finish” (Member S7).
Where girls were involved in more than one IGA, activities were often interlinked, where wages earned funded their
own business: “I work people’s farms and get paid RWF 700 per day and when I save enough, I buy food stuff
(tomatoes, carrots, garden eggs) to sell in the market” (Member S3).
Earning
Those girls that had worked for Shekina in the previous 12 months (46%) reported to have worked for an average 5
of those months, earning a median RWF 3,400 per month, or RWF 850 per day. This compared with baseline,
where girls reported to have worked for Shekina for on average 2 of the past 3 months since prototype launch,
earning a median RWF 8,40032 per month. Focusing on girls endline earnings only, this compares to the CFSVA
2016 average daily wage for agricultural work of RWF 752 per person, ranging from a minimum of RWF 500 and
maximum of RWF 2000.33

This employment rate is consistent with the Integrated Household Living Conditions Survey (EICV – Enquete Integrale sur les Conditions de
Vie des Menages) 2013 – 14, which reports 60% of adolescent boys and girls were employed (as documented on pp15 of the Gender &
Adolescence: Global Evidence: Rwanda Capabilities Report December 2017.) This is slightly higher than the 52.5% of 15-19 years olds in
employment in the RDHS 2014-15 report, but lower than the 73% of 20 -24 year olds in employment (pp43).
30
* is used throughout the report to denote where results are statistically significantly different to baseline.
31
Throughout the report, we reference verbatim comments anonymously according to the data collection method: S = Quantitative Survey; KII =
Qualitative Key Informant Interview; FGD = Qualitative Focus Group Discussion.
32
At baseline, all girls were working for Shekina, however many had only just started working and not yet been paid and there was confusion
over pay rates amongst many girls – 18% of girls did not know and 20% refused to answer how much they were earning at the time. A third of
girls provided earnings estimates that were above the rate Shekina themselves estimated girls would earn (of approximately RWF3,600 per
month). This high level of confusion was not evident at endline.
33
Comprehensive Food Security & Vulnerability Analysis (CFSVA) December 2018, pp 66.
29
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Table 12: Median monthly earnings (RWF)
Baseline – before
Shekina

Baseline -with Shekina

Earnings from Shekina34
Earnings from other paid work35*

Endline

8,400
9,60036

3,400
6,895

In the year prior to endline, girls that had undertaken other work for which they were paid reported earning a
median RWF 6,895 per month. This compared with baseline, where girls reported earning a median RWF 9,60037
per month.
Qualitative findings suggest that some girls had not been very active or had held off looking for another IGA, in
anticipation that Shekina would resume activities “The cause we don’t know, we found us inactive we are waiting
that they will call us, and we can again work (sic)” (Member KII4).
Box 2: Summary of cooperative activity over the evaluation period
Shekina’s records38 show many cooperatives have been inactive over the evaluation period
•

While many members have not left their Shekina cooperatives, notwithstanding seasonality, the
cooperatives have all been inactive at various stages in each year of the evaluation, with three of five
cooperatives completely inactive over the past two years.

•

From Shekina’s own records:

•

2.1.3

o

All cooperatives were largely inactive in 2017. Shekina explain that this is due a drought year.

o

The two most active cooperatives are Bushoki and Buyoga. These cooperatives have been active
over the cassava seasons in 2016 and 2018. These cooperatives are inactive outside the cassava
season39.

o

Base cooperative last worked in June 2017. 40

o

Tumba and Rusiga have only operated in the Cassava season of 2016.

Shekina’s records on cooperative activity are sometimes at odds with what we observed during our own data
collection and with what Shekina verbally indicatedinformed us about41.

Girls perception of change in work activity before and after joining Shekina

When asked, 82% of girls agreed that they had worked more hours before they joined Shekina than since they had
joined Shekina and 84% of girls agreed they earned more money before joining Shekina. This is despite a quarter
(26%) of girls reporting that they were not involved in an IGA before starting with their Shekina cooperative.

Figure 1: Comparing Shekina (2018) to work before Shekina

34

N at baseline = 40, endline = 30
N at baseline = 43, at endline= 51.
36
Note at baseline most respondents spoke of weekly earnings from their other IGAs, whereas at endline, girls made reference to monthly
earnings.
37
Note the baseline median represents girls earnings from their main IGA only, where endline medians includes all IGAs.
38
Annex D provides details of Shekina’s Operations Report on each cooperatives activity over the evaluation period.
39
Shekina reported that cassava harvesting season was typically between the months of November – May.
40
Note this is not documented in Shekina’s own records, but it is in line with what we observed during midline data collection and what the
Operations Manager told us. It may be Base was only operational during our midline data collection period.
41
For example, Shekina told us that they paid Tumba cooperative members in cash on the days when the cooperative operated. However, no
record of Tumba Cooperaitve operations are documented in the Shekina Records; at Base cooperative, we observed processing activity in the
month of February 2017 when we were conducting midline data collection, though again this activity is not documented in Shekina records.
35
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Before I joined my Shekina
cooperative

82%
I worked more hours

16%
2%

Now that I am with my Shekina
cooperative
84%

I earned more money

Don't Know

16%
0%

This is consistent with qualitative findings which reflected the lack of cooperative activity limited girls’ ability to earn
through it, “The highest amount that I got was from cultivation, because Shekina lasted for just one month and we
got less amount of money” (Member FGD2).
Girls were asked to compare work with their Shekina cooperative to work they were involved with before Shekina.
Despite the lack of cooperative activity, many girls perceived it offered them more opportunities to meet new people
and work with other girls, as well teach them how to run a business than the work they had done before. Work
regularity and pay were the key issues. This is further discussed in Section 2.4 [Wellbeing & life-skills].
Figure 2: Comparing Shekina (2017) to work before Shekina
Shekina is better because it teaches me to work with
other girls

60%

Through Shekina I meet more new people

37%

47%

48%

Shekina is better at teaching me how to run a business

37%

Shekina teaches me more new skills

37%

Shekina’s work is more interesting

35%

28%

10%

I have greater status in my family because I work for
Shekina

35%

27%

15%

35%

23%

18%

Shekina’s work is more regular (i.e. every week)

25%

13%

Agree

Neither agree/disagree

5%

50%

Shekina pays me more money for a day’s work

Strongly agree

2%

12%
12%

Disagree

7% 5%
20%
15%

22%
30%

12%

22%
25%
20%

Strongly disagree

2.2 Cooperative members - Banking and saving
Shekina aimed to help girls protect earnings and assets through teaching girls about the importance of banking and
saving and encouraging the uptake of safer methods of holding their earnings and savings. Helping girls protect
their assets also encompasses paying girls regularly and through formal, secure banking mechanisms. To assess
this, the evaluation gathered data on how girls received and kept their Shekina earnings and the savings they held.

Box 3: Summary of how girls bank and save
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•

At endline, most girls (85%) reported they were paid in cash. This was higher than baseline (34%).

•

While Shekina reported that four of five cooperatives were paid into the cooperative bank account, cash
payments to girls suggest that formal banking mechanisms at the cooperative level have not filtered down to
mechanisms of payment within the cooperatives.

•

At endline, nearly half (49%) of girls held earnings in SACCOs and savings groups, reflecting an increase on
baseline (28%). While we know that CARE have been involved in promoting savings groups in the area,
some girls attribute a greater understanding and interest in savings to Shekina.

•

At endline, a quarter of girls reported they were aware of their Shekina savings scheme. Shekina reported
closure of the cooperative savings scheme in 2017 and findings suggest many girls were confused over
savings held by their cooperatives.

•

Two thirds of girls (65%) reported they had received money outside paid work and nearly all girls (96%) had
savings outside Shekina savings. This is comparable with percentages at baseline.

2.2.1

Methods of payment of Shekina earnings

We asked all cooperative members how they had received the money they earned from Shekina, and their
responses are detailed in Table 13. Most girls stated they received their money in cash (85%) and only 6% into
their bank account. This contrasts with baseline where 20% of girls stated they had received their money in their
bank account and a significant proportion did not know how they would receive their money as they had not yet
been paid (34%). This suggests that while Shekina may have succeeded in establishing formal banking
mechanisms to pay cooperatives from the company, this has not filtered to mechanisms of payment from the
cooperatives to the girls, with less girls reporting receiving money into their bank accounts at endline.
Table 13: How do you receive the money you earn at Shekina?
Baseline

Endline

In cash

34%

85%*

In my bank account

20%

6%*

Other

12%

Don’t Know/ Not applicable/ Refused

34%

9%*

65

65

Base = all cooperative members

While Shekina maintains it pays directly into cooperative bank accounts in four of five cooperatives, it is not clear
how payments to cooperative members are supported, monitored and regulated. This suggests that while Shekina
has sought to protect and regulate girls’ assets by paying directly into the cooperative bank account, they have not
been able to protect each girl’s payments in cash.
When asked how frequently they were paid, 52% of girls said they were paid at the end of the month and 26% of
girls said they were paid less regularly, every 3, 4 or even 5 months, that: “They (Shekina) pay us anytime they feel
so. There is no fixed time to get the money” (Member S3) and that “they pay us after three months and that
presents a challenge to us (sic)” (Member KII1). Fifteen percent of girls said they were paid at the end of the day 42.
At baseline, 72% of girls stated they were paid at the end of the month and 28% stated they did not know when
they would be paid.
Findings from our qualitative interviews also reflected ambiguities around outstanding payments, where some girls
maintained they had not been paid the earnings they were due or had been paid in an irregular manner. “There are
some challenges, when we worked, we thought that we will be paid at the end of the month (..) they didn’t well pay
us monthly. Even till now, there are some months that they didn’t pay us (sic)”, (Member FGD1).
A lack of communication from Shekina seemingly exacerbated uncertainties and, when asked, most girls were
unable to account for the reasons behind the outstanding and irregular payments. This was further complicated by
42

These were mostly girls from Tumba who we understand had not worked in the previous year, but at baseline had stated they got paid at the
end of the month (55%) or they did not know when they would be paid; and at midline had all stated they did not know when they were paid as
they had not worked.
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the considerable amount of time most cooperatives have been inactive “That man [Shekina] didn’t explain us why,
we asked, and he told us that we will get it. Then, when we got money, it was only one month, and we didn’t get
opportunity to ask him what happened (...) because we passed long time without working. I think we meet him
[Shekina] today, we suggest asking him about because there is long time without working (sic)” (Member FGD1).
This challenge was common to both cooperative members and leaders, both unable to account for late or
outstanding payments.
Some girls raised concerns over a lack of adequate management of the cooperative bank account and payment,
with one girl commenting that “sometimes we go to take our money and we realise that our leaders withdraw some
amount on our account while it is not written in our booklet” (Member S8).
2.2.4

Means of holding earnings

The means girls used to hold their earnings is detailed in Table 14. Two years after joining their Shekina
cooperative, more girls held their money in a SACCO or informal savings group (49%) than before joining Shekina
(24%) and more held mobile money (23%) than before joining Shekina (15%). At endline, 5% of girls kept their
earnings at home or with their guardian at endline, lower than before joining Shekina (26%). This reflects while
there is a range of methods used by the girls of protecting their earnings they have generally moved to more formal
methods.
Qualitative findings suggest that Shekina may have played a role in stimulating and mobilising girls to open a bank
account, as one member noted “I have an account in SACCO (…) I opened it after I started working with Shekina.”
(Member KII2) Although some girls noted that their means of holding earnings is not necessarily attributable to their
experience with Shekina, most girls agreed that Shekina provided them with the earnings to further improve their
savings behaviour.43
Figure 14: How do you keep the money you earn?
Before Shekina

At Shekina

Baseline

Baseline

Endline

In my bank account

26%

28%

23%

Savings account

15%

9%

5%

Mobile money/TIGO/Airtel

15%

14%

23%

Savings group/SACCO

24%

28%

49%*

Home bank/safe place at home

16%

9%

3%

Parent / guardian

10%

5%

2%

65

65

65

Base = all cooperative members

2.2.5

Shekina savings scheme

Box 4: Status of Shekina Savings Scheme
In 2017, Shekina confirmed that in response to lack of cooperative operations that year, it had made the decision
to dissolve the enforced savings scheme and pay cooperatives their savings to disperse amongst the members.
The extent to which this message filtered down to girls is unclear. Moreover, many questions remain over the
management of the cooperative savings scheme, with girls unsure how much savings they have in the account,
girls that have left their cooperatives reporting they have been unable to obtain their share of savings, and
leaders unable to explain how savings would be shared out amongst the members.
A quarter (23%) of girls are aware of a Shekina or cooperative savings scheme. These girls tended to be members
of the Bushoki and Buyoga cooperatives. Twelve percent of girls were able to give an estimate of how much they

43

The increase in savings groups was also consistent with girls mention of a CARE intervention to promote savings groups as further details in
Section 2.8 [contribution].
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had saved in the cooperative savings account, a median of 12,500 RWF, which they intended to use for items of
interest and to fund their own business. Anecdotally, girls aware of Shekina savings anticipate receiving their share
when they leave the cooperative, with one commenting: “Yes, I have savings, but I just don’t know the total amount
(…) at the end we must receive the savings” (Leader KII5).
The lack of awareness of how the savings scheme worked was consistent with a broader lack of awareness around
how payments were calculated and distributed: “We didn’t well understand the money we worked for and we also
forget it, there is long time” (Member FGD1). This suggests that for many girls, being part of a Shekina cooperative
did not build their financial literacy skills.
Nearly all girls (82%) stated they had savings other than those with Shekina. Two thirds of girls (60%) stated they
received money from outside paid work. This is comparable with percentages recorded at baseline.
Change in savings behaviour
For some girls, the experience at Shekina provided them with an understanding of the importance of saving. “The
first thing I profited is to know that saving is a good thing, because before joining I wanted to use all the amount of
money I would get, in fact I didn’t know about saving” (Member KII2).
Further, qualitative findings suggest that participating in a Shekina cooperative influenced girls’ saving behaviour by
providing them with the means to further increase their savings and participate in saving groups. For instance, one
leader shared that “…Shekina helped me so much, after my parents’ death I have stopped my studies, and when
Shekina started, I work with it, and I start saving money then after being back at TVET school because of working
with Shekina” (Leader KII1). Another member noted “…when I was in Shekina, I had an objective. I worked at
Shekina but I had a saving group where I used to save my money. Then I got a sheep from that group, and that
sheep produced another, another one......like that. For this time, I plan that I will reach number 1 with a cow”
(Member FGD1)

2.3 Cooperative members - Learning and earning potential
When Shekina launched their prototype, they targeted girls who had dropped out of school and aimed to teach
them cassava leaf processing skills as well as provide on-the-job learning on sourcing the cassava leaves and
learning about entrepreneurship through the cooperative structure. To assess this, we gathered information on
girls’ perception of what they had learnt through the cooperative, including their understanding of why the
cooperatives were/not active; their perceptions of their cooperative leader as well as leader perceptions and
learning through the cooperative.
Box 5: Summary of girls experience of working in the cooperative and the opportunity to learn
•

Girls perceived ability to do their cooperative job (pre-processing cassava leaves, working with others
and giving/taking instruction) improved significantly between baseline and endline. However, girls
perceived ability to run their own business or understand their contract of employment/business
agreement with Shekina did not change between baseline and endline.

•

Girls did not perceive any change in the main tasks in their work at the cooperative and were reliant on
Shekina to determine when their cooperative was active.

•

Girls understood it was the lack of cassava leaves that prevented the cooperative from operating, and
beyond climate and seasonality, some girls perceived that poor price and payment from Shekina
dissuaded farmers from doing business with the cooperatives. This was particularly the case for
cooperatives that were closer to other markets (e.g. Rusiga, in easy access of Kigali.).

•

The cooperative structure generally relied on a leader and vice-leader, with Shekina representative
acting as treasurer and as the third signatory for all cooperative bank accounts. This created a reliance
on Shekina to regulate payments both from the company to the cooperatives and within the
cooperatives.

2.3.1 Opportunity to learn
Table 15 details how girls rated their ability in a series of work-related skills. Girls perceived ability in skills required
for their cooperative job (pre-processing cassava leaves, working with others and giving/taking instruction)
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improved significantly between baseline and endline. However, girls’ ability to run their own business or understand
their contract of employment/business agreement with Shekina did not improve between baseline and endline. 44
Table 15: How would you rate how well you are able to… (very able% - ranked on endline)
Baseline

Endline

Pre-Process (sort) cassava leaves

52%

66% *

Work with others

40%

48%*

Do your current job well

41%

42%

Give and take instruction

19%

40% *

Speak up in front of others

23%

28%

Understand your business agreement/ employment contract

19%

20%

Run your own business

22%

19%

Run a cooperative business

11%

14%

65

65

Base = all cooperative members

Cooperative tasks and learning
At baseline, nearly all girls described their main work tasks as sorting cassava leaves (97%). A few girls mentioned
cleaning the workplace (6%) weighing (3%), transporting (3%) and senior responsibility at the sites (5%, leader or
vice-leader). At endline, the majority (82%) of girls stated their main work tasks had not changed, with some girls
commenting that both the reason for the lack of change in their main work tasks, and the only change in their work
tasks, was that their cooperative was not operational: “Yes, I was supposed to be sorting cassava leaves but now
we are not working and I don't know the reason” (Member S9); “No, nothing has changed, we have not been
working for a long time” (Member S10).
When asked what the most important thing was that they had learnt while with Shekina, girls most commonly
mentioned they had learnt how to process cassava leaves (63%), and less frequently mentioned that it helped
them learn how to save or manage their money (23%) or learn other life skills (23%), such as how to work with
others.
2.3.2 Perception and understanding of cooperative business operations
Girls were asked a series of questions about the cooperative business operations to assess their understanding of
what determined cooperative activity and success. Most girls perceived that if farmers did not bring their cassava
leaves to the cooperative, the farmers sold the leaves to other processor or traders (65%). One in four girls thought
the farmers took their leaves directly to the Shekina headquarters, 18% stated they sold leaves to people living in
the area and 15% that the leaves went to waste. Qualitative findings confirm this, with one member noting that
“…today they are discouraged, they give cassava leaves other people” (Member FGD1).
Findings from the qualitative interviews suggested that in some cases, farmers brought the leaves to the drop off
site where Shekina collected the leaves without involving the cooperatives: “from September this year the people
are bringing cassava leaves but these workers are not working but the population are bringing the cassava leaves
here (..) it is Shekina, is coming and bring the cassava leaves at the main site” (Member KII4).
Perception of cooperative inactivity
Girls were asked the reasons behind when the cooperative did and did not operate. Selecting from a predefined list
of options, most girls perceived it was the availability of cassava leaves rather than demand from farmers,
availability of machinery or transport for leaves or willingness of cooperative members to work. The lack of cassava
leaves was seen as the underlying reason that cooperatives had remained inactive for so long, as illustrated by
44

Girls who were members of the Buyoga cooperative showed the highest levels of agreement in six of the eight statements, notably processing
cassava leaves (82%) compared with 36% of Tumba, working with others (65%) compared with 33% of Rusiga and doing their current job well
53% compared with 27% of Tumba.
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some of their comments: “The reason for not working once a week is that the cassava is brought once in a while
and we don't work as intended” (Leader S1).
The availability of cassava leaves, in turn, was dependent on a number of factors, most importantly:
•

Weather: the cassava season and favourable weather conditions, with Shekina themselves informing us of
a drought in 2016 which affected the 2017 harvest.

•

Willingness: farmers willingness to grow cassava leaves, influenced by crop rotation and funding from
other projects, for example soil conservation terraces meant that Tumba had experiences a slump in
cassava leaf availability in 2017, as commented by one girl: “I lastly worked in 2016 due to the lack of
cassava leaves. The fields have been changed into field terraces” (Member S12).

•

Price: farmers had reportedly complained that Shekina offered lower prices for the cassava leaves and
had gone elsewhere to sell their leaves. “Shekina gives less amount of money, so as some people would
deny giving their cassava leaves to Shekina and prefer taking their cassava leaves to the market where
they could earn one thousand per one burden while Shekina was giving the less amount” (Member FGD2).

•

Payment: girls also noted irregular payment of farmers as another reason that some farmers took their
leaves elsewhere, with some girls perceiving this to be a reason for the inactivity of their cooperatives.

While seasonality and crop rotation are beyond the influence of Shekina, issues like price and payment
mechanisms are not. Some girls perceived that Shekina played a pivotal role in the determining the incentives for
farmers to engage in business with the Shekina cooperatives, thereby affecting potential work available for the
cooperatives as well as the cooperatives’ commercial viability. “For me I want Shekina to increase the price for
cassava leaves because the recent one was low (..) to make cultivators give enough cassava leaves and to make
us have a job” (Member FGD2).
Supply issues aside, girls were often unclear why the cooperatives faced continued inactivity, sometimes even
when the cassava leaves seemed to be available again. There seemed to be a lack of communication from
Shekina on why cooperatives had closed and when they would reopen, with girls commenting that: “they [Shekina]
didn’t give us any reason [for the closure], they told not to come to work and operations stopped like that” (Girl
KII1- member); that “maybe they [Shekina] will call us again to work but we don’t know the cause” (Member KII4);
and “They[Shekina] didn’t tell us anything” (Leader KII2).
Initiative to run cooperatives independently
Shekina took responsibility for organising most of the cooperatives’ activities, including providing equipment on the
day (e.g. weighing scales, chairs) without which cooperatives could not operate, coordinating payment of farmers,
cassava leaves collection and in sometimes calculation and payment of cooperative members’ payments. This lack
of autonomy limited the learning potential of girls learning on-the-job skills.
When asked, none of the girls had thought of engaging in their cooperative activities independent of Shekina.
Some girls could not conceive of the possibility: “We didn’t do anything like that (..) No, because some of us leave,
and everyone follow her path (..) I think it is impossible (..) No one has ever brought such idea” (Member KII2).
Other girls spoke of challenges of home life, such as marriage and children and physical distance of cooperative
members from one another; as well as a lack of momentum to get the group together outside of Shekina direction
“We didn’t think of collecting cassava leaves for our own? We didn’t think we were thing of how less amount we
had to do all that. So, we waited with hope that it will be solved soon” (Member FGD2).
This suggests that girls would require a differently designed intervention to build their confidence and ability to run
a cooperative independently.
2.3.3 Members perception of the cooperative leader
When asked to describe their cooperative leader, girls were generally very positive, describing leaders as capable
and trustworthy, for example:
•

“She is able and has ideas that can help the cooperative go far. She taught us on saving and its purpose”
(Member S13).

•

“She leads well and reminds us that we need to be careful when sorting the cassava leaves” (Member
S14).

•

“She has good leadership skills and talks politely without harming anyone. She follows up on our payment
and it comes on time” (Member S15).
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Worryingly, while one respondent described her leader positively, she recounted that Shekina had encouraged the
leader to influence the other cooperative members to lie about their experience of working for the cooperative: “She
works well but Shekina told her to lie that we are still working, and she forced us to say the same. This is the only
thing that I did not like about her” (Member S16).
When asked whether they agreed with a set of statements about their cooperative leader, nearly half (48%) of girls
strongly agreed their leader kept them informed about when they were working. Just over a third (36%) of girls
strongly agreed their leader looked after them, ensured they were paid regularly and kept them informed about pay.
Girls were least likely to strongly agree their leader communicated regularly with Shekina (28%) or was able to
address concerns girls had about their work (23%), reflecting a lack of leader ability to resolve cooperative inactivity
(See Table 16).
Table 16: How strong do you agree or disagree with the following statements about your cooperative
leader… (% Strongly Agree)
Endline
Keeps me informed about when I am working

48%

Looks after me and the other girls in the cooperative

36%

Keeps me informed about what I am being paid

36%

Ensures I am paid regularly

36%

Is fair

34%

Represents our collective interests to Shekina

33%

Communicates regularly with Shekina

28%

Is able to address any concerns I have about work

23%
Base = cooperative members excl leader

61

2.3.4 Cooperative leader experiences
Where cooperatives were operational, cooperative leaders spoke of acquiring new skills in people and business
management, “…how to lead people, to be a leader and then to be open to people” as well as “I learned how to
keep well the cassava leaves plant, I got knowledge of how to lead people, so that I can lead everywhere am
supposed to” (Leader KII1).
Some leaders recounted that their acquired skills were limited in scope and mostly related to processing of the
cassava leaves: “What I started working in Shekina what I learned is how to clean food” (Leader KII4). Others,
however, praised Shekina for teaching them how to engage in banking activities, through the cooperative bank
account “[the operations manager] talk to me and ask me how much money they [the members] can be paid and
then I tell to [the Shekina operations manager] how much money they should be paid and after that we go to
withdraw money (..) for deposit now I know and how to withdraw” (Leader KII5). The extent to which cooperatives
were active will have impacted on the skills the leaders were able to acquire.
Leader responsibilities included maintaining attendance records, managing girls that were not working properly and
making sure the drop-off site is clean, recording what farmers bring to the drop-off site, and calculating and paying
the girls. However, there were a few mentions of sharing some of these responsibilities with a vice leader and/or
secretary as well as with a representative from Shekina. When asked where the responsibility for keeping track of
members’ payments lies, one leader noted “we have committee so, it is secretary who is in charge”, and for
keeping attendance records, she shared that “...it is the vice president and bringing to me” (Leader KII1).
Challenges
Some leaders experienced challenges related to paying and managing the cooperative members, exacerbated by
a perceived lack of support from Shekina. “I took some money from my business and pay them [members] so that
they don’t become angry and say, we worked and you didn’t pay us (..) I took it from the profit of my business (..)
those girls asked me for their money after when we were no longer operating (..) and I took my money and paid
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them, it’s been a year now” When asked about support from Shekina in overcoming this particular challenge, the
leader shared that “He [a representative from Shekina] told me that he would bring my money today (..) He was
here, but when he left and he didn’t come back yet (..) There is nothing else I can do other than calling him”
(Leader KII4). Another leader also shared challenges with regards to managing the cooperative members: “I
encounter challenges, like when some members refused to come to work, and Shekina’s officials abandon me”
(Leader KII2).
Additionally, one challenge mentioned by a few leaders, was the perception of unfair pay. Leaders seemed to
receive the same pay as cooperative members, regardless of the additional responsibilities they carried and time
spent on leader tasks: “No, we all get paid depending on kilos we did (..) it can please me but because this job of
being a leader is tiresome (..) if they don’t plan to raise my salary or find a new way that I can work, I can’t keep on
being a leader” (Leader KII4); “About the money they pay me…it is not enough” (Leader KII2).
However, others also shared that their experiences with receiving support from Shekina to overcome some of their
challenges were good. For instance, one leader noted “…if we have a problem we inform [the Shekina Operations
Manager] and then he can advise us how we can behave” (Leader KII4). Another leader mentioned how a
representative of Shekina supported the cooperative in replacing one of the members that had left: “Most problems
happen when we are together with [the Operations Manager], so he help us to solve them (..) that one of losing
some members, we told him and told us that, it could be better when we replace them (..) he told me to search
other girls” (Leader KII1).
When asked how Shekina could support best leaders, one leader responded that they would prefer to be employed
again: “by giving us the work” (Leader KII2).

2.4 Cooperative members – Wellbeing and life-skills
Shekina aimed to improve girls’ wellbeing and life-skills through providing them with an opportunity to earn income,
and improve their own and their families’ welfare, and improve their life-skills through working in the cooperative.
To assess Shekina’s impact on well-being and life skills, data was gathered on girl’s experience of working for the
cooperative, including: why they joined the cooperative, their main work tasks, likes and dislikes, and expectations.
We also gathered data on girls’ autonomy and spending, their perceived well-being and life skills, and perceptions
of their guardian and others in their household to assess the extent to which benefits experienced by girls and their
household promoted the girls’ broader economic empowerment.
Box 7: Summary of girls’ perceptions of their wellbeing and life-skills
•

Girls primary motivation for joining and staying with their Shekina cooperative was to earn money.

•

Girls liked the camaraderie and friendship and less labour-intensive nature of work in the cooperative
compared with other work available (for example cultivating and construction) but disliked the lack of
regular of work and payment from Shekina.

•

Girls reported spending their earnings on items they wanted; daily needs; and on their business; and
saved less than at baseline. However, as two cooperatives were last active in 2016, some girls had not
been paid since 2016.

•

Girls perceptions of their confidence and friendship circle improved significantly compared to baseline.
Similarly, their sense of control, ability to manage budgets and avoid dangerous situations has improved
over the same period. While it is difficult to attribute all of this improvement to Shekina, girls at the most
active cooperative of Buyoga showed the highest level of agreement, and those in the less active
cooperatives showed the lowest levels of agreement.

2.4.1 Experiences of working for the cooperative
Motivation for joining
Recalling from baseline, the most common motivations for joining Shekina were to earn money (64%) and improve
their own/family’s welfare (30%). One in ten (11%) girls wanted to socialise with their friends.
At midline we asked girls why they had left their jobs to join Shekina. Around half of girls joined Shekina as they
thought it would be better than what they were currently doing, in particular that it would be less physically taxing,
more regular and better paid: “the reason is that when working on farms, I would get tired and at times I don't get
paid. At Shekina, the sorting of cassava is not tiresome, and I get time to rest” (Leader S2). Nearly one in ten girls
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mentioned their current jobs had come to an end. Around a fifth of girls started working for Shekina as they felt that
they could still continue with their other IGA, for example running their own business.
Likes
Despite the fact that cooperatives had not been operating as frequently as expected, most (96%) girls were still
able to describe something they liked about their work. Seven in 10 girls mentioned they liked the companionship,
camaraderie and sharing of ideas with other girls in the cooperatives, commenting that “being a girl only group, we
discuss issues without fear” (Member S17), and that they share jokes, stories and problems; and learn from each
other’s ideas. Three in 10 girls (30%) mentioned they liked earning an income, 18% that they learned how to sort
cassava leaves, and 8% that they learnt how to save.
From qualitative feedback, girls liked working with other girls of the same age and perceived the work environment
at Shekina to be safe and fun: “What I feel proud of is that we are all girls, we all understand each other when we
are talking (..) because we are of the same age, we talk about real life and everyone is free to ask what she doesn’t
understand” (Member KII2).
Despite payment issues and irregular work supply, girls were happy to be able to earn an income “even though
they don’t pay on time, they pay us more money that can help us (..) when money come in gross, it helps me”
(Member KII1);“Yes, another thing is that I didn’t have capital but I have got it now” (Leader KII4).
Additionally, even though the cooperatives were not operating as planned, girls at least had work, as one leader
notes “What I liked about Shekina is that I didn’t have a job, but I have got one now” (Leader KII4) and one member
shares “They supported us to get a job instead of staying at home” (Member FGD1).
Girls were happy with the nature of the work at Shekina, perceived by many girls as less labour - intensive than
other IGAs they had done and easier than other wage work: “While comparing, I can say that Shekina’s job was
easy. It could take us like only four hours to collect cassava leaves with my neighbours, but it is not easy when you
are cultivating because you cultivate until 12 :00 AM. So Shekina’s job was easy” (Member FGD2).
Even though girls valued camaraderie in the cooperative, only ten girls (15% of all respondents) reported they met
with other cooperative members outside of the cooperative. Five of these girls from Buyoga, two from Rusiga and
one girl from each of the remaining cooperatives. None of these girls were cooperative leaders. As one member
explained: “It’s not easy because we come from different places, unless if we meet as people who shares the same
cell, maybe it may go like that for the others” (Member KII2).
Dislikes
Three quarters of girls were also able to describe what they disliked about their work. A third (36%) of girls disliked
the irregular work and lack of communication from Shekina about when they could expect to work, commenting of
“stopping of work without explanation” (Member S18), and “going to the site only to find that there is no work”
(Member S19). A third (31%) of girls raised issues with late payment, and while some girls sought immediate pay,
in line with how farmers were paid for their leaves, other girls spoke of months of delay: “The payment always
comes after many months and girls need to continuously visit the offices in order to get paid” (Member S20). And
similarly, from KIIs, girls commented that “Salary is the only problem with it. That’s the only challenge with Shekina”
(Member FGD2).The pattern of likes and dislikes remained the same through baseline, midline and endline
surveys.
Staying with Shekina
More than half of girls stayed with their Shekina cooperative as they still hoped to work: “I kept thinking that we will
work, and I will get money. When the cassava leaves will be available, I will get the money” (Member S12).
Girls at active cooperatives also mentioned better pay and/or less physically taxing work as reasons for staying:
“the daily payment in Shekina is more than the one I got for cultivating, and the work of cultivating was hard’ and by
another girl ‘the job we did in Shekina is not hard like making terraces in fields” (Member S12).
One in five girls stated they had no other work to go to: “for me I want to work every time in Shekina’s cooperative,
unless if I get another job which is better than this one in terms of the salary” (Member KII2).
Findings from the qualitative interviews also reflect that girls were aware of the cooperative rotation scheme but
were uninformed about how it would be executed. There also seemed to be a confusion about an age limit. This
confusion was exacerbated by a perceived lack of communication from Shekina, particularly where cooperatives
had been inactive for a considerable amount of time and caused some girls to speculate about a modification of the
age limit. “I will stay till, before they said at certain age you have to quit but now we are not working (..) It is
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because the job is closed, we are not working, and they are not telling us anything (..) I can’t know maybe when we
will meet again and work they will tell us. I don’t know” (Member KII4).
Overall, many girls seem to be willing to indefinitely stay with their cooperative, “for me, I don’t know till when
except if they themselves tell me stop but I wish to work with them forever” (Member FGD1).
2.4.2 Autonomy and spending
At baseline, nearly all girls (96%) stated they decided how to use their earnings, with 38% stating their parents
could also be involved in spend decisions. This suggests that girls have always perceived themselves to have a
high degree of autonomy in their spending decisions.
Girls reported spending of their Shekina earnings is detailed in Table 17. Girls were most likely to use their Shekina
earnings for items they wanted (with particular mention of body lotion); daily needs for themselves or others in their
household or save their earnings for use at a later date. Compared to how they used their earnings at baseline and
midline, at endline girls were more likely to spend than save their earnings. One suggestion for this may be that
savings were used to contribute towards both girls own and their families’ needs.
Encouragingly nearly a third of girls reported to have spent their earning on their own business. This may have
become possible as they had saved a sufficient amount of money.
Compared with baseline, girls were less likely to use their earnings to pay personal debt or as gifts.
Table 17: Thinking about the money you earn in your business with Shekina, which of the following did
you use it for last week/ when you were last paid? (% Spend)
Baseline

Endline

Things I want(ed) (i.e. make-up, toiletries, jewellery)

54%

63%

Save/set aside for use at later date (excl. Shekina saving)

75%

59% *

Daily needs for myself (e.g. food, transport costs)

28%

47% *

Daily needs for household/others (e.g. food, transport)

29%

34%

Pay personal debt

43%

29% *

Give as a gift/used to buy a gift for others

31%

20%

On own business

15%

28% *

School fees/uniform for self or others

14

19%

Other (Specify)

3%

1%

65

65

Base = all cooperative members

2.4.3

Perceived wellbeing

Girls perceptions of their general wellbeing is detailed in Table 18. Significantly more girls strongly agreed they
were confident at endline (55%) than at baseline (23%); and likewise, more agreed they had a large group of
friends (45% at endline and 34% at baseline). One girl commented that: “we got together as girls and we can be
thought about our lives, we thought about our future, so that someone can give a piece of advice to her neighbour
so as to prepare our future and to avoid loneliness” (Member FGD2).45

45

Girls who were members of the Buyoga cooperative showed the highest levels of agreement. Girls who were members of Rusiga and Base
cooperatives tended to show the lowest levels of agreement.
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Table 18: Perceptions of wellbeing: How strongly do you agree/disagree that… (% Strongly Agree)
Members Only

Members + Leavers

Baseline

Endline

Baseline

Baseline

I am a confident person

23%

55% *

22%

52% *

I have a good relationship (get on) with others in my
household

45%

49%

47%

43%

I have a large group of friends

34%

45% *

37%

44% *

I have one or two people I regard as my ‘best friends’

35%

42%

36%

40%

I enjoy living life

26%

29%

29%

26%

65

65

73

73

Base = varies

At endline we also asked girls about their perceptions of their safety, sleep and nutritional welfare. Over half of girls
strongly agreed they felt safe at work, but only a third (37%) felt safe at home, that they got enough food and 17%
that they got enough sleep.
2.4.4

Life Skills

Girls rating of their ability across a set of life skill measures is detailed in Table 19. At endline, significantly more
girls assessed themselves as very able to control their lives, manage money, avoid dangerous situations and do
basic maths than at baseline46.
Table 19: Perception of life-skills: How would you rate how able you are to…. (% Very Able)
Members Only
Baseline

Members + Leavers

Endline

Baseline

Endline

Control your life (and make decisions about my life)?

46%

74% *

48%

70% *

Manage your money/budget?

40%

54% *

37%

55% *

Avoid situations where you could be subject to sexual violence
or harassment??

33%

51% *

32%

47% *

Do basic maths (add, subtract)?

31%

42% *

27%

43% *

Care for yourself and your children /others in your household?

27%

35%

29%

31%

Read and write a letter?

28%

34%

29%

32%

Manage new situations/ people you do not know?

34%

26%

32%

25%

Rely on yourself for money rather than rely on partner/ others?

21%

24%

18%

23%

Stay in or go back to school?

5%

11%

4%

10%

65

65

73

73

Base = varies

46

Girls who were members of the Buyoga cooperative showed the highest levels of agreement in four of the nine statements, with 88% of girls
strongly agreeing they could control their life and manage their money/budget versus 41% at baseline. Girls who were members of the Tumba
cooperative showed the lowest levels of agreement. In five of the nine statements.
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2.5

Cooperative members - Future prospects and attribution to Shekina

We gathered information on how girls perceive and attribute changes in their life since joining a Shekina
cooperative; and explored the nature as well as development of their future goals.
Box 8: Summary of girls’ future aspirations and attribution of impact to Shekina

2.5.1

•

Girls were significantly more likely to strongly agree they have plans for improving their life and have set a
goal than at baseline.

•

One in five girls strongly agreed the cooperative had helped them develop their own business.

•

Six in ten girls (62%) say working with Shekina has helped them plan their goals and a third (35%) say it
has not.

•

One in five girls strongly agreed the cooperative had helped them develop their own business.

•

By endline more girls had a more developed idea of what business they wanted to run.

•

A third of girls stated their goals had changed while they had been working with Shekina. It is unclear
whether the girls have acquired the knowledge skills to run a business, however evidence suggests their
ideas of productive work have become more considered over the evaluation period.
Future plans and goals

Girls agreement with a set of statements about their future is detailed in Table 20. Two thirds of girls strongly
agreed they had plans for improving their life and just over half (55%) had set a goal for their life. This was
significantly higher than at baseline. Despite the lack of cooperative operation, four in ten girls strongly agreed the
cooperative had taught them skills that would help them in the future and planned to work with other cooperatives
girls. One in five girls strongly agreed the cooperative had helped them develop their own business.
KIIs further suggest Shekina provided capital to improve girls’ future prospects, “Shekina helped, it provided me
with the money that I can use to buy what I want, and other that I make from aside I take it in saving group”
(Member KII1); introduced girls to the importance of saving to invest in their business, “It is because I saw that I will
be gaining some money and I can save it for selling (..) that [Shekina] is where the idea comes of selling” (Member
KII4); and taught girls important life skills: “they gave us enough training in Shekina (..) on how you can behave
while you are in another group of people” (Leaver KII1).
Table 20: Thinking about your future, how strongly do you agree with the following statements (% Strongly
Agree)
Baseline

Endline

I have plans for improving my life

49%

67% *

I have set a goal for my life (e.g. finish school, my own business)

42%

55% *

I plan to complete my O or A levels

7%

6%

The cooperative has taught me skills that will help me to find work

39%

I plan to work with other girls in the cooperatives in the future

37%

I plan to use my cooperative savings to fund my future work

30%

The cooperative helped me develop my own business

17%

Base = all cooperative members

65

65

When then asked to describe their future goals and plans, most girls spontaneously mentioned that they planned to
start/continue running a business of some kind, most notably: farming and selling their produce; livestock rearing;
and tailoring. This is consistent with baseline, however, by endline more girls had a notion of the type of business
they wanted to run (See Table 21).
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Table 21: Can you tell me more about the goal and plans you have for the future? (open response)
Baseline

Endline

Start a business/project (unspecified)

48%

20% *

Start a specified business – tailoring, restaurant, canteen, selling produce

11%

37% *

Buy livestock/start livestock/chicken rearing

15%

26% *

Go back to school/do vocational training

18%

14%

Plan to work hard to uplift my livelihood (unspecified)

9%

2%

Save

6%

3%

65

65

Base = all cooperative members

Qualitative findings also reflect girls plans to progress through small business initiatives to bigger careers: “When I
get capital I cannot continue to sell fruits, I can engage myself in different forms of trading (..) I can start a grocery
shop and also a shop that sells clothes” (Leader KII4). However, some girls’ ambitions were based on the
understanding that they have money in a Shekina savings scheme which will be shared with them upon leaving the
cooperative.
Qualitative findings further show that a number of girls would like to stay with the cooperative and progress into a
more experienced and better paid role. For instance, one member shared “I wish to work with them forever (..) Yes,
like to go to the other people to train them how to treat cassava leaves, especially to train other girls (..) They
should pay me 1000frws per day once I train them” (Member FGD1 R1); “Just to be like team leader, I wish to lead
them” (Member FGD1 R2).
While girls’ notion of productive work has improved over the evaluation period, it is unclear whether the girls have
acquired the knowledge skills to run a business.
Six in ten girls (60%) say working with Shekina has helped them plan and achieve their goals and a third (35%) say
it has not.

2.6

Cooperative leavers

The endline evaluation design considered defining cooperative leavers as all girls that had not worked for their
cooperative in the last 12 months. However, during our pilot study it was apparent that due to the lack of
cooperative activity, girls that had not worked for their cooperative in the last 12 months might still consider
themselves to be members of the cooperative. For this reason, the distinction between cooperative member and
leaver was ultimately left in the hands of the girls themselves to decide. Eight girls identified themselves as leavers
and were asked a series of questions about why they had left their cooperative and what they were subsequently
doing. Their responses are detailed below.
Box 9: Summary of the experiences of girls who have left their cooperative
•

Eight girls had left their cooperative at endline.

•

Four of eight girls who left in 2018 have undertaken paid work in the last 12 months and four have not.
All girls have undertaken unpaid work in the last week.

•

Girls left their cooperatives due to the lack of work, but all say that their cooperative work was better
than the work they were doing now. The primary reason for this is that cooperative work was easier than
the work they were currently involved in – paid or unpaid. There is at least one incident of a girl’s parent
instructing them to stop working for the cooperative.

•

Girls reported mixed feedback on the benefits of having worked with Shekina. Four girls felt that working
with Shekina had helped them plan/achieve their goals but two did not.

•

The five girls that were involved in IGA had worked 3.5 of the last 12 month, earning a median RWF
5000 per month.
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•

With the exception of maths and budgeting skills, girls that had left their cooperative tended to rate their
life skills and wellbeing more poorly than girls that were still with their cooperatives.

By November 2018, eight girls identified themselves as having left their cooperative. All of the girls that had left
their cooperative were still enrolled in school though none were attending school.
In the previous week, all girls had undertaken unpaid work in the home, six had undertaken unpaid work outside
the home and four had undertaken other paid work.
Over the past 12 months, three girls had neither worked for Shekina nor undertaken any other IGA. Of the
remaining 5, two girls were farming their own land, one was farming land for a wage, one girl worked for a wine
manufacturing company brewing banana wine, and one worked in the shop and canteen. These five girls had
worked an average 3.5 months over the last 12 months, earning a median RWF 5000 per month.
Leaving Shekina
In describing the circumstances leading to their departure, girls described scenarios of cooperative inactivity,
unreliable work patterns and late payments leading to their departure, for example:
•

“The reason for stopping to work with Shekina, [was because] the cassava leaves became scarce. I went
to look for other work instead of waking up earlier in the morning to go to the site and come back without
any work done” (Leaver S1).

•

“I worked for long time without being paid and I decided to stop …when my parents started to think that I
was hiding the salary from them, I stopped coming back” (Leaver S2).

•

“After the job in SHEKINA stopped, I was unemployed for five months. I joined the Nyangirama restaurant.
That is where I work still” (Leaver KII1).

Two girls left their cooperative as they got married, with one moving away, explaining she “got married and left like
that but even before, we were not working properly” (Leaver S4) and the other girl “quit Shekina’s work as it was
not helpful”. This suggests that while different factors played a role in influencing girls’ decision to leave their
cooperative, the underlying reasons was always associated with a lack of work and pay through the cooperatives.
While based on a small sample, five girls that have made a conscious decision to leave their cooperative have
gone on to find new (waged) IGAs, whereas girls that have stayed members of non-functioning cooperatives were
more likely to be involved in IGAs such as running their own business or unpaid work.
Encouragingly, qualitative findings suggest that Shekina also equipped some of the leavers with transferrable skills
that they have been able to use in their new employment or contribute towards their future prospects, “Like
cleaning, I have learned it here (..) So what it helped me, I realized that in the factory I will be in charge of cleaning
(..) And I said okay, if I will be in charge of cleaning the factory, I shall do it the way I did it in Shekina” (Leaver
KII3).
One girl highlighted that savings taken during their time with the cooperative had not been paid out when they left:
“From the money that we were supposed to earn, some went to savings and the rest was given to us, but I left
when they had not given it to us and no reasons given” (Leaver S4). One girl felt she had been promised pay that
she did not receive, and through poor communication landed up out-of-pocket as she spent money on travel to the
drop-off site expecting to find work when there was none.
Wellbeing and life-skills
With the exception of their ability in maths and managing budgets, girls who had left their cooperatives tended to
perceive their well-being and life-skills as weaker than girls that were still members of the cooperatives. Given the
low base size, we have not reported well-being and life-skills data for leavers only, but their responses are included
in the Total Cooperative Beneficiary Sample (Leaver + Member) detailed in Table 18 and Table 19 in Section 2.4.
Feedback from KIIs reflected that girls that had left their cooperative perceived that being part of the cooperative
had improved their wellbeing, work and life skills.
With respect to wellbeing, one leaver shared how her earnings from Shekina had enabled her to meet her own and
family’s needs and improve her confidence with regards to her future prospects, “I was discouraged and thought
that my life is over, but when I joined Shekina, I started getting money, buying some fruits to my baby, keeping
some amount in saving group, so that I began to have hope” (Leaver KII2).
The findings also suggest that Shekina has improved girls’ wellbeing through increasing their financial autonomy,
for example as commented by one leaver: “What has changed in my life is that before I joined Shekina I used to
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ask my father everything I need, after joining Shekina I did my best to avoid asking him anything ever again (..) I
saved by all means and I was able to buy a goat and chickens” (Leaver KII3).
Alongside greater financial autonomy, girls recounted being able to help their household with their Shekina
earnings, “Before joining Shekina I was jobless, I was a school leaver at that time, then [after I joined the
cooperative] I was helping my mother to pay school fees of my young sister from the money I got from Shekina”
(Leaver KII1).
Some leavers also commented on having gained relevant life and work skills through their engagement with
Shekina, “they gave us enough training in Shekina like how you can behave while (..)you are in another group of
people” (Leaver KII1).
Future plans and goals
All girls felt Shekina work was better than the work they were doing now, citing better pay rates, training and
teaching and time to rest in the week alongside their work. One suggestion for this is that the girls have been
encouraged by parents/guardians to take up more physically taxing work – paid or unpaid – instead of cooperative
work. At the same time, girls reflected mixed feedback on the benefits of having worked with Shekina. Four girls felt
that working with Shekina had helped them plan/achieve their goals but two did not. In support of both of these
perspectives;
•

“One girl felt that Shekina and encouraged her to save and this had helped her start her business: “I ended
well with Shekina, the little money that I got, I bought many shares in our savings group. I joined this group
after inspiration from Shekina” (Leaver S1).

•

“One girl felt that her plans had not been realised as she had not received the pay she had anticipated:
‘Not at all. Shekina did not pay me and all the plans that I had in mind never materialised” (Leaver S4).

With respect to their future plans, three of girls that had been out of work the past 12 months expressed a vague
notion to start a business and one planned to start tailoring again; of those that had worked in the last 12 months,
one planned to accumulate money and build her parents a house and two girls did not comment on their future
plans. Anecdotally, girls perceive the earnings they received from Shekina as contributing towards those prospects,
“It will help me because I plan to learn tailoring so that I will be tailoring when I get married” (Leaver KII1).

2.7

Contribution and unintended consequences

2.7.1

Contribution

A quarter of all cooperative members were aware of other NGO activity in their area. Thirteen girls mentioned the
work of CARE in helping them establish a savings group. Desk research reflects that CARE is currently working
with the Rwandan Government to promote formal Village Savings Groups 47. Data collected during the evaluation
fieldwork similarly reflected that girls were involved with savings groups outside of the Shekina cooperative and it is
likely that the motivation to change spending and savings behaviour will be the result of multiple interventions.
Two girls mentioned awareness of an NGO called Compassion that provides scholastic materials to young children
(though both state they are not aided by it); one girl mentioned awareness of USAID's IGA Ubeho (Study and live)
which they used to be part of; two girls mentioned that Oxfam works with Shekina; one mentioned Save the
Children and one mentioned World Vision.
Shekina themselves report to be working with USAID and the Private Sector Driven Agricultural Growth Project
(PSDAG) to help women farmers. However, this does not seem to have any bearing on the activity of the
cooperatives to date.
Unintended consequences
The lack of cooperative activity has resulted in the most notable and negative unintended consequence that girls in
inactive cooperatives reported to have delayed looking for other paid work as they have been waiting for their
Shekina work to resume. As a consequence, girls in inactive cooperatives were less likely to be undertaking wage

47

https://www.careinternational.org.uk/stories/how-village-savings-groups-change-people’s-lives https://www.newtimes.co.rw/business/could-

new-platform-transform-national-savings-culture
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work at endline than at baseline and more likely to be involved in unpaid work. Girls at the active cooperatives were
more likely to be working for pay as they were working for Shekina.
On the other hand, Shekina reported that the lack of cooperative rotation has the positive unintended consequence
that the first group of girls engaged in a cooperative have be able to consolidate membership and were well-placed
for further strengthening and development.
Shekina’s close involvement as acting treasurer is expected to have contributed to the monitoring cooperative
activity, in particular with regards to monitoring payments to members. However, this close involvement has had
the negative unintended consequence of limiting the learning opportunities for girls as well as the ability of the
cooperatives to become autonomous and has created additional and continuous work for Shekina of directing the
activity of all the cooperatives. One suggestion is that if the cooperatives had been strengthened towards a
legalised status they would be more autonomous and better equipped to actually help Shekina in coordinating
farmers and the supply of leaves.
A positive unintended consequence is that while the Shekina Savings Scheme was abandoned, at endline girls
were significantly more likely to be saving than at baseline and some reported that Shekina had played a role in
encouraging them to save.
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3. Conclusions
Altogether, the findings of the Shekina impact evaluation study allow for an assessment of the prototype’s overall
impact on adolescent girl beneficiaries.
In their SPRING application, Shekina stated that their prototype would help girls generate income, save, invest,
protect earnings and assets, learn, return to school, stay in school, and feel safe and secure. Shekina envisioned to
establish five cooperatives which would be rotated each year. Girls leaving the cooperative would be encouraged
to use their savings to return to school or as capital for their own business ventures with other cooperative
members. Each year, 100 new girls would be engaged in the cooperative and economically empowered through
earnings and skills acquisition.
Reflecting on Shekina’s prototype and the SPRING evaluation questions, we draw the following conclusions:
To what extent did Shekina manage to reach adolescent girls in the value chain?
While the original prototype design might have allowed for greater reach, because Shekina did not rotate the
cooperatives, their reach was far lower than anticipated. Moreover, any impact Shekina would have able to deliver
was significantly limited as a result of the cooperatives’ inactivity. At endline, Shekina’s intention was to maintain
and further consolidate this first intake of cooperative members. Most of these girls are now no longer classified as
adolescent. While this adjustment may make commercial sense, it does present a limited potential of reach for the
Shekina component of the SPRING programme.
To what extent have girls improved their earnings (e.g. predictable income from safe sources) as a result
of participation in a Shekina Cooperative?
Shekina provided an unreliable and unpredictable source of income, where girls lacked the autonomy to determine
when the cooperatives would operate. Girls earnings did not improve through their engagement in the Shekina
cooperatives. Nonetheless, many girls preferred their work at Shekina to other wage work.
Cooperative activity
While a little under half of girls have worked in their Shekina cooperative in the last 12 months, work has been
irregular. Girls have been reliant on Shekina to determine when the cooperatives were active and premise of this
has been unclear. Girls reported that even when leaves were available for processing, the cooperatives remained
closed and girls lacked the autonomy and infrastructure to determine cooperative activity themselves.
The lack of activity outside of harvest season does not appear to have been adequately considered when
designing the Shekina prototype as cooperative activity was envisioned to be dependent on the availability of
cassava leaves.
There is little evidence that girls were encouraged or supported to establish business ventures outside of their
cooperative. Further, because no rotation took place, the opportunity for girls to leave the cooperative and set up
business ventures cooperatively, never arose.
Payment and asset protection
Payment from both Shekina and the cooperative leaders have also been unpredictable, with a quarter of girls
reporting they were paid on an irregular basis. There seems to be little transparency around payments, with each
cooperative using its own formula for calculating member earnings. A number of ambiguities exist around the
calculation mechanisms, with girls unable to comprehend or validate this, and forced to rely on the cooperative
leader and Shekina representatives.
While well intentioned, the role of the Shekina Operations Manager as notional treasurer and third signatory in the
active cooperatives, created a dependency on Shekina for access to cooperative money and pay and also served
to weaken their administration. As such, Shekina failed to help girls protect their assets.
Reinforcing factors
Both a lack of autonomy and clear communication from Shekina are thought to have reinforced dependency and
limited the potential to improve earnings as a result of participation in a Shekina cooperative. Notwithstanding
seasonality, without autonomy, cooperatives were unable to independently organise activities and earn an income
in the absence of Shekina’s instruction and communication. Further, a lack of clear communication between
Shekina and the girls aggravated uncertainties, with girls expressing a hesitancy to look for alternative or additional
earnings due to the anticipation that the cooperative activity would resume.
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The findings suggest that to build girls confidence and ability to run a cooperative independently would require a
different intervention, or different implementation of the intervention.
To what extent have girls improved their savings as a result of participating in a Shekina cooperative?
Shekina Savings Scheme
As the Shekina Savings Scheme was abandoned in its second year, the prototype has not directly helped girls to
improve their savings. Moreover, questions remain regarding whether and how savings accrued by the scheme in
its first year of administration were distributed amongst girls, particularly in light of the different ways in which
cooperatives calculate earnings and of some turnover of membership. It is not evident that distribution of savings
was adequately considered during scheme establishment and the Coffey Evaluation Team were unable to gain
access to details on any of the cooperative bank/SACCO accounts to verify.
Saving behaviour
However, girls did report a higher propensity to save since joining a Shekina cooperative, both within and outside
the cooperative. Although saving behaviour is not necessarily attributable to Shekina, it seems that Shekina did
provide girls with the earnings and encouragement to further improve their savings behaviour.
Safety of savings
The most active cooperatives of Bushoki and Buyoga indicated that they were still saving through their cooperative,
though most members were unsure of how much was held in savings. There is a great interest by the Rwandan
Government in promoting VSG’s and it may be Shekina could tap into this initiative to help girls strengthen their
saving schemes. Further a greater percentage of girls have moved their savings into more formal savings vehicles.
To what extent have girls improved their pathways to safe income sources (e.g. learning opportunities and
staying in school), as a result of participating in a Shekina cooperative?
Improvements in pathways to safe income sources have been limited as learning opportunities were mostly
confined to tasks related to cassava leave sourcing and processing, and further limited by a lack of cooperative
inactivity.
Learning opportunities
Although girls own perceptions of their ability to source and process cassava leaves considerably improved through
participation in a cooperative, their perceptions of their ability to run a business or a cooperative is mostly absent.
This is consistent with the girls’ tasks at the cooperative and reflects that on-the-job training was insufficient to
improve girls’ business skills, particularly in the context of limited activity. The lack of career progression within the
cooperatives, as evidenced by the lack of variation in work tasks over time, the lack of change in leadership, the
lack of cooperative autonomy, and absence of cooperative legalisation, suggests that girls did not have the
opportunity to optimise potential learning opportunities within their cooperatives. To establish independent
cooperative structures, Shekina would have to invest a lot more time in upskilling and training girls. The commercial
viability of this investment is unclear.
Learning in marketing role
Consistent with this, is Shekina’s unsuccessful trial of adolescent girls in a marketing role and subsequent
engagement of young, mainly Kigali-based, women, who were more highly qualified and had more work experience
than the adolescent girls in the Rulindo District. It suggests that Shekina was not able to upskill adolescent girls to
fulfil these requirements.
School
Girls tendency to return to school did not improve significantly through participation in a Shekina cooperative. Only
a few isolated incidents were recorded where girls returned to school, and a few girls went on to vocational training.
To what extent have girls improved their well-being as a result of participating in a Shekina?
Autonomy and friendship
Shekina improved girls’ wellbeing through providing an environment in which girls could draw benefit from the
friendship and support of other cooperative members. It improved girls’ life-skills by teaching them how to work in a
group to achieve a common end and provide them with some form of income. It also improved wellbeing through
improving girls’ earnings which benefitted their households too. This is evident from what girls like about their work
at Shekina and the improvement in their perceptions of confidence, control and financial autonomy.
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Future prospects
Many girls had the ambition of running their own business as their future goal and while this gained greater clarity
between baseline and endline, the extent to which girls have gained the skills to succeed is seems limited.
Participation in a Shekina cooperative does not appear to have impacted this path in a significant way. It did
however improve future prospects through improved confidence and providing girls with a source of income.
How did SPRING contribute to this change, as opposed to other factors?
While Shekina fell far short of delivering its prototype as intended, and earnings were far lower than anticipated,
both data collection and field observation reflected that many of the girls that participated in a cooperative benefited
as it provided good work when operational; 60% of girls felt Shekina helped them plan and achieve their goals.
Only a quarter of girls were able to mention other NGO activity in their area and this suggests the contribution from
other agencies was limited. The most notable contribution is from CARE in assisting girls to save.
During the evaluation period, SPRING was identified as the only source of funding towards the establishment of
cooperatives and benefits from the cooperatives are attributable to SPRING 48.
What have been the unintended consequences of participating in a Shekina cooperative?
The key unintended consequences of the Shekina cooperative are that girls appear to have held off taking up other
IGAs as they were waiting for cooperative activity to recommence. Poor communication from Shekina regarding
anticipated cooperative activity may also have played a role in girls’ unwillingness to move on.
What factors helped or hindered adolescent girls from participating in a Shekina cooperative?
The lack of cooperative activity is the key hindrance to girls’ participation. Although the activity appears to depend
to some extent on availability of cassava leaves, this does not explain the prolonged periods of inactivity. It is also
unclear why some cooperatives were failing to operate even in instances when leaves were evidently available.
The lack of cooperative autonomy in operation and reliance on Shekina as the single buyer meant that without
Shekina’s directive, cooperatives remained inactive.
Shekina has reported difficulties managing adolescent girls in both cooperative and marketing roles, and perceived
that adolescent girls lacked confidence and experience to fulfil the requirements of the marketing customer-facing
role.
Overall evidence of impact
Table 2249 summarises the key impact pillars and compares the areas the Shekina intervention was expected to
impact against where evidence suggests it has succeeded in impacting.
Table 22. Overall evidence of impact
Impact

Earning

Saving

Learning

Safety and wellbeing

Areas

Direct benefit from
Shekina through
increased earnings.

Direct benefit from
Shekina through
enforced savings.

On-the-job learning;
leader management
training.

Improved wellbeing
through work and
earnings

Expected Impact
Actual Impact

48

Construction of the cooperative drop-off sites was funded by a previous Oxfam programme. However, no cooperative structures had been
established prior SPRING involvement.
49
The level of shading represents the depth or intensity of impact.
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4. Implications for Shekina
This section provides a discussion of why and how the impact evaluation findings are of significance for Shekina
and what learning points can be identified for their future business.
•

Girls liked working for Shekina and their sense of wellbeing improved, highlighting the benefit of
working cooperatively with other girls.
Girls preferred working for Shekina than other manual labour as it was better paid and less labour
intensive. Girls evidenced improvement in confidence and friendship circles, most notably at active
cooperatives. This indicates that the girls enjoyed working cooperatively, and that a cooperative model
may, therefore, be an appropriate vehicle to utilise in future endeavours. Shekina may be able to build on
this evidence of impact in future investment bids.

•

However, cooperative work was infrequent and irregular, girls earned less than expected and
lacked clarity about when cooperatives would operate, highlighting a need for improved
communication from Shekina.
Many girls failed to take up other IGAs while with their Shekina cooperative in the belief that they would
return to work for Shekina, and this has limited the overall earnings of the girls involved. This in turn has
affected the impact of the intervention as most girls perceived they were earning less since starting work
with Shekina. Improving and being more transparent in communication would manage girls’ expectations
and improve their ability to plan both their Shekina work and other work accordingly.

•

Girls lacked clarity on what payments and savings they were due from the cooperative, highlighting
a need for improved accounting and transparency of payments and savings.
Though the cooperative savings schemes were disbanded, it was not clear whether all girls had been paid
out the money they were due, particularly where girls had left their cooperatives as there seemed to be an
absence of a mechanism to calculate what each girl was due. Shekina was unable to assist the evaluators
in obtaining statements of the cooperative bank accounts to confirm this status. This puts both girls and
Shekina at risk of fund mismanagement.

•

Many problems encountered by the cooperatives could be better managed if the cooperatives
achieved legalised status.
Shekina initially set out to achieve a legalised status for each of the cooperatives but lack of this attainment
has meant that cooperatives remained informal and therefore reliant on Shekina to monitor business
operations and safeguard girls.

•

Cooperatives were inactive when cassava leaves were not available, including outside of harvest
season; during the drought of 2017; and due to farmers decisions not to produce cassava;
highlighting a need for greater resilience.
The potential of the prototype rested heavily on its ability to encourage girls to become more resilient and
set up their own businesses. Shekina had intended for girls to establish their own business ventures with
other girls rotated out of the cooperatives. However, there is little evidence that girls were supported or
encouraged to pursue other business activities while they were with their cooperatives or throughout the
evaluation period. This could have provided girls with an alternative source of income when cassava
harvesting was not available.

•

The low number of girls leaving the cooperative, despite the low productivity, highlights a lack of
better work opportunity, a lack of consequence of leaving or staying with the cooperative but also
an interest and willingness amongst girls to engage in cooperative activity.
Even though many cooperatives were inactive for long periods, most girls remained members of the
cooperatives in the hope that work would recommence. This suggests a lack of other work opportunities
and a lack of consequence if cooperatives remain inactive. However, it also suggests girls are interested in
participating in cooperative activity but need support to establish and achieve this.

•

The low number of girls returning to school highlights girls lack incentive to leave their
cooperatives to return to study.
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Shekina targeted girls that had dropped out of school to participate in a cooperative and earn money to
return to school. However, few girls returned to school. The intervention is less relevant to target girls that
have dropped out of school to help them to return to school.
•

Changes in legislation imply that Shekina will be unable to target girls 18 years and under if the
cooperatives continue to operate during week days.
New legislation introduced by the Ministry of Education dictates that girls between ages 16-18 must have at
least 12 hours of rest between shifts and cannot work before 8am or after 6pm. This suggests that girls 18
and under will not be able to participate in the cooperatives while they are only active in the weekdays.
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5. Programme Implications
This section provides a discussion of why and how findings are of significance for the SPRING programme and
what learning points can be identified for future programming.
•

Shekina’s experience highlights the challenges businesses face when making use of alternative or
additional business structures as part of their prototype..
The cooperatives suffered a lack of adequate establishment at the outset, which created a dependency on
Shekina to manage, coordinate and oversee activities of five independent cooperatives. Arguably,
increased support at the outset should have created more cooperative autonomy and less organisational
management for Shekina. However, it is questionable whether Shekina could have afforded the investment
to establish legalised and autonomous cooperatives and train the girls to the extent they would be able to
run the cooperatives independently.
Other alternatives to establish functioning and autonomous cooperatives do not appear to have been fully
considered and this has not only resulted in underperformance of the prototype, but also created a
significant administration burden on Shekina.
Programme Implications: Establishing or mentoring additional business vehicles that should ultimately
operate independently, may place additional administrative burdens on the core business. This might
also require skills that the core business is not able to supply.

The cooperatives could have benefited from support in establishing key operational activities, for example
developing robust and transparent payment calculations and savings formula so that members understood
how their earnings were calculated and what savings were held.
Programme Implications: Ensuring that these separate, independent business vehicles operate
ethically and transparently is a key requirement for establishing a sound relationship between the core
business and the girls.

•

Shekina’s experience with a trial of adolescent girls highlighted challenges with including
adolescent girls in the value chain and marketing roles as well as challenges in reaching and
developing skills in marginalised girls.
Shekina’s unsuccessful trial of adolescent girls in the value chain and in a marketing role and subsequent
engagement of young, mainly Kigali-based, women, who were more highly qualified and had more work
experience than the adolescent girls in the Rulindo District, further suggests that Shekina was not able to
upskill adolescent inexperienced and marginalised girls to fulfil the requirements of the role.
Programme Implications: The costs and time invested in upskilling girls, especially adolescent girls,
are often higher than their (potential) returns.

Programme Implications: A lack of maturity regarding work related responsibilities and conditions is a
challenge that needs to be anticipated and addressed in businesses wanting to empower girls through
value chain placement.

•

Shekina’s experience affirms that working with girls, particularly vulnerable girls requires greater
safety protocols, including greater transparency and more careful management.
The prototype was unable help the girls protect their earnings and savings due to weak cooperative
administration, and a dependency on Shekina representatives. Rather, it created confusion around
payment and savings which was further increased by a lack of transparency. This experience suggest that
greater transparency is required to empower girls through ensuring that they are able to comprehend and
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validate their earnings and savings, and that careful management should be in place to ensure that girls’
assets are secured.
Programme Implications: Less skilled girls (especially with lower levels of literacy) have higher levels
of reliance on the core business, and those in positions of leadership, creating an imbalanced
relationship that requires considerable effort and oversight to ensure equitable and ethical treatment.

•

Shekina’s experience demonstrates that behavioural objectives, such as helping girls return to
school or set up independent business ventures, require more comprehensive or different
implementations of interventions.
The prototype was unable to successfully help the majority of girls return to school or to start their own
business initiatives. This is not only an issue of prototype design but, more broadly, also an issue of
implementation.
Shekina operations were complicated by new legislation restricting girls’ work hours. At the start of 2016,
the Ministry of Education introduced legislation that girls between ages 16-18 must have at least 12 hours
of rest between shifts and cannot work before 8am or after 6pm. Shekina believes this made the offer of
cooperative work less attractive to girls as weekdays were difficult to fit in around other work or school
commitments.
Further, the prototype was unable to support girls in establishing business ventures outside of their
cooperative. This is both due to a lack of cooperative rotation and a lack of resource investment by
Shekina to upskill and encourage girls to begin their own businesses.
The opportunity for girls to leave the cooperative and set up business ventures cooperatively never arose
because no rotation took place. To return to school, girls would have had to leave their cooperatives even
though cooperatives only operated one day a week, as the cooperatives only operated on weekdays. Girls
may have left their cooperatives and returned to school, or started their own businesses, if the
cooperatives had rotated after one year.
This suggests that the prototype was insufficient to encourage behavioural change.
Programme Implications: Restraint should be engaged where a prototype aims to achieve objectives
that are not directly related to the core business. Unless they posses the specialised skills needed to
achieve these objectives, businesses should be discouraged from directly linking their venture to these
objectives.

•

Shekina’s decision not to rotate the cooperatives, combined with unanticipated inactivity of many
of the cooperatives means the intervention has reached far fewer beneficiaries than anticipated.
Shekina was originally intended tor each around 250 adolescent girls through engaging girls in
cooperatives and in marketing roles. However, it has only benefited fewer than 100 adolescent girls. While
it is not the purpose of this report to analyse Value for Money, the low number of beneficiaries will mean
that cost per beneficiary was higher than expected.
Programme Implications: Reaching (and upskilling) girls in the value chain may mean reaching fewer
girls, although possibly having greater impact. This has implications for achieving programme targets 50
and Value for Money considerations.

•

50

Shekina’s experience demonstrates the difficulty businesses face in targeting adolescent girls
particularly where interventions target the value chain.

Coffey, SPRING Cohort 2 Programme Performance Evaluation Report, March 2018.
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Changes in legislation in Rwanda which severely restrict the employment of girls under 18 years of age
mean that if Shekina were to still target adolescent girls, it would have to adjust cooperative operations to
weekends only.
While Shekina have indicated they will continue to work with the cooperatives, they are not planning on
rotating the cooperatives and will instead work with the young women that were engaged during the first
intake of cooperative members. Most of these are not longer adolescent girls.
Shekina’s participation in SPRING has reinforced their interest in working with young women, however it is
unclear if this will specifically include adolescent girls.
Programme Implications: External legislation may severely restrict reaching and upskilling girls
through value chain activity.

Programme Implications: Changing policy and legislation can adversely affect a programme’s
objectives.
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Annex A – Case Studies of Active and Inactive
Cooperatives
These annexes present two case studies, informed by our qualitative interviews as well as by the ethnographic
case studies, carried out by the Coffey team. They outline and summarise the findings of two cooperatives; Buyoga
which is one of two cooperatives that have been the most active, over the cassava seasons in 2016 and 2018, and
Base, which seems to have been inactive for most part of the evaluation period. Most notably, despite a difference
in activity, no major differences have been identified between the girls’ experiences in the Base and Buyoga
cooperative, suggesting that Shekina did yield positive outcomes, even for girls who were only employed for a
limited amount of time. This also indicates that the challenges experienced by the girls were wide-spread, across
both active and inactive cooperatives.

Annex A
Case study of an inactive cooperative – Base
Overall, despite irregular pay and work, girls were happy to be engaged in the Shekina cooperative, even in the
face of prolonged inactivity. When asked if they would go back to work if the cooperative resumed its activities, all
members at Base agreed they would without a doubt.
Likes
Qualitative interviews show that girls enjoyed being employed and being provided with an opportunity to earn
money, “What I liked about Shekina is that I didn’t have a job, but I have got one now another thing (..) Yes,
another thing is that I didn’t have capital but I have got it now” Leader KII4
Findings also suggest that girls felt supported by their employer in various ways, “We got water from there at
school and they brought us soap. I think that is what they supported us. They also gave us trainings where they
paid us” Member FGD1
Dislikes
We found that a major challenge for the Base cooperative was the lack of necessary equipment and hygiene
facilities, as flagged by the Base leader, “What I didn’t like…there some changes as now we don’t have all
necessary equipment’s for example toilet and clean water that what we worry about a lot” Leader KII4
Saving, earning and spending
When asked about improvements in their lives following their Shekina experience, the girls at Base agreed that the
money earned at Shekina had enabled them to increase their savings as well as spending and start contributing
towards their future goals, “when I was in Shekina, I had an objective. I worked at Shekina but I had a saving group
where I used to save my money. Then I got a sheep from that group, and that sheep produced another, another
one......like that. For this time, I plan that I will reach number 1 with a cow”
The improvements seem to be twofold; the experience at Shekina seems to have enabled the girls to improve their
business acumen and with the money they earned at Shekina, they were able to engage in saving and business
initiatives, such as trading on the local market “Yes, I took it and add the money I got from cultivating, then I went to
the market and buy some goods to sell” Member FGD1
From the savings that were paid out to one leaver, she was also able to support her family in their needs “There is
my brother who was not going to school and I saw that he can’t drop out, and I helped my parents and I bought him
a mattress for FRW 15,000, and the remaining balance we paid it in the school fees, so I helped them” Leaver KII3
One member noted that the Shekina enabled her to save much better as her earnings would be paid out late and
infrequently and therefore in greater amounts, “About saving money, I’ve told you that the boss that I used to work
for in restaurant, he was paying like FRW 6000 and tomorrow FRW 2000, like that, you understand that it won’t get
me anywhere, but in Shekina money came as whole, and then I save” Leaver KII3
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Learning
With regards to learning on-the-job, the scope of learning seems to have been mostly limited to preparing cassava
leaves “What I started working in Shekina what I learned is how to clean food (..) It [What I learned at Shekina]
helped me a lot. I was able to teach people at home how to cook it [cassava leaves]” Leader KII4
However, one leaver notes that learning how to clean the their workplace provided her with a transferable skill that
she was able to use in her new job “Like cleaning, I have learned it here (..) so what it helped me, I realized that in
the factory I will be in charge of cleaning, and I said okay, if I will be in charge of cleaning the factory, I shall do it
the way I did it in Shekina” Leaver KII3
She also spoke about transferring the skills she had gained at Shekina to a younger sister, “It taught me something
because even thought I don’t work there, my young sister may decide to go and work there in Shekina, and if by
chance she is selected (..) I can teach her first, so that she goes there already know what she will be doing” Leaver
KII3
Wellbeing
The qualitative interviews show that girls experienced increased personal autonomy and improved economic
empowerment through their experience at Shekina, “For me, before I work with Shekina, I helped my mother for
picking tea. I didn’t have any other job. When I helped her to pick tea, she got money and gave the amount she
wanted like 500frws. So, I couldn’t buy anything with that amount but since I joined Shekina, everyone has to work
herself” Member FGD1
Being able to meet one’s own needs seems to be a major benefit for girls, “What has changed in my life is that
before I join Shekina I used to ask my father everything I need, after joining Shekina I did my best to avoid asking
him anything ever again, I saved by all means, and I was able to buy a goat and chickens” Leaver KII3; “We asked
parents skin lotion but since we joined Shekina, we don’t ask, you can buy whatever you want. The things have
been changed” Member FGD1; “[I was able to buy] like airtime and skin lotion” Member FGD1
Findings also show that Shekina provides girls with a better alternative than other options available, including less
labour-intensive work and a more likeable environment in which girls can work cooperatively. When asked to
compare her other IGA options with Shekina, one member noted: “These days that SHEKINA is not working, I told
you that I pick tea (..) The best of Shekina is that we came here and worked together, we also worked few hours
but what I do today, I work many hours and it is hard. But for Shekina It wasn’t hard and we worked few hours”
Member FGD1
Leader’s and parents’ perspective
Overall, our ethnographic case study with the Base leader and her family found that, despite prolonged inactivity,
her engagement with Shekina did yield positive outcomes for both her and her family. They were unsettled about
the cooperative’s inactivity and particularly by the lack of understanding around the reasons behind the closure
but nevertheless happy that she continued to be part of the cooperative.
She is 17 years old and has lived in her parents’ house with her grand-sister since she was orphaned 12 years
ago. Her brother and family live next door. Her sister in law, Yvonne, feels despite the lack of regularity of work,
the cooperative has been good for her as it has enabled her to earn money and learn to look after herself.
She stopped attending school three years ago and has completed up to senior 3. Prior to starting work with
Shekina, she was selling other farmers produce at the local market in Base to earn money. she continues to do
so today, now that the cooperative is inactive.
Her goal is to find the financial means to start a grocery shop or a clothing shop and stop selling fruits on the
market. She shared that she was happy to learn how to prepare cassava leaves and share the knowledge at
home.
Her main challenge while leading the cooperative was related to paying and managing the cooperative
members, exacerbated by a perceived lack of support from Shekina. “I took some money from my business and
pay them [members] so that they don’t become angry and say, we worked and you didn’t pay us (..) I took it from
the profit of my business (..) those girls asked me for their money after when we were no longer operating (..)
and I took my money and paid them, it’s been a year now” When asked about support from Shekina in
overcoming this particular challenge, the she shared that “He [a representative from Shekina] told me that he
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would bring my money today (..) He was here, but when he left and he didn’t come back yet (..) There is nothing
else I can do other than calling him”.
Another challenge was a lack of equipment at the Base site, “What I didn’t like…there some changes as now we
don’t have all necessary equipment for example toilet and clean water that what we worry about a lot”.
Even though her work has Shekina is less frequent than she though it would be, it is the first real income she
has earned, and she highlights that Shekina has taught her the importance of saving her earnings.

Annex B
Case study of an active cooperative - Buyoga
Overall, despite irregular and late payments, girls at the Buyoga cooperative enjoyed the social aspect of working
in the cooperative and have seen their lives improve in various ways, such as through an increased personal
autonomy and economic empowerment.
Likes
Qualitative interviews show that girls were generally happy to work in an environment with girls of the same age
and enjoy the social aspect of the cooperatives as the cooperative provides them with a support network, “I like the
way we cooperated with other, (..) It is to meet others and have discussion with them” Member KII1
Despite the irregular pay, girls enjoyed making a living and being employed “It is good to work in Shekina (..)
because you go and work. Even though they don’t pay on time, they pay us more money that can help us” Member
KII1. Despite the irregular pay, girls also suggested that their work at Shekina was better paid than other IGAs they
had been engaged in before, “I like to work for shekina (..) It’s because is the one give me money” Member KII4
Dislikes
A challenge for the girls at Buyoga was the irregular and late pay outs of their earnings, “…the way they do not pay
us on time” Member KII1. This seems to be further aggravated by the confusion about the reasons behind the
irregular and lay payments, “When came first they told that we will get paid every month, but now it can be 3
months without getting paid, they first started to pay us within 2 months, and then afterwards they get to 3 months
(..) but we don’t know where the problem was coming from” Member KII1.
Saving, earning and spending
Although most girls were saving or engaged in some sort of saving initiative prior to Shekina, qualitative findings
show that their earnings from Shekina enabled them to further increase or improve their savings behaviour “I used
to contribute few money in an [savings] association, but now I contribute more (..) If I get paid from Shekina, I save
more money” Member KII1.
Learning
For some girls, the experience at Shekina improved their business acumen and provided them with the motivation
to invest in future prospects through entrepreneurial activities “It is because I saw that I will be gaining some money
and I can save it for selling (..) [Shekina] is where the idea comes of selling (..) Shekina trained us and that saving
will help” Member KII4
Others are less convinced of the scope of learning at Shekina, as one member notes: “No, they didn’t teach us
anything else!...it is only to prepare cassava leaves” Member KII1
Wellbeing
Here too, qualitative interviews show that girls experienced increased personal autonomy and improved economic
empowerment through their experience at Shekina. Apart from being able to meet their personal needs, meeting
the needs of their parents seems to be another commonly mentioned advantage of working with the cooperative,
“What Shekina helped (..) I can buy myself what I need, sometimes I help my parents, I buy them what they need.
There is time when they don’t have money to buy food stuffs and then I give them money” Member KII1
Girls at Buyoga also noted a difference in treatment from the direct community “[they respect me] because they see
me working for shekina, that I am different with other girls out of here” Member KII4
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Leader’s and parents’ perspective
Overall, our ethnographic case study with the Buyoga leader, and her family found that engagement in the Shekina
cooperative did yield positive outcomes, despite some challenges around payment. The recent inactivity of the
cooperative has not only affected the leader but also her family, who depend on income from sold cassava leaves
and have no access to other purchasers than Shekina.
She lives with 8 other family members; her two parents, three sisters, brother, daughter and niece. The family owns
a small piece of land, used for farming purposes. However, the land is too small to provide them with sufficient
means for subsistence, forcing the family to work for a wage on other farms too. On their small farmland, the family
also grows cassava leaves. When active, they bring the leaves to the cooperative to be sold. The cooperative is the
only purchaser of cassava leaves in the surrounding area, which means the family has been affected by its recent
inactivity. Her parents shared “we feel there is nothing we can do but it is not easy for us”. They are unsure of the
reason behind the cooperatives closure. She was asked not to come to work one day and has not heard back ever
since.
She dropped out of school due to financial constraints and has a one-year old baby now. The money she has been
able to make while working as a cooperative leader has helped her with both her personal needs as well as her
family’s needs, as her father notes “we use of that money for all, when she gets that money she uses to buy for her
kids and other money she can give it to the family so we can use it for everything”
Although she enjoyed being employed and learning new skills, she complains that the nature of her role did not
allow her to earn sufficient money. She explains, “because I am a leader, (..) [during] the time the girls prepare the
cassava leaves, I am still going to collect cassava leaves so even for me I am not going to have time to prepare my
own cassava leaves so I cannot get the kilos [and] that is a challenge as a leader. As a leader you make sure
everything, and everyone is there and that can take time” she also notes challenges with regards to a perceived
lack of support “I am not given [any support] as a leader. I am the one monitoring everything, I don’t have any
support and am not being paid enough as a leader”.
Although the family was sad about the cooperative not being active at the time, when asked about the skills the
cooperative enabled them to learn, her mother notes “through my daughter even now I got training for how to
prepare cassava so mainly it helps me”.
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Annex B – Girls in a Marketing Role
Summary of findings on girls in a marketing role:
•

•
•
•

•

Since baseline, Shekina report they trialled two adolescent girls in a marketing role but felt the girls
struggled with the pace of learning and requirements of the customer-facing sales activities. Shekina
perceived girls lacked confidence and ability due to their inexperience and age.
Shekina has since recruited five young women in a marketing role who are all over 20 years old, one in
a full-time capacity and four on an ad hoc basis; each with a different set of responsibilities.
None of the marketing young women reported to have signed a contract of employment with Shekina.
Shekina pays the young women on a monthly basis into their bank accounts. Recalling that in
cooperatives the girls are paid in cash, this suggests that the mechanism of payment in the
cooperatives are failing due to a lack of adequate cooperative management.
Young women in a marketing role had more training and/or work experience before they started with
Shekina and learned a wider skills set with Shekina than girls in a cooperative. The marketing role
provides young women with a way to earn good money and improve business acumen as well as social
skills.

When we conducted our baseline in 2016, Shekina had not yet recruited girls into the marketing role. Since
baseline, Shekina report they pilot two adolescent girls in a marketing role but felt the girls struggled with the pace
of learning and requirements of the role. Shekina perceived these challenges to be a result of the girls’
inexperience and age, as stated in their KPI report: “Adolescent girls (15-19 years) fear people while talking to
them. It is known that one of the objectives of marketing is to convince people to turn to your product and you can't
do so while fearing them as it is with adolescent girls. So, we decided to change the target group up to 22 for
marketing purpose.” Shekina KPI Report.
Shekina has since recruited five young women in a marketing role who are all over 20 years old, one in a full-time
capacity and four on an ad hoc basis. The ad hoc roles mainly involve occasional work, such as attending trade
fairs, whereas the full-time role involves marketing, sales as well as cassava leave collection. For our endline, we
managed to speak to the full-time marketing woman, aged 21, and to two part-time marketing women, aged 25 and
28. We were unable to contact the adolescent girls who had been part of the pilot.
Working for Shekina
The full-time marketing employee reported to have been employed at Shekina, in different roles, since 2017. She
was first employed by Shekina to collect cassava leaves for a period of two months before she was promoted to
the marketing department where she currently engages in both marketing and sales activities as well as cassava
leave collection, although she also suggested to have been employed with a cooperative before joining Shekina
HQ, “We went [to exhibitions] in Gisiza and in Kirenge, but before going there I worked here the industry, I was just
collecting cassava leaves, I collected it like two months and I went working there around the road” (Marketing KII2).
Of the two women employed on a temporarily basis one had only joined Shekina recently to market Shekina’s
products at the Made in Rwanda exposition, which took place in the same week that our Endline data collection
commenced. The second woman reported to have been working with Shekina since 2014, mainly engaged in
annual trade fairs.
The womens’ main responsibility is to advertise and sell Shekina’s instant cassava leaf product, a new product they
had recently launched that was aimed at further increasing convenience by reducing the cooking time, “I was
assigned to explain to clients, the first thing was to explain to clients what we were selling, products we brought in
expo, and secondly, we sell them, we sell them in order to make money, those are the things that we were doing”
(Marketing KII1). This is not only done at expo’s but also through exploring the market for new suppliers, “Those
things about finding markets I used to go in supermarkets, and I convince them to buy, because there is a brand
new processed cassava leaves that is cooked for five minutes, so, everyone is wondering, what kind of cassava
leaves that are cooked within 5 minutes!? And we explain the way it is, and you give them a sample and when they
find it to be good they call someone who will be supplying it to them and they start to work together” (Marketing
KII3).
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Likes
On a day-to-day basis, the full-time employee sells Shekina products at a kiosk, just down the road from Shekina
HQ and takes care of direct sales as well as larger orders that have to be sent by post.
The recently hired employee, previously unemployed and searching for a job, reported to enjoy being employed
and earning some extra money for the duration of the trade fair, “The first thing is that it pleased me, cause you
understand that I am jobless now, so it was an occupation while I was looking for a job, that money can help me”.
She also praised Shekina for working with girls “... [Shekina] help people, they help girls very much, they help them
to develop themselves in that area of Nyangarama” (Marketing KII1) and noted that she would be happy to stay
with Shekina for the foreseeable future.
All three young women reported to enjoy the interaction with customers, especially the exposure to international
customers, whether on a daily basis or at the trade fairs, “... I also like how close I am to my clients and to my
employers” (Marketing KII1).
Earnings and payment
The youngest participant particularly appreciated being employed on a full-time basis, allowing her to earn a steady
and greater income than with temporary employment. When asked to compare her previous job, at a SACCO bank,
and her job at Shekina, she explained “As I told you there in Sacco and in a bank it was a temporal work, I could
work like one months and then the job is over, but here in Shekina I work every day because it is a permanent job”.
Although the job at Shekina involves longer working days, it allows her to earn a greater income than before, “In
Sacco the amount of money was less, but here the amount of money is high because I work for many hours”
(Marketing KII2).
Full-time employees receive their earnings on a monthly basis through a deposit on their bank accounts, with
Shekina requiring them to open a bank account for this purpose, “Yes, we get salary on the bank (..) they pay me
per month (..) Twenty-five thousand per month” (Marketing KII2). Part-time employees are however not required to
have a bank account and are paid in cash upon completing their work. One participant also noted that they receive
a lunch compensation from Shekina “Aah, they pay us when expo (trade fair) is over but they give us money for
lunch everyday (..) They gave me cash in hand” (Marketing KII3).
Learning
Unlike the cooperative girls’ experiences, marketing women are engaged in a different scope of activities, allowing
them to learn a different skill set and gain a different level of experience. Through her interaction with international
customers, one marketing girl was inspired to explore a creative idea to bring together her educational background
and experience from Shekina and create a new business model for their products, “I found out that… the reason
why I can keep on working with them and help them to develop their work is to make a website or a software that
can help to market their product abroad, so that Rwandans who don’t have access to their products, can find a way
to get those products shipped to them abroad” (Marketing KII1).
The young women also mention an improvement in their customer service and other social skills as a result of their
work with Shekina and the trainings they had received prior to that, “I was able to give an excellent service to the
client, whether he/she came to buy or asking for information, I explained to him/her very well but I did all of that
because they have trained me before” (Marketing KII1); “There was the when I could say rude words to the clients
when he/she says the same words, but when I have known that customer is like a king through that training I
stopped that behaviour” (Marketing KII2).
Their experience working with Shekina seems to have improved their business acumen and sales techniques as
well, “I got the knowledge of knowing to handle a certain business and to know how I will get profit from it, to know
how to save, and to use the amount rest” (Marketing KII2); “What I gain is that…I thought you can’t convince
something to someone…but I saw that you can convince people and make them to understand” (Marketing KII3).
Change in saving and spending
Overall, the women suggested Shekina had enabled them to increase their spending and saving behaviour through
increasing their overall earnings, “The important thing I achieved after joining Shekina is that I get money and go in
cooperative and making investment, like buying a cow as a way of investing” (Marketing KII2). However, it is not
evident to what extent their experience at Shekina significantly influenced their saving behaviour as the savings
aspect was not a central component of their employment as Shekina, as was the case for the cooperative girls.
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The full-time employee particularly appreciates being in a permanent job, where she has seen her savings capacity
improve through earning a reliable income, “Saving was a big problem at that when I was working as temporal
employee, because sometimes that amount of money you get in the temporal employment are directly given in
hands and you plan using them in primary needs, but when you get money per a month they are given on a big
number then you plan for big activities” (Marketing KII2).
Just like the cooperative girls indicated, receiving a monthly salary seems to me preferred over a more frequent
pay-out, “The reason why that amount is useful is that the money is coming per a month and in a big amount”
(Marketing KII2).
Participants used their earnings for both spending and saving, allowing them to meet their personal needs as well
as set some aside “Uhmm, I still have some, and another I used it to buy some stuff that girls need, it helps me,
there are many things that I am doing, I need to go to some places, as I told you, I buy internet bundle, you
understand that I need that money” (Marketing KII1); “I save some amount in the cooperative, I can save like eight
thousand in twenty two thousands of income and buy cosmetics of three thousand, I give eight thousands of
contribution in the cooperative, the rest are used to buy like a skirt or a t-shirt, I do account saving and the rest are
used for basic needs” (Marketing KII2).
Change in wellbeing
In line with the some of the outcomes we have found in our interviews with cooperative girls, our interviews with
marketing women also indicate an improvement in agency through reducing dependency and increasing
purchasing power as well as promoting self-development, “I have seen that it is good working for Shekina, it helps
you develop yourself in terms of money especially for girls, today I can get all needs that every girl needs because
of the salary I get from Shekina” (Marketing KII2); “I was able to buy myself what I wanted without asking someone
else. Sometimes when someone is jobless he/she can go asking everyone for money, but for me I can buy
whatever I need” (Marketing KII3); “I used to depend on my parents, but today I can depend on myself, I can
handle to solve my problems” (Marketing KII2).
One participant also noted that she was proud of and supported by working with Shekina, “Yeah, I am proud of that
actually. I’m proud of being there because I get my salary on time and they [Shekina] can help me whenever I have
a problem” and felt respected by her family as a result of being employed, “[I am respected in my family] because
I’m able to work and buy cosmetics without begging money to my parents” (Marketing KII2).
She also enjoyed being able to contribute towards the rent of her and her sister’s apartment and felt more
appreciated by her sister as a result, “Yeah, because she sometimes asks me for help in terms of money when she
has a problem. That’s why she [respects] me” (Marketing KII2).
Another participant mentioned that her parents were happy to see her find a job and take care of her personal
needs, “They were very happy because when parents see their children are going to work, it makes them happy.
Because they pay the school fees (..) you understand that when a child gets a job it makes his/her parents happy.
It can help him/her to buy him/herself that body lotion” (Marketing KII1).
Future prospects
All three women shared their hopes to stay with Shekina for the foreseeable future, “If there is a vacant position
and they feel they need a worker [I can stay with Shekina]” (Marketing KII1); “I think it will be so long unless they
decide to reduce employees and that kind things happens in each company, so there may be they can send me
out, but I don’t plan of leaving Shekina” (Marketing KII2); “[if Shekina need anyone] I will be there” (Marketing KII3).
Other future prospects mentioned include starting an own business venture, “I am planning to do that hardware
store business, but I can even do anything else” (Marketing KII1).
When asked about Shekina’s contribution to their future prospects, participants agreed that it had improved their
outlook on their future and encouraged them to explore self-development. One girl notes that through her
interaction with clients, she was inspired to think about the value of exporting locally produced products, “The
knowledge I got from them, the first thing that Shekina opened in my mind, I realised that there are things that
Rwandans make, that are need by others, as we go outside and import some products and sell them here, there
are products that Rwandans make that are not available worldwide despite the fact that many people need them,
as I told you, you may find in foreign countries” (Marketing KII1).
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Annex C – Methodology and Fieldwork
1.1 Purpose
This Annex provides details on the methodology for the Shekina impact evaluation, including: a background to the
overall approach to the SPRING Impact Evaluation (IE) and Shekina’s impact pathway; the Shekina IE design and
data sources; fieldwork for data collection and details of completed interviews and quality assurance processes
used to assess fieldwork results; and an overview of the key challenges faced (and mitigation efforts) during the
fieldwork process. Section 1 presents a background to the SPRING evaluation; section 2 details the Shekina
evaluation design and section 3 presents the fieldwork process.

1.2 Background
1.2.1

SPRING Impact Evaluation

The SPRING Evaluation is composed of three components: The Programme Performance Evaluation, the
Business Performance Evaluation and the Impact Evaluation. Coffey conducts Impact Evaluations of two selected
SPRING businesses in each of the four cohorts to assess the impact on the lives of adolescent girls and the wider
market for products, services and business models benefitting adolescent girls.
While other components focus on how well the programme works and what works (or does not work) well, the IE
contributes evidence to understand the effect of SPRING-supported prototypes on the socio-economic
circumstances of adolescent girls. In particular, it will examine if and how SPRING products, services, or business
models have helped improve girls’ (and their households’) ability to: earn, learn, save, and stay safe and healthy.
The Impact Evaluations will establish the extent to which SPRING has enabled girls to enhance their earning,
savings, learning, safety and wellbeing, as well as measuring any spill over, replication or demonstration effects of
SPRING on the wider market for products, services, or business models benefitting girls.
Over the lifetime of SPRING, the Evaluation Team will conduct a total of eight IEs, two per cohort. The selection of
the right businesses to include in the IE is crucial to ensuring that the impacts of the programme can be measured.
Selection is done in consultation with the Implementing Partner (IP) to include businesses that are likely to reach
their scale targets within the programme’s timeframes, and which have a sufficiently deep impact on girls to ensure
that we are able to trace and detect impact. The selection criteria also seek to maximise potential for learning for a
broad range of future interventions. To achieve this, the businesses selected for the IEs come from a range of
countries, market sectors and business models (including those that impact girls through different channels, e.g. as
direct users, indirect users or through participation in the value chain). Shekina and Totohealth were selected as
the two business for IE for Cohort 1.
1.2.2

Changes to the SPRING programme since the selection of Cohort 1 IE participants

The IE has evolved since the original design of the Cohort 1 IEs with Shekina and Totohealth in response to the
changes in the SPRING programme overall1 Since Cohort 1, SPRING has adapted the way it selects and supports
businesses through the programme and has established the sequence of activities to develop business prototypes
for launch. As a result, for the IEs of Cohort 2 onward, selection and design of each impact evaluation necessarily
takes place in a later phase of the prototype development (towards the end of cohort), in order to allow refinements
in the prototype to take place before IE design.
The prototypes of C1 businesses selected for IE were less refined at the point of IE design and have undergone a
series of iterations since the original design of the IE. This has necessitated some changes to the design of each
IE. The general principles remain the same, whereby each IE draws upon a toolbox of data collection
methodologies that have been carefully designed and adapted to best gather qualitative and quantitative data for
each IE.

1

See: Cohort 1 Programme Performance Evaluation Report; Cohort 2 Programme Performance Evaluation Report, and the Cohort 2 Synthesis
Report for further details (and summary) of the changes to the SPRING programme.
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SPRING has also expanded its understanding of girls’ economic assets to include learning, health, safety and
wellbeing, as well as earning potential and savings. In addition, reference to the base of the pyramid (BOP) has
been removed, as per the changes to the SPRING ToC and logframe.

1.3 Shekina impact pathway
The evaluability assessment identified the following impact pathways:
•

Impact on adolescent girls’ earning and savings: Adolescent girls may benefit directly from Shekina
through increased earnings and savings. Some cooperative members are expected to progress to earn
income as door-to-door marketers. Adolescent girls may also benefit from increased skills and learning by
organising suppliers through cooperatives and marketing products door-to-door.

•

Impact of learning: Adolescent girls may benefit from on-the-job learning working to source and process
cassava through cooperatives. The proposed door-to-door marketing group may also benefit from
experience with salesmanship and can sell other products alongside instant cassava. The transferability of
skills around processing cassava leaves is limited.

•

Impact of cooperatives: The impact of money saved through cooperatives enforced saving scheme is
also evaluable, although not in this evaluation.2

Shekina prototype changes and design implications
In January 2017, Shekina confirmed it would not be rotating the existing cooperatives during that year. On this
basis we planned our midline data collection to include only girls that had been part of the baseline data
collection in 2016.
In January 2018, Shekina confirmed it would not be rotating the existing cooperatives until September 2018. On
this basis, we planned to conduct our endline data collection in November 2018 to coincide with the rotation of
the cooperatives so that we could test whether benefits delivered through the cooperative model do go on to
enable girls to establish their own businesses after Shekina.
In November 2018, Shekina confirmed it was not rotating any of the cooperatives and had instead chosen to
consolidate and strengthen the existing members.
Based on Shekina’s KPI reports and confirmation, we understood that all cooperatives were still existent. On this
basis, we planned to return to the girls that we interviewed at baseline and midline via the Shekina cooperative
structures.
In the 2018 KPI report, submitted in August 2018, Shekina indicated that one of the five cooperatives had not
been operational over the KPI reporting period and an additional eight girls had abandoned their cooperatives
but that the remaining four cooperatives are operating and 70% of girls have ‘socially and economically’
benefited through participating in the cooperative. However, the extent of cooperative activity was unclear.
Additionally, in the 2018 KPI Report, Shekina indicated they had recruited six girls in a marketing role but that all
girls are between the ages of 21 – 24 years old, falling outside of the SPRING age parameters. This was based
on their experience of an unsuccessful trial of two adolescent girls in the position. On this basis, we attempted to
obtain details from Shekina on the nature of this trial period and attempt to contact the two adolescent girl
leavers to include in our endline data collection.

2

The rationale of the compulsory savings is unclear. Shekina had suggested that girls might use this money as a Savings and Credit
Cooperative Organisation (SACCO), or micro-lending group, so that individual girls can borrow money to pay for school fees or start-up costs for
their own enterprises, or as capital for agricultural ventures owned by the cooperative, such as pig farming. However, it is not clear that Shekina
will play any role in administering the cooperative after the girls have left or will provide any guidance on how girls might use the money.
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2 Shekina Impact Evaluation Design
2.1

Original evaluation design and methodology

2.1.1

Design summary

The Shekina IE follows a mixed methodological approach, comprised of quantitative and qualitative data collection,
and involves three stages of respondent feedback: at baseline, midline and endline. The IE utilises a quantitative
survey as well as qualitative Key Informant Interviews (KIIs), Focus Group Discussion (FGD) and Ethnographic
Case Studies. The IE design for Shekina does not include a comparison group.
The IE seeks to test Shekina’s impact pathway by seeking to measure and attribute the impact of membership in a
Shekina cooperative, or in a marketing role, on income, savings, employment opportunities and overall wellbeing.
The sample includes the population of girls that were members of a Shekina cooperative at baseline as well as all
girls who were subsequently engaged in a marketing role.
2.1.2

Sampling methodology

Given the size and nature of the Shekina prototype, design of the sampling methodology for the IE was a clear-cut
process. Sampling covers all cooperative members at each of the five drop-off locations and all girls engaged in a
marketing role.
For baseline data collection, Shekina provided a list of girls in each of the five cooperatives at each drop-off site. In
the number of instances where the girls present did not match the names on the list, the drop-off site manager
cooperated with us to compile a final list of names. The same girls were targeted for midline data collection.
The baseline data was collected through quantitative face to face interviews with all cooperative members at each
of the Shekina drop off sites. From a total 99 cooperative members we achieved 94 interviews.
At midline we attempted to recontact all 94 girls interviewed at baseline and successfully reached 82 of the 94 girls.
This included five girls who had since left their cooperative and 77 girls that were still members.
The endline evaluation targeted the same members that were covered in the baseline and midline studies. However,
with the addition of the girls that are employed in a marketing role. At endline we attempted to contact all seven girls
that had been involved in a marketing role, including the two adolescent girls that had since left the role, to achieve
a total five KIIs.
The target interviews are detailed in the figure below.
Table 1: Target interviews for endline data collection
Quantitative Surveys
Endline F2F Surveys (member, leader or leaver)

99

leaver)
Key
Informant Interviews / Ethnographic Case Studies
Ethnographic case study

3

KIIs with leaders

5

KIIs with leavers and girls at inactive cooperatives at endline

5

Key Informant Interviews with Marketing Girls
Total number of marketing girls
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3 Fieldwork
3.1 Preparation for fieldwork- enumerator training and piloting
Ahead of each data collection, Coffey and ODS jointly delivered enumerator training. All trainings followed a similar
outline to the endline schedule outlined below.
Table 2: Coffey/ODS enumerator training schedule
Day

Time

Task

12th November 2018
(hotel)

9.30 – 11.00
11.00 – 13.00
14.00 – 17.30

Introduction to Shekina / Evaluation Objectives / Previous research findings/
Survey review
Paired Mock interviews
Simultaneous review of qualitative guides with moderator
Review & Feedback
Piloting

17.30 – 18.30
8.00 – 19.00

13th November 2018
(Rulindo District)

9.30 – 11.30
11.30 – 13.00
14.00 – 16.00
16.00 – 17.00

14th November 2018
(Hotel)

•

Pilot study in Bushoki

•

Each enumerator given opportunity to practice survey

•

Catch up with Shekina operations manager

Debrief with field team
Amend and finalise surveys
Girls safety protocol training
Final Q&A session led by ODS Director
Print & prepare for fieldwork

Piloting
At each phase of data collection, the data tools were piloted ahead of data collection. Each enumerator was able to
practice a survey and provide feedback on her experiences. This informed final adjustments to the survey at
outlined below:
Table 3: Design and Tool adjustments following piloting

Endline
Fieldwork Design
Adjustments

-

Change in definition of leaver

-

Added instructions on definition
of leaver – respondent to
decide
Added question on payment
(BC.1b) and shading to guide
routing
Added missing routing
instructions to survey
Changed order of spending
questions
Added closing questions to ask
if respondent is interested in
taking part in KIIs

Survey
Adjustments

-
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Midline

Baseline

-

Switch survey from
tablet to pen and paper
in light of small sample

-

Training on tablets

-

Added crib sheet to
guide enumerators

-

-

Separated SACCO and
savings group in savings
questions

Relaxed assumption girls
had been working for
Shekina for previous 3
months

-

Added savings question

-

Limited IGA data collection
to main activity only

-

Introduced a separate
spreadsheet, to collect
respondents’ full contact
details

-

Moved B3 and B5 to
after D21 in Survey
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3.2 Fieldwork and completed interviews
The following team of enumerators participated in data collection at each stage of the evaluation:
•

Baseline – 7 interviewers, 1 supervisor, ODS Project Director Christian Uvugukuli; RPA Project Director
Mokeira; Coffey Evaluation Lead Eileen Lambourne.

•

Midline – 5 interviewers and 1 supervisor; ODS Project Directors Paul & Christian Uvugukuli; Coffey
Evaluation Lead Eileen Lambourne.

•

Endline – 7 interviewers, 2 supervisors, 1 moderator; ODS Project Directors Paul & Christian Uvugukuli;
Coffey Evaluation Lead Eileen Lambourne; Coffey Qualitative Lead Hind Mhamdi.

Most of the fieldwork team were consistent over time and all members of the field team had previous experience
working with ODS and / or other research organisations. Any new members received additional training. Positions
were determined based on each individual’s field experience and skill.
3.2.1

Quantitative survey sample achieved

The tables below outline completed interviews at each stage of the evaluation.
Table 4: Completed quantitative interviews
Endline -November/
December 2018

Midline – February/
March 2017

Baseline May 2016

Total available sample3

99

94

99

Total completed interviews

78

82

94

Absent /unable to trace

14

5

5

Refused

7

7

0

89

Fieldwork

Completed interviews (detailed)
Cooperative Member F2F Survey

71

77

Cooperative Leaver F2F Surveys

8

5

Total completed interviews

79

82

94

Final matched sample
Total Cooperative member + leader + leaver

73

60

73

Cooperative Member + leader4

65

55

65

Final matched sample by each cooperative
Total

Bushoki

Buyoga

Base

Rusiga

Tumba
11

Members

65

12

17

13

12

Leavers

8

3

1

1

3

0

Total

73

15

18

14

15

11

3

At midline our sample included all participants at baseline. At endline our sample included the population of all cooperative members at baseline,
including those we did not reach at baseline. This was to maximise our final sample size.
4
During data analysis we matched, or linked up, the sample across baseline, midline and endline to enable us to track impact and change at
respondent level
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The unmatched sample, or four additional F2F survey that were completed at endline only, was analysed and
included qualitative analysis.
3.2.2

Key Informant Interviews

In addition to the F2F survey, at endline we conducted a series of qualitative interviews, including Key Informant
Interviews (KIIs), allowing us to get a deeper understanding of the data and triangulate our findings. The KIIs were
used to gather feedback from the population of girls that participated in the Shekina SPRING prototype, including
cooperative members, leaders, leavers and girls that have been employed in marketing role. The qualitative
interviews also included a set of 3 ethnographic case studies conducted with cooperative leaders at Base, Buyoga
and Bushoki, in which the Coffey team visited the leaders’ home and spoke to their families as well. All interviews
were undertaken and recorded in Kinyarwanda for transcription in full and translation into English.
The qualitative and semi-structured interview format facilitated comprehensive and adaptive data collection in the
face of different contexts.
3.2.3 Focus Group Discussions
Additionally, at endline, while we had not intended to conduct Focus Group Discussions (FGDs), logistical and
contextual issues prompted us to adapt. In order to make best use of the qualitative moderator in field, we adapted
the KII guide to facilitate mini-FGDs at Base and Rusiga drop-off sites. A total of four girls participated in each
location, allowing us to speak to 8 girls at cooperatives that were inactive at endline.
Table 5: Completed qualitative interviews
Endline - November/
December 2018

Fieldwork

Midline – February/March
2017

Key Informant Interviews / Ethnographic Case Studies
Ethnographic case study

3

KIIs with leaders

4

KIIs with leavers

3

FGDs with members at inactive cooperatives

3

2x4

Key Informant Interviews with Marketing Girls
Total number of marketing girls

3

3.2.4 Consent and ethical protocols
Research authorisation/permission of our research complies with our Girl Safety Protocols (GSP) and to
Coffey’s Ethical Research Guidelines. The GSP are based on the ethical guidelines set out in DFID’s ethics
principles for research and evaluation, ESOMAR’s International Code on social research and data analytics, as
well as ESOMAR’s guidelines for working with Children and Young People. The GSPs seek to comprehensively
ensure the safety and security of all girl respondents and as such 1) detail processes for obtaining informed
consent from the girl and from the parent / guardian for girls under eighteen; 2) outline appropriate standards of
behaviour for interviewing girls; 3) set out a clear girl protection policy of ‘do no harm’ including standards for
minimising girls’ risk; and 4) detail data protection and management policies in adherence to the UK Data
Protection Act 1998. An explicit Response Plan was put in place ahead of data collection to detail the processes for
how to ensure the safety of our girl respondents, as well as to how to treat any scenarios that arise from sensitive
topics in our research tools.
We worked with Shekina’s cooperation and their relationships with local government and farmers (who were
parents and guardians of the cooperative members) to conduct a first round of data collection at the drop off sites.
Subsequent data collection was conducted at girl’s homes or a convenient location.
Consent
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The process for obtaining research consent followed a two-stage process.
1. Opt-out: The opt-out process was twofold. In the first instance, we relied on Shekina to call girls to the
drop-off sites to participate in endline data collection on a prearranged day. All of the girls that presented
themselves to the drop-off site and who were listed as members of the original population of cooperative
members were interviewed. This enabled us to reach about 60% of the population of cooperative
members. For remaining cooperative members who we had interviewed at baseline and who had not
presented themselves to the drop-off site, we then relied on our consent and contact information gathered
as part of the baseline data collection to contact girls and invite them to participate in endline data
collection.
2. Consent / assent at time of research: Enumerators and moderators were also trained to obtain consent
(and assent in the case of girls under 18 years old) at the point of data collection (e.g. survey questionnaire
or KII / FGD).
•

Cooperative members participating in the survey: In all cases, at the start of each interview, the
enumerator was instructed to explain the research and its aims and explain the girl’s right to decline to
participate both before and during the interview. As all girls were over 18 years of age, the enumerator
was instructed to ask the participant to indicate her consent.

•

Beneficiaries participating in the KIIs and FGDs: At the point of recruiting girls participants in the
KIIs and FGDs, the moderator was instructed to explain the purpose of the research to girls and they
were invited to participate or decline. The girls were further informed that they could stop participating
at any stage during the KII or FGD.

3.3 Data quality and reliability
3.3.1

Data management

All data collection was anonymised and personal information (e.g. girls’ and households’ personal information) was
stored separately from the rest of the questionnaires to ensure anonymity.)
Once interviews were completed, all questionnaires were handed over to the Field Supervisors for scrutiny. The
Field Supervisor spot checked 10% of questionnaires. All completed questionnaires were returned to the ODS
office at the close of fieldwork.
3.3.2

Data validation – Fieldwork

Data validation has two principle phases, fieldwork-based and office-based, and two primary purposes, the
prevention or remediation of error and the detection and removal of fraudulently generated data.
The following validation was completed by ODS:
-

-

Checking for logic inconsistencies and incorrect skips: at the end of each day all interviews were quality
checked by the supervisor. A total 28 questionnaires were addressed for areas that had been left un-coded or
incomplete by contacting the girl either by phone or in-person visit.
Eighteen interviews were observed by the Coordinator or Supervisor.
Fifteen back-checks were completed through physical and telephone interviews to verify and validate survey
responses (i.e a total 19% of all completed interviews were back-checked). Questions for back check included:
respondent name; age; other paid work; last 12 months worked for Shekina; like/dislike about working for
Shekina; awareness of savings; respondents’ goals and plans for the future.

3.3.3

Data validation

After the completion of fieldwork, survey data was centrally collated and cleaned to allow for data quality checks.
These checks included looking for undue similarity across respondents, unusual patterns of missing values or nonresponse, or unexpected consistency across sets of questions. Nothing systematic was found but a few data entry
errors were identified, which were then corrected by ODS: questions/variables missing from the dataset, incorrect
or out-of-range values for categorical and continuous variables, duplicate of respondent identifier, etc.
Each dataset (members, leaders and leavers) for each of the three data collection wave (baseline, midline and
endline) went through a thorough harmonisation process to ensure that variables had consistent formats, values
and labels over time. Required changes were made in Excel or in Stata, depending on their nature. Such
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harmonisation was needed to ensure that comparisons made at the analytical stage are valid or accurate. For
instance, some questions using agree/disagree five-item likert scales were recorded as numeric scales ranging
from 1 to 5 at baseline, while they had been entered as string variables (text variables) of “Strongly agree” to
“Strongly disagree” for subsequent waves. Or an income which had been asked ‘over the past twelve months on
average’ had transformed into a series of monthly variables. This process was crucial not only in harmonising data
but also in ensuring that is clean and ready for analysis.
3.3.4

Transcription and translation

All KIIs and FGDs were recorded for transcribing in full. All transcripts were back-checked for quality assurance.
After completing the transcripts, all transcripts were translated into English by qualified ODS officials. Additionally,
the Coffey team travelled to Rwanda and conducted a large part of the qualitative data collection during the initial
pilot and start of fieldwork week.
3.4.5

Analysis

The endline dataset was processed and cleaned before merging with the baseline and midline datasets at the
individual level using girls’ unique identifiers. The changes in girls’ outcomes across the three waves of data collection
were assessed using descriptive analysis.
Qualitative data was cleaned and imported into a qualitative software analysis tool. Analysis of qualitative was done
through two rounds of coding, one round using deductive and another round using inductive codes, and a narrative
analysis.
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Annex D – Shekina Operations Report
GIRLS OPERATIONS REPORT

OPERATIONS REPORT 2016: QUANTITY PURCHASED IN KG AND RWF
February
HIRWAMUKOBWA GUYOGA
Kg
Rwf

-

March

April

May

June

July

August

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Total

-

-

1,342
40,260

1,808
54,240

-

-

-

-

1,127
33,809

3,171
95,130

7,448
223,439

HIRWAMUKOBWA BUSHOKI
Kg
1736
Rwf
52,080

3,212
96,360

2,427
72,810

1,640
49,200

578
17,340

-

-

-

-

471
14,130

612
18,360

10,676
320,280

HIRWAMUKOBWA BASE
Kg
Rwf

-

615
18,450

1,472
44,160

332
9,960

1,336
40,080

-

-

-

-

-

-

3,755
112,650

HJIRWAMUKOBWA TUMBA
Kg
Rwf

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

HIRWAMUKOBWA RUSIGA
Kg
Rwf

-

400
12,000

250
7,500

645
19,350

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,295
38,850

Kg
1,736
4,227
Rwf
52,080 126,810
Source: HIRWAMUKOBWA PURCHASE CARD

4,149
124,470

3,959
118,770

-

-

-

-

1,598
47,939

TOTAL
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OPERATIONS REPORT 2017: QUANTITY PURCHASED IN KG AND RWF
January February March

April

May

June

July

August

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Total

HIRWAMUKOBWA GUYOGA
Kg
1,915
Rwf
57,450

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,915
57,450

HIRWANUKOBWA BUSHOKI
Kg
1,056
Rwf
31,680

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,056
31,680

HIRWAMUKOBWA BASE
Kg
Rwf
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

HIRWAMUKOBWA TUMBA
Kg
Rwf
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

HIRWAMUKOBWA RUSIGA
Kg
Rwf
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

TOTAL
Kg
2,971
Rwf
89,130
Source: HIRWAMUKOBWA PURCHASE CARD
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OPERATIONS REPORT 2017: QUANTITY PURCHASED IN Kg and Rwf
PERIOD
Coop.
Name

January

February

BUYOGA
Kg
Rwf

1,915
57,450

2,780
83,400

576
17,280

830
24,900

BUSHOKI
Kg
Rwf

1,056
31,680

448
13,440

0
0

0
0

Total
Kg
Rwf

2,971
89,130

3,228
96,840

March

April

576
17,280
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May

830
24,900

June

0
0

0
0

July

August

Septe
mber

October

740
22,200

0
0

134
4,020

24
720

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1,662
49,860

764
22,920

726
21,780

1,374
41,220

3,932
117,960

2,387
71,610

19,958
598,740
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3,932
117,960

2,387
71,610

Total

1,919
57,570

2,053
61,590

1,374
41,220

December

1,117
35,610

1,117
35,610

726
21,780

Novemb

16,381
491,430
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Operations Report 2018: Quantity purchased in kg and Rwf
PERIOD
Coop. Name

January

February

BUYOGA
Kg
Rwf

3,054
91,620

BUSHOKI
Kg
Rwf

0
0

3.054
91,620

Total
Kg
Rwf

1,361
40,830

March

April

May

June

July

Total

2,035
61,050

0

0
0

0

0

6,450
193,500

828
24,840

1,426
42,780

948
28,440

0
0

0
0

0
0

3,202
96,060

2,189
65,670

3,461
103,830

948
28,440

0
0

0
0

0
0

9,652
289,560
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Annex E – Endline Survey
SHEKINA – Cooperative LEAVERS Endline Survey

1

ADMINISTRATIVE QUESTIONS

Interview name
Amazina y’ubaza
Date of interview
Itariki ikiganiro cyabereyo
Interview start time (24hr)
Igihe ikiganiro cyatangiriye
Interview end time (24hr)
Igihe ikiganiro cyarangiriye
Drop off point
Igihe gihagarikiwe

2

INTRODUCTION

Amakuru. My name is _____ and I work for OutReach Development Solutions, a research company. I am here today
to find out more information about your experiences, both before and afteryou startedworking withShekina.
INTANGIRIRO
Amakuru. Amazina yanjye ni......, nkaba nkorera OutReach Development Solutions, ikigo gikora
ubushakashatsi. Nkaba ndi hano uyu munsi kugirango menye amakuru ahagije ku birebana
n’ubunararibonye bwanyu mbere na nyuma yaho mwatangiye gukorana na shekina.
Respondent serial number (from baseline)
Umubare uranga ubazwa (bivanye ku by’ubushize)

1. No, I have stopped working with
Shekina since May 2016

S3

Oya, nahagaritse gukorana na
SHEKINA kuva Muri Gicurasi 2016
Are you currently working with
SHEKINA?
Ubu ukorana na Shekina ?

2. Yes I am still working with Shekina
Yego, ndacyakorana na Shekina

CONTINUE WITH THIS
LEAVER SURVEY
KOMEZA KU
BAVUYEMO
STOP THIS SURVEY
AND CONTINUE WITH
MEMBERS SURVEY
XX HAGARIKA
IKIGANIRO
UKOMEZANYE
N’ABASANZWEMO

NOTE: GIRLS ARE CONSIDERED TO BE LEAVERS IF THEY THINK THEY HAVE LEFT THE COOPERATIVE
WITH EXCEPTION OF RUSIGA WHERE ALL RUSIGA COOPERATIVE MEMBERS ARE CONSIDERED TO BE
LEAVERS

ICYITONDERWA: ABAKOBWA BAFATWA NK’ ABAVUYEMO MU GIHE BIVUGIYE KO
BAYIVUYEMO URESTE RUSIGA AHO ABANYAMURYANGO BOSE BA RUSIGA BAFATWA NK’
ABAVUYEMO
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READ OUT: Thank you for agreeing to talk with me. We will talk for around 1 hour. You can ask me any questions
you have now or during our time talking. Also, anything that you share with me will remain anonymous, which
means I will not tell Shekina that you said these things. The responses that you provide will be stored and
analysed by our researchers, and we may share them with others when we report on our findings from this
research. However, we will never use your name, so nobody outside the researchers will know that it was you who
gave this response.
If you want, you may also choose to end the conversation at any point. You will not be penalised for this in any way.
We will simply ask you to explain why you chose to end the interview.
MUSOMERE: Murakoze kwemera kuvugana nanjye. Turaza kuganira mu gihe kigera nko ku isaha. Ushobora
kumba ikibazo icyo aricyo cyose ushaka nonaha ndetse no mu gihe turi buze kuba turi kugirana ikiganiro.
Ikindi nuko ibyo turi buganire biraguma hagati yacu, bivuga ko ntazagenda ngo mbwire shekina ko wavuze
ibi nibi,mushobora o guhitamo kuba mwahagarrika ikiganiro,nta nkurikizi kuri wowe,gusa turaza kwifuza
kukubaza impamvu muhisemo guhagarika ikiganiro.

S4

Are you happy to continue with the
interview? / Urabyishimiye ko
dukomezanya ikiganiro?

S5

3

1 Yes /
2 No /

Yego
Oya

Finish &Close Rekera
aho uhagarike ikiganiro

WRITE IN NUMBER

DK (99)/ NA(98)/Ref(97)

ANDIKA UMUBARE

Ntabizi(99)/
Ntibimureba(98)/Yanze(99)

Please can you tell me your telephone
number / Wambwira numero ya telephone

SECTION A: WARM UP & WELL BEING (5-10MINS)

IGIKA A: KUMVA USUBIZA N’UKO ABAYEHO (iminota,5-10)

I’d like to start by asking a few questions about you
Ndifuza gutangira nkubaza ibibazo bike ku buzimabwawe

A.1

Can you please tell me how old you are now?

Write in years

DK (99)/ NA(98)/Ref(97)

Mushobora kumbwira imyaka mufite?

Andikamo

Ntabizi(99)/
Ntibimureba(98)/Yanze(99)

Yes/
Yego

No
Oya

DK 99)/
NA(98)/Ref(97)
Ntabizi(99)/
Ntibimureba(98)
/Yanze(99)

A.2

Are you enrolled in any school? / Waba warize mu ishuri iryo ariryo
ryose?

A.3

Are you attending School? / Ubu uriga?

A.4

(If yes/attending school) Is school currently in term? (i.e. not on holiday)?
Nibaari yego/ ajya ku ishuri) ubu muri kwiga? ( bivuga ko batari mu
kiruhuko)
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A.5

Do you care for members of your household? (children/elders)?
Ujya wita ku bagize umuryango wawe? (abana/ abashaje)?

A.6

Do you have a child/ren of your own?
Waba ufite umwana/abana wowe ku giti cyawe?

(INTERVEWER TO SHOW RESPONDENT THE SHOWCARD A)
(UBAZA, EREKA USUBIZA IMFASHAMYUMVIRE A)
A.7

I’m now going to read you some statements about you and for each one I want you
to tell me how strongly you agree with the statement. Do you strongly agree, agree,
neither agree nor disagree, disagree, strongly disagree
Ubu ngiye kukwereka/ nkusomere intereruro ubundi, kuri buri nteruro
ndashaka ko umbwira uburyo wemeranyanya nayo. Waba wemeranya cyane,
ubyemera, utabyemera kandi ntunabihakane, utabyemera, cyangwa
utabyemera cyane,

1

Agree Code 1-5;
DK/NA/Ref
Kubyemera hagati 15 DK/NA/Ref /Ntabizi/
Ntibimureba / Yanze

I am a confident person
Ndi umuntu wihagazeho

2

I enjoy living life
Urishimisha mu buzima bwawe?

3

I have a good relationship (get on) with others in my household
Mfitanye umubano mwiza n’abandi tubana mu rugo.

4

I get enough family time to with my brothers/sisters
Mbona umwanya uhagije wo gukina na bavandimwe/bashiki banjye.

5

I have a large group of friends
Ngira umuryango munini w’inshuti zanjye.
I have one or two people I regard as my “best friend”

6

Ngira umuntu 1 cg 2 mfata nk’incuti bikomeye.
7

I get enough food daily
Mbona amafunguro ahagije ku munsi

8

I get enough sleep daily
Ndaruhuka bihagije ku munsi

9

I feel safe at home
Numva mfite umutekano mu rugo

10

I feel safe when I work at Shekina
Mba numva mfite umutekano iyo ndi gukorera muri SHEKINA

4

SECTION B GENERAL AND INCOME ACTIVITIES (25 MINUTES)

IGIKA B: IBIKORWA RUSANGE N’IBIKORWA BYINJIZA (IMINOTA 25)
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SECTION B.A. GENERAL ACTIVITIES IN THE LAST WEEK / B.A. IBIKORWA RUSANGE MU CYUMWERU
CYASHIZE

And now thinking about your day-to-day life / Ubu noneho tekereza ku buzima bwawe bwa buri munsi
Thinking about the last week, that is the last 7 days before today, did you do any of the following:
Dutekereje mu cyuweru gishize, aho ni mu minsi 7 ishize, waba warakoze kimwe muri ibi bi kurikira:

(READ OUT)
BA.1

(MUSOMERE)

1

Attend school? / kujya ku ishuri?

2

Unpaid work at home (e.g., cooking, cleaning, washing
clothes)?
Imirimo idahemberwa yo mu rugo (urugero: guteka,
gukora isuku, kumesa imyenda)?

3

Unpaid work outside the home (e.g., going to market,
fetching water)? / Imirimo idahemberwa hanze yo mu
rugo (urugero: kujya ku isoko, kujya kuvoma amazi)?
Work for Shekina? / Gukorera shekina?

4
5

Other work for which you were paid /earned money (not
Shekina, and including running own business)?
Indi mirimo wahembewe (itari Shekina)?

6

Leisure time (e.g. reading, visiting family and friends, playing
games)? / Igihe cyo kwishimisha (urugero: gusoma,
gusura abo mu muryango n’inshuti, gukina imikino)?
Church/mosque/praying? / Kujya mu rusengero/ Umusigiti/
Gusenga ?

7

(TICK ALL
THAT
APPLY)
SHYIRA
AKAMENYE
TSO
AHO
BIREBANA

RECORD
HOURS PER
WEEK
ANDIKA
AMASAHA
MU
CYUMWERU

RECORD
HOURS
PER
WEEKEND
ANDIKA
AMASAHA MU
MPERA
Z’
ICYUMERU

BA.1 Did

BA.2 Mon-Fri

B.3 Sat-Sun

Igikorwa
cyakozwe

Kuwa mbere
– kuwa
gatanu

Ku wa
gatandatu Ku cyumweru

If RESPONDENT HAS WORKED FOR SHEKINA (4), DOUBLE CHECK IF HAS LEFT THE COOPERATIVE – IF
SHE HAS NOT LEFT THE COOPERATIVE SHE MUST COMPLETE THE MEMBERS SURVEY
MU GIHE UBAZWA YABA YARAKORANYE NA SHEKINA (4), SUZUMA NIMBA YARAVUYE MURI
KOPERATIVE – NIMBA ATARAVUYEMO, ABAZWA URUTONDE RW’ ABANYAMURYANGO

IF RESPONDENT HAS DONE PAID (5)WORK, ASK / [NIBA USUBIZA AKORA] AHEMBERWA AKAZI AKORA
(5), BAZA

BA.2

Again, thinking of school days/weekdays only, in the last week, how many hours
did you spend on these activities?
Nanone, Tekereza ku minsi y’ishuri/Iminsi y’impera z’icyumweru gusa, mu
cyumweru gishije, ni amasaha angahe wakoresheje muri ibi bintu?

BA.3

Thinking of weekends only, in the last week, how many hours did you spend on
these activities?
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Tekereza ku minsi y’impera z’icyumweru, mu cyumweru gishize, ni amasaha
angahe wakoresheje muri ibi bikurikira?

ANDIKA AMASAHA
MU CYUMWERU ARI
MURI BA1

IF RESPONDENT HAS DONE OTHER PAID WORK (ANSWER 5 IN QUESTION BA1) ASK:
NIBA USUBIZA AFITE AKANDI KAZI AHEMBERWA BAZA:

IF RESPONDENT HAS DONE OTHER PAID WORK (ANSWER 5 IN QUESTION BA1) ASK:
NIBA USUBIZA YARAKOZE AKANDI KAZI AHEMBERWA (IGISUBIZO 5 MU KIBAZO CYA BA1)
BAZA:
BA.4

What other work did you do? (OPEN RESPONSE)
Nakahe kazi kandi ukora? (IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE)

SECTION BB: SHEKINA ACTIVITIES IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS /
ICYICIRO BB: IBIKORWA BYA SHEKINA MU MEZI 12 ASHIZE
ENUMERATOR TO COMPLETE BB1 – BB5 AND BC1 ON WORKSHEET A / UBAZA ASUBIZA BB1 –
BB5 NA BCI MU MBONERAHAMWE A
ASK ALL RESPONDENTS / BAZA ABASUBIZA BOSE
(ENUMERATOR TO PRESENT WORKSHEET A)
(UBAZA YIFASHISHA URUPAPURO RWAKAZI A)
BB.1

When did you stop working for Shekina

TICK ONE MONTH ONLY OR SPECIFY IF
LONGER THAN 12 MONTHS AGO/ HITAMO
UKWEZI 1 GUSA CG UVUGE NIMBA
BIRENZE AMEZI 12

Ni ryari wahagaritsegukorana na Shekina?

NOTE: INSTRUCTIONS / ICYOTONDERWA: AMABWIRIZA
IF STOPPED WORKING FOR SHEKINA MORE THAN 12
MONTHS AGO / NIBA HARAHAGARISWE GUKORANA NA
SHEKINA HEJURU YAMEZI 12 YASHIZE

SKIP TO QUESTION BD

IF LESS THAN 12 MONTHS

CONTINUE

NIBA ATARARENGEJE AMEZI 12

KOMEZA

SIMBUKA UJYE KU KIBAZO CYA BD

(ENUMERATOR TO PRESENT WORKSHEET A) / (UBAZA, EREKA USUBIZA IMFASHAMYUMVIRE A)
BB.2

Thinking of the last 12 months, which months did
you work for Shekina? Tekereza mumezi 12
ashize,ni ayahe mezi wakoranye na Shekina

(ENUMERATOR TO PRESENT WORKSHEET A;
READ OUT EVERY MONTH TICK ALL THAT
APPLY IN RELEVANT COLUMN)
(UBAZA IFASHISHE URUPAPURO RW’AKAZI A;
UZUZA IBISABWA MU MBONERAHAMWE)

BB.3

How many days did you work for Shekina in each
month?
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BB.4

Wakoze iminsi ingahe muri buri kwezi ukorana
na Shekina

NUMBER OF DAYS WORKED IN RELEVANT
COLUMN) / (UBAZA KORESHA
IMBONERAHAMWE A; MUSOMERE BURI KWEZI
WUZUZE IMINSI YAKOZE MU TUZU AHO
BIKWIYE)

Which months were you paid?

(ENUMERATOR TO PRESENT WORKSHEET A;
READ OUT EVERY MONTH TICK ALL THAT
APPLY IN RELEVANT COLUMN)

Ni ayahe mezi wahembewe?

(UBAZA KORESHA IMBONERAHAMWE A;
MUSOMERE BURI KWEZI USHYIRAHO
AKAMENYETSO MU TUZU AHO BIKWIYE)
BB.5

How much money did you earn in these months?
(please note, this excludes your earnings that
Shekina are saving for you)
Ni amafaranga angahe wabonaga buri
cyumweru/ kweziaturutse muri Shekina?

(PRESENT WORKSHEET A; COMPLETE
RELEVANT COLUMN) (ENUMERATOR RECORD
CURRENCY AS APPROPRIATE) (WIBUKE KO
UTABARIRAMO AMAFARANGA WINJIZA ARIKO
SHEKINA IKUZIGAMIRA)
(UBAZA ANDIKA AMAFARANGA UKO BIKWIYE)

SECTION BC - BE: OTHER INCOME GENERATING ACTIVITIES IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS
IGIKA BC – BE: ANDI MAFARANGA YINJIRA (IMIRIMO) MUMEZI 12 ASHIZE

(ENUMERATOR TO PRESENT WORKSHEET A) / (UBAZA, EREKA USUBIZA IMFASHAMYUMVIRE A)
BC.1

Was the cooperative ever inactive or not operating (NOT
OPEN AT ALL) in the last 12 months? In which months?
Ishyirahamwe ryaba ryarigeze rihagarara cg ridakora
(NTIRYIGEZE RIFUNGURA NA GATO) mu mezi 12
ashize? Ni muyahe mezi?

ENUMERATOR TO PRESENT WORKSHEET
A; READOUT THE MONTHS TICK ALL THAT
APPLY IN RELEVENT COLUMN
UBAZA IFASHISHE IMBONERAHAMWE A;
MUSOMERE AMEZI USHYIRAHO
AKAMENYETSO MU TUZU AHO BIKWIYE

ENUMERATOR TO COMPLETE BC.2 AND BC.3 BELOW / UBAZA ASUBIZA BC2 NA BC.3 MUNSI
ENUMERATOR MUST TICK AT LEAST ONE RESPONSE / UBAZA AGOMBA GUSHYIRA AKAMENYETSO KU
GISUBIZO NIBURA KIMWE
BC.2

While you were working with Shekina, and particularly
when the cooperative was inactive, did you do any of the
following (READ OUT):
Mu gihe wakoranaga na Shekina, byumwihariko
ubwo ishyirahamwe ryawe ritakoraga, wigeze ukora
bimwe muri ibi bikurikira (MUSOMERE):

A

Work for a wage, salary, commission or any payment in
any kind (excluding Shekina work)?

[TICK ALL THAT
APPLY]
[HANYUMA
USHYIRE
AKAMENYETSO
IBYO ASHUBIJE
BYOSE]
CONTINUE TO BC3
KOMEZA KURI BC3

Mwaba mukorera umushahara, uhembwa
kw’ijanisha, uhembwa ibindi bintu?
B

Run or do any kind of business

CONTINUE TO BC3

Mwaba mukora ibijyanye n’ubucuruzi

KOMEZA KURI BC3
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C

Help without being paid in any kind of business

SKIP TO QUESTION
BD.1

Ujya ufasha kandi utari bwishyurwe ku bijyanye ni
mirimo yo murugo yinjiza?
D

GANA KU KIBAZO BD.1

None of the above

SKIP TO QUESTION
BD.1

Ntanakimwe mubyavuze hejuru

GANA KU KIBAZO BD.1
E

DK/NA/Ref

SKIP TO QUESTION
BD.1

Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

GANA KU KIBAZO BD.1

BC.3

Thinking now about your main (non-Shekina) work activity– this is the activity you spent most of your time
on - what did this activity involve? [OPEN RESPONSE, WRITE IN FULL; ONLY FOR MAIN ACTIVITY]
Tekereza k’umurimo wawe w’ibanze (Utari uwa Shekina) – uyu ni umurimo ukora igihe cyawe
kinini. Uwukoramo iki? [IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE, ANDIKA MUMAGAMBO ARAMBUYE; K’
UMURIMO UMWE W’IBANZE)

ENUMERATOR TO COMPLETE BC.4 – BC.5 ON WORKSHEET A - UBAZA ASUBIZA BC.4 – BC.5 MU
MBONERAHAMWE A
ENUMERATOR TO PRESENT WORKSHEET A/ UBAZA YIFASHISHA URUPAPURO RWAKAZI A
BC.4

Which months did you do this main activity? Ni ayahe mezi
wakozemo uyu murimo w’ibanze?

COMPLETE THE RELEVANT
COLUMN IN WORKSHEET A

ENUMERATOR TO PROBE IN PARTICULAR ON MONTHS
WHEN COOPERATIVE WAS INACTIVE

UZUZA UTUZU AHO BIKWIYE MU
MBONERAHAMWE A

UBAZA AREBA KUGITI KE NIBA MURI AYO MEZI
ISHYIRAHAMWE RITARAKORAGA
BC.5

And how much were you paid in each of those months?
Ni angahe wahembwaga muri buri ayo mezi?

ENUMERATOR TO PRESENT
WORKSHEET A; COMPLETE THE
RELEVANT COLUMN
Local currency/DK/NA/Ref
UBAZA IFASHISHE
IMBONERAHAMWE A; UZUZA
UTUZU AHO BIKWIYE
Amafaranga akoreshwa / Ntabizi/
Ntibimureba /Yanze

ASK ALL / BAZA BOSE

BD.1

Thinking about the months since you left Shekina,
did you do any of the following: [READ OUT]
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Tekereza mumezi wamaze udakorana na
Shekina, wigeze ukora ikindi muribi bikurikira
A

AKAMENYETSO
AHO BIKWIYE

Work for a wage, salary, commission or any payment
in any kind ?

CONTINUE TO BD2
KOMEZA KURI BD2

Mwaba mukorera umushahara,uhembwa
kw’ijanisha,uhembwa ibindi bintu?
B

C

D

Run or do any kind of business?

CONTINUE TO BD2

Mwaba mukora ibijyanye n’ubucuruzi?

KOMEZA KURI BD2

Help without being paid in any kind of business ?

SPECIFY HERE IF C

Ujya ufasha kandi utari bwishyurwe ku bijyanye
ni mirimo yo murugo yinjiza?

SOBANURA HANO
NIMBA ARI C

None of the above?
Ntanakimwe mubyavuzwe hejuru?

SKIP TO QUESTION
BF
GANA KU KIBAZO BF

SKIP TO QUESTION
BF
GANA KU KIBAZO BF

E

DK/NA/Ref
Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

SKIP TO QUESTION
BF
GANA KU KIBAZO BF

BD.2

If more than one main activity over the 12 months, list these activities below (WRITE IN FULL)
Niba arenza umurimo umwe wibanze hejuru y’amezi 12, andika imirimo yose hasi MU MAGAMBO

1
2
3

BD.3

Thinking now about your main work activity since you left Shekina (this is the activity you spent most of
your time on) what does this activity involve? [OPEN RESPONSE, WRITE IN FULL]
Ubu Tekereza ku murimo wawe w’ibanze uvuye muri Shekina, (Uyu ni umurimo utakaza igihe kinini
uwurimo)N’iki uyu murimo ukunjiriza?[IGISUBZO KIRAMBUYE,ANDIKA MU MAGAMBO]

ENUMERATOR TO COMPLETE BD.4 AND BD.5 ON WORKSHEET A / UBAZA ASUBIZA Bd4 NA
BD.5 MU MBONERAHAMWE A

ENUMERATOR TO PRESENT WORKSHEET A
UBAZA YIFASHISHA URUPAPURO RWAKAZI A
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BD.4

Which months did you do this main activity? Ni ayahe mezi
wakozemo uyu murimo w’ibanze?

ENUMERATOR TO PROBE IN PARTICULAR ON MONTHS
WHEN COOPERATIVE WAS INACTIVE

COMPLETE THE RELEVANT
COLUMN IN WORKSHEET A
UZUZA UTUZU AHO BIKWIYE MU
MBONERAHAMWE A

UBAZA AREBA KUGITI KE NIBA MURI AYO MEZI
ISHYIRAHAMWE RITARAKORAGA
BD.5

And how much were you paid in each of those months?
Ni angahe wahembwaga muri buri ayo mezi?

ENUMERATOR TO PRESENT
WORKSHEET A; COMPLETE THE
RELEVANT COLUMN
Local currency/DK/NA/Ref
UBAZA IFASHISHE
IMBONERAHAMWE A; UZUZA
UTUZU AHO BIKWIYE
Amafaranga akoreshwa / Ntabizi/
Ntibimureba /Yanze

QUESTION BF – LEAVING SHEKINA / IKIBAZO BF – KUVA MURI SHEKINA

ASK ALL / BAZA BYOSE

Thinking about your work with Shekina again / Twongeye gutekereza ku mikoranire yawe na shekina

BF.0

Did you do paid work before Shekina?

Yes/

Waba warakoze umurimo uhemberwa mbere yo kwinjira muri
Shekina?

Yego
No/
Oya

GO TO /
GANA BF.1
SKIP TO /
GANA CA.1

IF WORKED BEFORE SHEKINA ASK / NIMBA YARAKOZE MBERE YO KWINJIRA MURI SHEKINA:
BF.1

Which of the following statements to you agree with

TICK ONE ONLY

Muri izi nteruro, ni izihe wemeranywa nazo

WEREKANE KIMWE
GUSA

READ OUT/ MUSOMERE:

I worked more hours or days/ nakoze amasaha / iminsi menshi:
1

BEFORE I joined Shekina
MBERE yo kwinjira muri Shekina

2

WHILE I WAS AT Shekina
UBWO nari ndi muri Shekina

3

SINCE I have left Shekina
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UBU navuye muri Shekina

BF.2

Which of the following statements do you agree with (READ OUT)

TICK ONE ONLY

Muri izi nteruro, ni izihe wemeranywa nazo (MUSOMERE)

WEREKANE
KIMWE GUSA

READ OUT/ MUSOMERE:

I earned more / Ninjizaga menshi
1

BEFORE I joined Shekina
MBERE yo kujya muri Shekina

2

WHILE I WAS AT Shekina
UBWO nari ndi muri Shekina

3

SINCE I have left Shekina
UBU navuye muri Shekina

BF.3

Why did you leave your work with Shekina? (OPEN RESPONSE)
Kubera iki wahagaritse gukorana na Shekina? (IGISUBIZO KIRAMBURE)

BF.4

Was working with Shekina what you expected it to be? Why? (PROBE AROUND: WHAT ABOUT THE
FREQUENCY OF WORK, PAYMENT, TYPE OF TASKS, WORKLOAD) Why?
[OPEN RESPONSE RECORD IN FULL]
Ibyo mwakoranye na Shekina nibyo watekerezaga ko uzakora? Kubera iki? (GORAGOZA: KU
NSHURO BAKORAGA, IMIHEMBERE, IMIRIMO, INGANO Y’ AKAZI)
(IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE, ANDIKA IBYO AKUBWIYE BYOSE)

DK/NA/REF / Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

BF.5

Please explain how the employment/work came to an end (PROBE AROUND HOW AND WHY SHE HAS
LEFT? WHAT HAPPENED?) [OPEN RESPONSE RECORD IN FULL]
Mwadusobanurira uko Imirimo/akazi kawe kaje kugera ku musozo? GORAGOZA: KU MPAMVU
YATUMYE AVAMO? BYAGENZE GUTE (IGISUBIZO KIRAMBURE)
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DK/NA/REF / Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

5

SECTION CB: LEAVING WORK WITH SHEKINA

IGIKA CB: KUVA MUHAGARIKA GUKORANA NASHEKINA

CB.1

Now that you have left Shekina, have you received all the money
you earned and saved that was due to you?
Kuri ubu wavuye muri shekina, waba warahawe amafaranga
yose wakoreye hamwe n’ubwizigame bwawe?

TICK ONE ONLY
WEREKANE
KIMWE GUSA

1

Yes / Yego

Go / Gana CB.5

2

No / Oya

Go / Gana CB.2

CB.2

Have you asked for it?
Wigeze Uyasaba?

1

Yes / Yego

2

No / Oya

CB.3

Do you know how much you should still be paid?
waba uzi umubare wayo wagombaga kuba uhembwa?

1

Yes/Yego

2

No/ Oya

TICK ONE ONLY
WEREKANE KIMWE
GUSA

TICK ONE ONLY
WEREKANE KIMWE
GUSA
Specify
below /
Sobanura
munsi

IF YES, can you Specify amounts? / Nimba ari Yego, vuga umubare
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CB.4

Can you tell us a little bit about why you haven’t received the money yet? Wagira icyo umbwira ku
cyatumye mutarabona amafaranga
(NOTE TO ENUMERATOR: PROBE AROUND ANY ISSUES SURROUNDING PAYMENT) /
ICYITONDERWA: GORAGOZA KU BIREBANA NO KWISHYURWA

CB.5

What do you plan to do with it? (RECORD OPEN RESPONSE)
N’ iki waba uteganya kuyakoresha? ANDIKA IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE

SECTION CC: LEARNING THROUGH SHEKINA / IGIKA CC: KWIGIRA KURI SHEKINA
ASK ALL / BAZA BOSE
I am now going to read out some statements about your skills and abilities. For each one I would like you
to tell me how able you feel in the area described: I want you to tell me whether you are very able, fairly
able, not very able or not at all able to do it.
Ubu nonaha ngiye kukwereka/ ngusomerezimwe mu nteruro zijyanye n’ubumenyi n’ubushobozi
byawe. Kuri Buri nteruro, ndashaka ko umbwira uko wiyumvamo ubushobozi mu cyiciro
cyavuzwe: ndashaka ko umbwira niba ubishoboye cyane, ubishoboye, utabishoboye cyane,
utabishoboye na gato.):
Thinking about your life in general / Tekereza ku buzima bwawe muri rusange

CC.1

GIVE RESPONDENT SHOW CARD C AND ASK TO RATE
(very able/fairly able/ not very able/ not at all able, DK/N/A/REF):
EREKANA IMFASHAMYUMVIRE C, UMUSABE GUTANGA AMANOTA agendeye kuri Ndabishoboye
cyane/ Ndabishoboye/ Simbishoboye cyane/ Simbishoboye na gato/ Simbizi/ Ntibindeba
How would you rate how well you are able to / Ni gute waha amanota ko
ushoboye neza:

READ OUT / MUSOMERE
1

RATE USING Ability code 1
– 4 [DK/NA/Ref]
UGENDEYE k’
ubushobozi 1 – 4 [Ntabizi/
Ntibimureba/ Yanze]

Control your life (and make decisions about my life)?
Gucunga ubuzima bwawe (gufata icyemezo ku buzima bwanjye)?

2

Stay in or go back to school? Kuguma cyangwa gusubira mu ishuri?

3

Care for yourself and your children /others in your household?
Kwiyitaho no kwita ku bana banjye/ no ku bandi mu muryango wawe?

4

Avoid situations where you could be subject to sexual violence or
harassment?
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Kwirinda ibihe bishobora kukugusha mu bikorwa by’ ihohoterwa
rishingiye ku gitsina cyangwa amagambo akomeretsa?
5

Manage new situations/ people you do not know?
Kumenya uko wakwitwara ahantu hashya/ mu bantu utazi?

6

Read and write a letter? / Gusoma no Kwandika ibaruwa?

7

Do basic maths (add, subtract)?
Gukora imibare y’ibanze (guteranya, gukuramo)?

8

Rely on yourself for money rather than rely on partners/others?
Kwiyumvamo ubushobozi ku bwawe ku bijyanye n’amafarangga
kurusha uko wakumva wagirwa n’abawe/ abanda?

9

Manage your money/budget?
Gucunga amafaranga yawe/ kuyabarira?

And thinking about your experiences since working with Shekina (GIVE RESPONDENT SHOWCARD C
Nanone tekereza ku bunararibonye bwawe kuva mutangira gukorana na Shekina (EREKA USUBIZA
IMFASHAMYUMVIRE C)
CC.2

USE SHOWCARD C AND RATE (very able/fairly able/ not very able/ not at all able, DK, N/A/Ref):
EREKANA IMFASHAMYUMVIRE C, TANGA AMANOTA agendeye ndabishoboye cyane/
ndabishoboye/ simbishoboye cyane/ simbishoboye na gato/ Simbizi/ ntibindeba
How would you rate how well you are able to / Ni gute waha amanota ko
ushoboye neza ku::
(READ OUT ALL / (MUSOMERE BYOSE)

RATE USING
Ability code 1 – 4
[DK/NA/Ref]
UGENDEYE k’
ubushobozi 1 – 4
[Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/
Yanze]

1

Pre-Process(sort) cassava leaves / Gutunganya/Gutotora isombe

4

Do your current job well / Gukora akazi kawe k’ubu neza

5

Speak up in front of others / Kuvugira mu ruhame imbere y’abandi

6

Understand our business agreement/employment contract
Kumenya neza ibijyanye n’imitere y’ubucuruzi bwacu/ amasezerano
y’akazi

7

Run your own business / Gukora ubucuruzi bwawe bwite

8

Run a cooperative business / Kuyobora koperative

9

Work with others / Gukorana n’abandi

10

Give and take instruction / Gutanga no kwakira amabwiriza

NOTE: INSTRUCTIONS / AMABWIRIZA
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FOR ALL GIRLS THAT HAVE UNDERTAKEN PAID WORK SINCE THEY
LEFT SHEKINA (ANSWERED TICKED A OR B IN BD1)

CONTINUE TO CD3
KOMEZA KURI CD3

KU BAKOBWA BOSE BAKOZE AKAZI GAHEMBERWA KUVA BAVA
MURI SHEKINA (ANDIKA YEGO MURI A CG B KURI BD1)
IF GIRLS ARE NOT UNDERTAKING PAID WORK (ANSWERED YES TO C,
D, OR E IN BD1)

SKIP TO QUESTION D.1
GANA KU KIBAZO D.1

NIMBA ABAKOBWA BADAKORA AKAZI GAHEMBERWA (YASUBIJE
YEGO KURI C, D cg E MURI BD1)

CD.3

Overall, how does working for Shekina compare with the work you are doing
now? Byose, Bimeze gute gukorana na shekina ugereranije n’ibyo mukora
ubu?

1

Better / Byiza

2

About the same / Bimeze kimwe

3

Worse / Bibi

4

DK/NA/REF Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

CD.4

Why do you say this? [OPEN RESPONSE, RECORD IN FULL]

TICK ONE ONLY
WEREKANE KIMWE
GUSA

Kuki uvuze gutyo?[IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE, ANDIKA BYOSE]

DK/NA/Ref/ Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

TICK ONE ONLY
WEREKANE
KIMWE GUSA
CD.5a

1. Yes / Yego
Do you think that what you have learned at Shekina has
prepared you for what you are doing now?
Uratekerezako ibyo wigiye muri Shekina byaguteguye
mu byo uri gukora ubu?

CD.5b

2. No/ Oya
DK/NA/Ref/
Ntabizi/Ntibimureba/
Yanze

Why do you say this? (OPEN RESPONSE, RECORD IN FULL)
NOTE: ENUMERATOR PROBE AROUND LEARNED SKILLS (E.G. TEAM COOPERATION, HOW TO
RUN A BUSINESS, HOW TO SAVE MONEY, ETC.)
Kuki uvuze gutyo? (IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE, ANDIKA BYOSE) ICYITONDERWA: UBAZA
GORAGOZA KU BIJYANYE N’UBUMENYI YIZE (GUKORERA MU IKIPE, UKO BAKORA
UBUCURUZI, KWIZIGAMA N’ IBINDI
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DK/NA/Ref/ Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

PRESENT SHOWCARD A TO RESPONDENT / (EREKA UBAZWA IMFASHAMYUMVIRE A)
CD.6

I’m now going to read you some statements comparing Shekina to the work you are doing now.
For each I want you to tell me how strongly you agree with the statement. Do you strongly agree, agree,
neither agree nor disagree, disagree, strongly disagree
Ubu noneho ngiye kubasomera zigereranya Shekina n’ibyo mukora ubu.
Ndifuza ko kuri , buri imwe uza kumbwira uko wemeranya n’izo nteruro ngiye kugusomera. Ese
uremeranya nayo cyane, urayemera, ntuyemera kandi ntabwo wemeranya nayo, ntiwemeranya
nayo, ntiwemeranya nayo na gato.
Agree Code 1-5;
DK/NA/Ref
Kubyemera hagati 1-5
DK/NA/Ref /Ntabizi/
Ntibimureba / Yanze

1

Shekina paid me more money for a days work
Shekina inyishyura amafaranga menshi ku munsi nakoze

2

Shekina’s work was more regular (i.e. every week)
Akazi ka Shekina kahoragaho (urugero : buri cyumweru)

3

Shekina’s work was more interesting / Akazi ka Shekina karigashimishije

4

Shekina taught me more new skills / Shekina yanyigishije ubumenyi bwinshi
bushya

5

Through Shekina I met more new people
Binyuze muri shekina namenyanye n’abandi bantu benshi

6

Shekina was better at teaching me how to run a business
Shekina yari nziza mukunyigisha uburyo bwo gukora imirimo yinjiza
amafaranga

7

Shekina was better because it taught me to work with other girls
Shekina ni nziza kuko yanyigishije gukorana n’abandi bakobwa

8

I had greater status in my family because I worked for Shekina than I do now
Mfatwa neza mu muryango kubera ko nakoranye na Shekina kuruta ,ibyo
nkora ubu

6

SECTION D: SPENDING, BANKING AND SAVING

IGIKA D: GUKORESHA AMAFARANGA, GUKORANA NA BANK NO KUZIGAMA

NOW - TICK ALL THAT
APPLY
KURI UBU (SHYIRA
AKAMENYETSO
AHAKWIYE)
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D.0

How do you receive the money you are
earning now?

1. In cash
Mu ntoki

Ni gute ubona amafaranga winjiza ubu?
2. In my bank account
Kuri konti yanjye
muri banki

If bank account, GO TO
D.0a / Nimba ari konti ya
banki GANA D.0a

3. Other (Specify)
Ibindi (Sobanura)
DK/NA/Ref/
Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/
Yanze
D0.a

Is this your personal bank account? If so, what is the name of the bank? Iyi ni konti yawe ku giti
cyawe? Nimba ari iye, iri mu yihe banki?
(RECORD OPEN RESPONSE)
(IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE, ANDIKA BYOSE)

ASK ALL/ BAZA BOSE

AT SHEKINA/ TICK ALL
THAT APPLY
KWA SHEKINA / (SHYIRA
AKAMENYETSO
AHAKWIYE)

D.1

How did you receive the money you earned
while you were at Shekina?
Wakiraga ute amafaranga ubwo wari
ugikorera muri Shekina?

1. In cash
Mu ntoki
2. In my bank account
Kuri konti yanjye
muri banki

If bank account, GO TO
D.2 / Nimba ari konti ya
banki GANA D.2

3. Other (Specify)
Ibindi (Sobanura)
DK/NA/Ref/
Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/
Yanze
D.2

Is this your personal bank account? If so, what is the name of the bank? Iyi ni konti yawe ku giti
cyawe? Nimba ari iye, iri mu yihe banki?
(RECORD OPEN RESPONSE)
(IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE, ANDIKA BYOSE)

TICK ONE
ONLY
WEREKANE
KIMWE
GUSA
D.3a
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Do you receive any money outside of any paid work? (e.g.
gifts, weekly allowance from parents/partner)?
Ujya ubona amafaranga aturutse hanze y’ akazi
uhemberwa (urugero impano, amafaranga ya buri munsi
ava mu babyeyi/umufatanya bikorwa)

2. No / Oya
DK/NA/Ref / Ntabizi/
Ntibimureba/ Yanze

TICK ONE
ONLY
WEREKANE
KIMWE
GUSA
1. Yes / Yego
Do you have any other savings/money set aside?
D.3b

Waba ufite ubundi bwizigame/ amafaranga washyize ku
ruhande?

2. No / Oya
DK/NA/Ref / Ntabizi/
Ntibimureba/ Yanze

TICK
ALL
THAT
APPLY /
SHYIRA
AKAMENYETSO
AHAKWIYE

D.3c

Do you have savings of any other kind e.g. pigs,
poultry,crops? Waba ufite ubwizigame ubwo
aribwo bwose urugero; ingurube, inkoko,
imyaka?

1. Yes pigs and goats
Yego, Ingurube n’ihene
2. Yes poultry and rabbits
Yego, Inkoko n’ inkwavu
3. Yes, Other
Yego, Ibindi

(Specify) (Sobanura)

4. No / Oya
DK/NA/Ref / Ntabizi/
Ntibimureba/ Yanze

ASK ONLY GIRLS THAT ANSWERED NONE OF THE ABOVE (response D IN BC.2)
BAZA GUSA ABAKOBWA BASUBIJE NTANAKIMWE MUBYAVUZE HEJURU (D KURI BC2)

D.7

What have you been doing since you left Shekina? (Probe: why have you not been doing paid work?) /
Wakoraga iki kuva wava muri Shekina? (Goragoza: Kubera iki utigeze ukora umurimo uhemba?
OPEN RESPONSE / IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE

DK/NA/Ref/ ntabizi/ ntibimureba/ yanze

SECTION E: FUTURE / IGIKA E: AHAZAZA
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ASK ALL / BAZA BOSE
GIVE THE RESPONDENT THE SHOWCARD A
EREKA USUBIZA IMFASHAMYUMVURE

E.1

Agree Code 1-5;
DK/NA/Ref
Kubyemera
hagati
1-5
DK/NA/Ref
/Ntabizi/
Ntibimureba
/
Yanze

Thinking about your future, how strongly do you agree with the following statements,
I want you to tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree,
disagree or strongly disagree. (READ OUT)
Tekereza kuri ejo hazaza, ni gute wemeranya ni interuro zikurikira, ndagirango
ubwire niba wemeranya nazo cyane, wemeranya ntubyemera kandi
ntunabihakana, ntubyemera, ntubyemera na gato (MUSOMERE)

1

I have set a goal for my life (e.g. To finish school, to travel, to own my own
business) / Mfite intego mu buzima bwanjye (urugero: kurangiza amashuri,
gutembera, gukora ubucuruzi bwanjye)

2

I have plans for improving my life / Mfite gahunda yo kuzamura ubuzima bwanjye

3

I plan to complete my O or A levels
Ndateganya kurangiza icyiro rusange cg amashuri yisumbuye

4

The cooperative helped me develop my own business
Koperative yamfashije kuzamura ubucuruzi bwanjye

5

Thecooperative has taught me skills that will help me to find work in the future
Koperative yanyigishije ubumenyi buzanshasha kugira icyo nikorera mu gihe
kiri imbere

6

I plan to use my cooperative savings to fund my future work
Ndateganya gukoresha ubizigame bwanjye bwo muri koperative kugirango
ngire icyo nkoro mu gihe kiri imbere

7

I plan to work with other girls in the cooperatives in the future
Ndategnya gukorana n’abandi bakobwa bo muri koperative mu gihe kizaza

E.2

Can you tell me more about the goals and plans you have for the future? (OPEN RESPONSE)
Wambwira byisnhi ku ntego zawe na gahunda uteganya mu gihe kizaza (IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE)

DK/NA/Ref / ntabizi/ ntibimureba/ yanze

E.3

Has your goal changed while you have been working with
Shekina?
Intego yaba yarigeze ihinduka kuva aho utangiriye gukorana
na Shekina?
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1

Yes

GO TO / GANA
KURI E3b

Yego
2

No

GO TO E3.c/ GANA
KURI E3.c

Oya
E3b

If yes, how has it changed? (OPEN RESPONSE)
Niba ari Yego,ni gute yahindutse? (IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE)

DK/NA/Ref / Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

E.3c

Has working with Shekina helped you to plan/achieve your goal? (OPEN RESPONSE)
Gukorana na Shekinabyaba byaragufashije muri gahunda zawe/kugera ku ntego zawe (IGISUBIZO
KIRAMBUYE)

DK/NA/Ref / ntabizi/ ntibimureba/ yanze

E.4

Do you know of any NGO or government initiatives that are active in the area? For example Oxfam /
CARE/ Save the Children Are you or your family involved in any of those initiatives? If so, in what way?
(OPEN RESPONSE)
Waba uzi umuryango utegamiye kuri leta cg imishinga ya leta yaba akorera muri aka gace? Urugero
Oxfam/CARE/Save the Children. Waba cg uwo mumuryango abarizwa muri iyo mishanga? Nimba
ari Yego, ni mu buhe buryo? (IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE)

DK/NA/Ref/ Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

Lastly / Dusoza,
PRESENT SHOWCARD D / EREKANA IMFASHAMYUMVIRE D
E.5

Thinking about the difficulties you may have doing certain activities because of a
HEALTH PROBLEM, please look at this [SHOWCARD D] and for each activity, tell me if
you have: ‘no difficulty, some difficulty, a lot of difficulty, cannot do at all’.

SHOWCARD
D (Score 1 –
4)

Tekereza kumbogamizi ushobora kugirira mukazi bitewe n’IBIBAZO BY’UBUZIMA,
Ndagusabye reba hano (IMFASHSMYUNVIRE D) muri buri kazi mbwira niba ufite:’
nta mbogamizi,imbogamizi zimwe na zimwe, imbogamizi nyinshi, ntizishobora
kubura.’

IMFASHAMY
UMVIRE D
(Amanota 1 –
4)
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1-Do you have difficulty seeing, even if wearing glasses?
Ufite imbogamizi yo kutabona, niyo waba wambaye amadarubindi?
2-Do you have difficulty hearing, even if using a hearing aid?
Ufite imbogamizi yo utumva, niyo waba ufite agakoresho kagufasha kunva
3-Do you have difficulty walking or climbing steps?
Ufite imbogamizi yo kugenda cg kutabasha kurira imikingo
4-Do you have difficulty remembering things or concentrating on activities?
Ufite imbogamizi yo kwibuka ibintu cg kwibanda mu kazigusa
5-Do you have difficulty with self-care (e.g. dressing and being able to feed yourself?
Ufite imbogamizi yo kwiyitaho (urugero. kwiyambika no kwigaburira?)

THANK AND CLOSE / SHIMIRA UNASOZE
We have now come to the end of our interview. Do you have any questions for me or would you like to share anything
that we haven’t spoken about yet? / Ubu twageze ku musozo w’ ikiganiro cyacu. Waba ufite ikibazo cg hari
icyo wifuza kongera twaba tutavuzeho?
We are interested in finding out more about what you and other cooperative members have experienced in their time
with Shekina. We are planning on asking a few girls extra questions to get a better understanding. Would you be
interested in taking part? / Turifuza kugira andi makuru arebana nawe n’ abandi banyamuryango bahuye nabyo
ubwo mwakoraga muri Shekina. Turateganya kubaza ibibazo by’ inyongera ku bakobwa bacye kugirango
tugire ishusho ngari. Waba wifuza kwitabira?
Would you be interested in taking part?

1 Yes

Waba wifuza kwitabira?

Yego

2 No
Oya

Thank & Close / Shima,
Usoze

Thank & Close / Shima,
Usoze

Thank you very much for the time you have given up to provide us with very valuable information on your experiences
of being part of a Shekina cooperative / Mwakoze ku bw’ umwanya wanyu n’ amakuru ku mibanire yawe na
koperative ya Shekina

NOTE FOR ENUMERATOR: DON’T FORGET TO FILL OUT THE ENUMERATOR OBSERVATIONS NEXT /
ICYITONDERWA K’ UBAZA: NTIWIBAGIRWE GUTANGA AMAKURU Y’ IBYO WABONYE

ENUMERATOR OBSERVATIONS / / IBYO UBAZA YABONYE
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Describe anything noteworthy here,;
including / Tubwire ibyo wabonye
biteye amatsiko harimo:
-

-

-

-

How do you rate this interview /
Wabonye ute iki kiganiro?
Did the respondents seem willing
or flexible to talk or did she seem
shy and unwilling / Ubazwa yari
yisanzuye cg yari afite isoni
adashaka kuvuga?
Do you trust what the respondent
was saying / Hari icyizere
ufitiye ibyo wabwiwe?
Any observations on the
worksheet? (e.g. issues on
outstanding payment/payment
too high or low for days worked?
/ Hari icyo wabonye
kidasanzwe ku
mbonerahamwe? Urugero;
ibibazo cg ubwishyu
butarakorwa/ ubwishyu buri
hejuru/hasi ugereranyje n’
iminsi yakozwe?
Anything else that respondents
mentioned and is worth sharing /
Hari ikindi ubazwa yavuze
cyatangazwa?
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7

WORK SHEET A / IMBONERAHAMWE A
BB.1 –
MONTH IN
WHICH
LEFT
BB.1
UKWEZI
YAHAGAZ
E

BB.2 –
Which
months
active

Work/earnings through Shekina

Other work while at Shekina

Work since Shekina

Ibyaturutse kuri Shekina

Indi mirimo yakoze ari muri Shekina

Imirimo aho aviriye muri Shekina

BB.3 – how
many days

BB.4 – which
monthspaid

BB.5 – how
much paid

BB3 – Iminsi
ingahe

BB.4 – Ni
ayahe mezi
uhemberwah
o

BB.5 –
Uhembwa
angahe

TICK ALL THAT
APPLY /
SHYIRA
AKAMENYETS
O AHAKWIYE

WRITE IN
NUMBER
(FRANCS) /
ANDIKA
UMUBARE W’
AMAFARANGA

BB.2 –

Amezi
yakoze

TICK ONE
ONLY /
IGISUBIZO
1

TICK ALL
THAT APPLY
/ SHYIRA
AKAMENYET
SO
AHAKWIYE

WRITE IN
NUMBER OF
DAYS / ANDIKA
UMUBARE W’
IMINSI

BC.1 – months
cooperative was
inactive
BC. 1 – Amezi
ishirahamwe
ritakoraga

TICK ALL THAT
APPLY / SHYIRA
AKAMENYETSO
AHAKWIYE

BC.4 –

BC.5 –

Months did
other paid
work

Paid / earned
for other work

BC.4 –
Amezi
yakoze indi
mirimo
ihemba
TICK ALL THAT
APPLY /
SHYIRA
AKAMENYETS
O AHAKWIYE

October /
Ukwakira
2018
September/
Nzeri 2018
August /
Kanama 2018
July /
Nyakanga
2018
June /
Kamena 2018
May /
Gicurasi
2018
April / Mata
2018
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BC.5 –
Ayahembewe
indi mirimo

WRITE IN NUMBER
(FRANCS) /
ANDIKA UMUBARE
W’ AMAFARANGA

BD.4 – Months
in other paid
worked BD.4 –

Amezi yakoze
indi mirimo
ihemba

TICK ALL THAT
APPLY / SHYIRA
AKAMENYETSO
AHAKWIYE

BD.5 –
Paid/earned in
other work
BD.5 –

Ayahembewe
indi mirimo

WRITE IN NUMBER
(FRANCS) /
ANDIKA UMUBARE
W’ AMAFARANGA

IMPACT EVALUATION – SHEKINA ENDLINE REPORT
March /
Werurwe
2018
February /
Gashyantare
2018
January /
Mutarama
2018
December /
Ukuboza
2017
November /
Ugushyingo
2017
Before Nov
2017 (Specify
month & year)
Mbere y’
Ugushyingo
2017 (Vuga
ukwezi n’
umwaka

Serial number) / Umubare uranga ubazwa:
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RUSIGA ONLY – THE INACTIVE COOPERATIVE RUSIGA YONYINE – KOPERATIVE IDAKORA
I’d like to learn more about the Shekina cooperative that you were part of]
Ndifuza kumenya byinshi kubijyanye na koperative ya SHEKINA ubereye umunyamuryango
CA.1

Please can you tell me how many members are/were in your cooperative

Number

Mwambwira umubare w’abanyamuryango bari muri koperative yanyu?

Umubare

DK/NA/REF / Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

CA.2a

CA.2b

Other than your Shekina work, do you spend time with other girls
in your cooperative? Hari ahandi hantu ukoresha igihe cyawe
uri kumwe nabandi bakobwa mu ishyirahamwe

TICK ONE
ONLY /
IGISUBIZO 1

Yes / Yego

GO / GANA CA.2b

No / Oya

GO / GANA CA.3

DK/NA/Ref / Ntabizi/Ntibimureba/Yanze

GO/ GANA CA.3

When you spend time together, what do you do? (Probe: other work – what work / socialising/ both)
(RECORD OPEN RESPONSE)
Ni ryari ukoresha igihe kimwe, uba ukora iki? ( Vuga: undi murimo – Uwuhe murimo/ Gukangurira/
byose) (ANDIKA IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE)

CA.3

How did you know when to come to the drop off site for your Shekina TICK ALL THAT APPLY /
SHYIRA AKAMENYETSO
work?
AHAKWIYE
Ubwirwa niki igihe ugomba kugira kucyicaro cya Shekina mu kazi?

1

The cooperative leader sends a message
Umuyobozi w’ishyirahamwe atwoherereza ubutumwa bugufi

2

Someone from Shekina sends a message
Umuntu umwe wo muri Shekina yohereza ubutumwa bugufi

3

Other (specify) / Ibindi (bivuge)

CA.4

5

What do farmers do if they do not bring their cassava leaves to you? TICK ALL THAT APPLY /
SHYIRA AKAMENYETSO
[READ OUT, TICK ALL THAT APPLY]
AHAKWIYE
Niki abahinzi bakora iyo batabazaniye ibibabi by’imyumbati
Sell to Shekina headquarters in Bushoki / Kugurisha kucy’ikicaro
gikuru cya Shekina kiri Bushoki
Sell to another processor / Kugurisha kubandi
Sell to the local community/other people living here
Kugurisha kubanyamuryango binaha/ abandi bantu batuye inaha
They cannot sell their cassava leaves and the leaves go to waste
Ntabwo bashaka kugurisha ibibabi by’imyumbati yabo kk ibibabi
bipfa ubusa
Other (Specify) / Ibindi (bivuge)

CA.5

Is your Shekina cooperative still operating?

1
2
3
4
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Ni ishyirahamwe ryawe rya Shekina riracyakora?
1

Yes / Yego

Go / GANA BD

2

No / Oya

GO / GANA CA.6

3

DK/NA/Ref / Ntabizi/Ntibimureba/ Yanze

GO / GANA CA. 6

IF CA.5 IS NO CONTINUE TO CA6, IF YES SKIP TO BD / NI OYA KOMEZA KURI CA6, NIBA ARI YEGO GANA KURI BD

CA.6

Why has your Shekina Cooperative closed? (RECORD OPEN RESPONSE) /
Ni ukubera iki ishyirahamwe ryawe rya Shekina ryafunze? (ANDIKA IGISUBIZO
KIRAMBUYE)
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SHEKINA – Cooperative Members Endline Survey

8

ADMINISTRATIVE QUESTIONS / IBIBAZO BYO MU KAZI

Interview name
Amazina y’ubaza
Date of interview
Itariki ikiganiro cyabereyo
Interview start time (24hr)
Igihe ikiganiro cyatangiriye
Interview end time (24hr)
Igihe ikiganiro cyarangiriye
Drop off point
Aho gihagarariye

9

INTRODUCTION

Amakuru. My name is _____ and I work for OutReach Development Solutions, a research company. I am here today
to find out more information about your experiences, both before and afteryou startedworking withShekina.
INTANGIRIRO
Amakuru. Amazina yanjye ni......, nkaba nkorera OutReach Development Solutions, ikigo gikora
ubushakashatsi. Nkaba ndi hano uyu munsi kugirango menye amakuru ahagije ku birebana n’ubunararibonye
bwanyu mbere na nyuma yaho mwatangiye gukorana na shekina.
SCREENING / IJONJORA
Respondent serial number (from baseline)
Umubare uranga ubazwa (bivanye ku by’ubushize)

1. Yes, currently working with SHEKINA
as a MEMBER of the cooperative

S3

Are you currently working
with Shekina?
Ubu ukorana na
shekinah?

Yego, ubu dukorakorana na
SHEKINA nk’umunyamuryango wa
koperative
2. No, I have stopped working with
Shekina since May 2016
[Oya nahagaritse gukorana na
Shekina kuva muri Gicurasi 2016]

CONTINUE WITH THIS MEMBER
SURVEY
KOMEZA
N’UMUNYAMURYANGO
STOP THIS SURVEY AND
CONTINUE WITH LEAVERS
SURVEY
[HAGARIKA IKIGANIRO
HANYUMA UKUMEZANYE
N’UMUNYAMURYANGO]

NOTE: GIRLS ARE CONSIDERED TO BE LEAVERS IF THEY THINK THEY HAVE LEFT THE COOPERATIVE WITH
EXCEPTION OF RUSIGA WHERE ALL RUSIGA COOPERATIVE MEMBERS ARE CONSIDERED TO BE LEAVERS.
ICYITONDERWA: ABAKOBWA BAFATWA NK’ ABAVUYEMO MU GIHE BIVUGIYE KO BAYIVUYEMO URESTE
RUSIGA AHO ABANYAMURYANGO BOSE BA RUSIGA BAFATWA NK’ ABAVUYEMO
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READ OUT: Thank you for agreeing to talk with me. We will talk for around 1 hour. You can ask me any questions
you have now or during our time talking. Also, anything that you share with me will remain anonymous, which means
I will not tell Shekina that you said these things. The responses that you provide will be stored and analysed by our
researchers, and we may share them with others when we report on our findings from this research. However, we will
never use your name, so nobody outside the researchers will know that it was you who gave this response.If you
want, you may also choose to end the conversation at any point. You will not be penalised for this in any way. We will
simply ask you to explain why you chose to end the interview.
Murakoze kwemera kuvugana nanjye. Turaza kuganira mu gihe kigera ku isaha. Ushobora kumbaza ikibazo
icyo aricyo cyose ushaka nonaha ndetse no mu gihe turi buze kuba turi kugirana ikiganiro. Ikindi nuko ibyo
turi buganire biraguma hagati yacu, bivuga ko bitazagera kuri Shekina ko wavuze ibi nibi. Ubyifuje, ushobora
guhitamo guhagarika ikiganiro aho wifuza. Ntabwo ubihanirwa mu buryo ubwo aribwo bwose, gusa turakubaza
impamvu itumye ugihagarika.
S4

Are you happy to continue with the
interview?
Urabyishimiye ko dukomezanya
ikiganiro?

S5

1 Yes
Yego
2 No

Finish & Close

Oya

Hagarika ikiganiro

WRITE IN NUMBER

DK (99)/ NA(98)/Ref(97)

ANDIKA UMUBARE

Ntabizi(99)/
Ntibimureba(98)/Yanze(99)

Please can you tell me your telephone number /
Wambwira numero ya telephone

10 SECTION A: WARM UP & WELL-BEING (5-10 MINUTES)
IGIKA A: KWISHYUSHYA NO KUMENYA UKO ABAYEHO (IMINOTA 5-10)
I’d like to start by asking a few questions about you/ Ndifuza ko dutangira nkubaza ibibazo bike kuri wowe.
A.1

Can you please tell me how old you are now?

Write in years

DK (99)/ NA(98)/Ref(97)

Mushobora kumbwira imyaka mufite?

Andika imyaka

Ntabizi(99)/
Ntibimureba(98)/Yanze(9
9)

Yes

No

Yego

Oya

DK (99)/
NA(98)/Ref(9
7
Ntabizi(99)/
Ntibimureba
(98)/Yanze(9
7)

A.2

Are you enrolled in any school?
Waba warize mu ishuri iryo ariryo ryose?

A.3

Are you attending School?
Ubu uriga?
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A.4

(If yes/attending school) Is school currently in term? (i.e. not on
holiday)?
(niba ari Yego/ yiga) Ubu muri kwiga? (bivuga ko batari mu
kiruhuko)

A.5

Do you care for members of your household? (children/elders)?
Ujya wita ku bagize umuryango wawe? (abana/ abakuze)?

A.6

Do you have children of your own?
Waba ufite umwana/abana ku giti cyawe?

(INTERVEWER TO SHOW RESPONDENT THE SHOWCARD A)
(UBAZA, EREKA USUBIZA IMFASHAMYUMVIRE A)
A.7

I’m now going to read you some statements about you and for each one I want you
to tell me how strongly you agree with the statement. Do you strongly agree, agree,
neither agree nor disagree, disagree, strongly disagree
Ubu ngiye kukwereka/ nkusomere intereruro ubundi, kuri buri nteruro
ndashaka ko umbwira uburyo wemeranyanya nayo. Waba wemeranya cyane,
ubyemera, utabyemera kandi ntunabihakane, utabyemera, cyangwa
utabyemera cyane,

1

Agree Code 1-5;
DK/NA/Ref
Kubyemera hagati 15 DK/NA/Ref /Ntabizi/
Ntibimureba / Yanze

I am a confident person
Ndi umuntu wihagazeho

2

I enjoy living life
Urishimisha mu buzima bwawe?

3

I have a good relationship (get on) with others in my household
Mfitanye umubano mwiza n’abandi tubana mu rugo.

4

I get enough family time to with my brothers/sisters
Mbona umwanya uhagije wo gukina na bavandimwe/bashiki banjye.

5

I have a large group of friends
Ngira umuryango munini w’inshuti zanjye.

6

I have one or two people I regard as my “best friend”
Ngira umuntu 1 cg 2 mfata nk’incuti bikomeye.

7

I get enough food daily
Mbona amafunguro ahagije ku munsi

8

I get enough sleep daily
Ndaruhuka bihagije ku munsi

9

I feel safe at home
Numva mfite umutekano mu rugo

10

I feel safe when I work at Shekina
Mba numva mfite umutekano iyo ndi gukorera muri SHEKINA
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11 SECTION B GENERAL AND INCOME ACTIVITIES (25 MINUTES)
IGIKA B: IBIKORWA RUSANGE N’IBIKORWA BYINJIZA (IMINOTA 25)
SECTION B.A. GENERAL ACTIVITIES IN THE LAST WEEK
IGIKA B.A. IBIKORWA RUSANGE
Andnow thinking about your day-to-day life
Ubu noneho tekereza ku buzima bwawe bwa buri munsi

BA.1

Thinking about the last week, that is the last 7 days before today, did you do any of the following:
Dutekereje mu cyuweru gishize, aho ni mu minsi 7 ishize, waba warakoze kimwe muri ibi bi kurikira:

(READ OUT)
(MUSOMERE)

8

Attend school?
kujya ku ishuri?

9

Unpaid work at home (e.g., cooking, cleaning, washing
clothes)?
Imirimo idahemberwa yo mu rugo (urugero: guteka,
gukora isuku, kumesa imyenda)?

(TICK
ALL
THAT
APPLY)
SHYIRA
AKAMENYE
TSO
AHO
BIREBANA

RECORD
HOURS PER
WEEK
ANDIKA
AMASAHA
MU
CYUMWERU

RECORD
HOURS PER
WEEKEND
ANDIKA
AMASAHA
MU MPERA Z’
ICYUMERU

BA.1 Did

BA.2 Mon-Fri

BA.3 Sat-Sun

Igikorwa
cyakozwe

Kuwa mbere
– kuwa
gatanu

Ku wa
gatandatu Ku cyumweru

10 Unpaid work outside the home (e.g., going to market,
fetching water)?
Imirimo idahemberwa hanze yo mu rugo (urugero:
kujya ku isoko, kujya kuvoma amazi)?
11 Work for Shekina?
Gukorera shekina?
12 Other work for which you were paid /earned money (not
Shekina, and including running own business)?
Indi mirimo wahembewe (itari Shekina)?
13 Leisure time (e.g. reading, visiting family and friends,
playing games)?
Igihe cyo kwishimisha (urugero: gusoma, gusura
abo mu muryango n’inshuti, gukina imikino)?
14 Church/mosque/praying?
Kujya mu rusengero/ Umusigiti/ Gusenga ?

If RESPONDENT HAS 4) WORKED FOR SHEKINA OR 5) DONE PAID WORK, ASK:
[NIBA USUBIZA AKORA] 4) AKORANA NA SHEKINA CG 5) AHEMBERWA AKAZI AKORA, BAZA
BA.2

Again, thinking of school days/weekdays only, in the last week, how many hours did
you spend on these activities?
Nanone, Tekereza ku minsi y’ishuri/Iminsi y’impera z’icyumweru gusa, mu
cyumweru gishije, ni amasaha angahe wakoresheje muri ibi bintu?
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BA.3

Thinking of weekends only, in the last week, how many hours did you spend on
these activities?
Tekereza ku minsi y’impera z’icyumweru, mu cyumweru gishize, ni amasaha
angahe wakoresheje muri ibi bikurikira?

RECORD
HOURS
ABOVE IN BA1
ANDIKA
AMASAHA
MU CYUMWERU ARI
MURI BA1

IF RESPONDENT HAS DONE OTHER PAID WORK (ANSWER 5 IN QUESTION BA1) ASK:
NIBA USUBIZA YARAKOZE AKANDI KAZI AHEMBERWA (IGISUBIZO 5 MU KIBAZO CYA BA1) BAZA:
BA.4

What other work did you do? (OPEN RESPONSE)
Nakahe kazi kandi ukora? (IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE)

SECTION B.B: SHEKINA AND OTHER INCOME GENERATING ACTIVITIES IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS
IGIKA B.B.: SHEKINA N’INDI MIRIMO RUSANGE YINJIZA MU MEZI 12 ASHIZE

ENUMERATOR TO COMPLETE BB2 – BB5 AND BC1 ON WORKSHEET A / UBAZA ASUBIZA BB1 –
BB5 NA BCI MU MBONERAHAMWE A
ASK ALL RESPONDENTS
BAZA ABASUBIZA BOSE
(ENUMERATOR TO PRESENT WORKSHEET A) / (UBAZA, EREKANA IMBONERAHAMWE A)
BB.2

Thinking of the last 12 months, which months did you
work for Shekina?
Tekereza mu mezi 12 ashize, ni ayahe mezi
wakoranye na Shekina

BB.3

How many days did you work for Shekina in each
month?
Wakoze iminsi ingahe muri buri kwezi ukorana
na Shekina

(ENUMERATOR TO PRESENT WORKSHEET A;
READ OUT EVERY MONTH TICK ALL THAT
APPLY IN RELEVANT COLUMN)
(UBAZA KORESHA IMBONERAHAMWE A;
MUSOMERE BURI KWEZI USHYIRAHO
AKAMENYETSO MU TUZU AHO BIKWIYE)
(ENUMERATOR TO PRESENT WORKSHEET A;
READ OUT EVERY MONTH AND RECORD
NUMBER OF DAYS WORKED IN RELEVANT
COLUMN)
(UBAZA KORESHA IMBONERAHAMWE A;
MUSOMERE BURI KWEZI WUZUZE IMINSI
YAKOZE MU TUZU AHO BIKWIYE)

BB.4

Which months were you paid?
Ni ayahe mezi wahembewe?

(ENUMERATOR TO PRESENT WORKSHEET A;
READ OUT EVERY MONTH TICK ALL THAT
APPLY IN RELEVANT COLUMN)
(UBAZA KORESHA IMBONERAHAMWE A;
MUSOMERE BURI KWEZI USHYIRAHO
AKAMENYETSO MU TUZU AHO BIKWIYE)

BB.5

How much money did you earn in these months?
(please note, this excludes your earnings that
Shekina are saving for you)
Ni amafaranga angahe wabonaga buri cyumweru/
kwezi aturutse muri Shekina?

(PRESENT WORKSHEET A; COMPLETE
RELEVANT COLUMN) (INTERVIEWER RECORD
CURRENCY AS APPROPRIATE) (EREKANA
IMBONERAHAMWE A; UZUZA UTUZU
TUREBWA)
(UBAZA ANDIKA AMAFARANGA UKO BIKWIYE)
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SECTION BC - BE: OTHER INCOME GENERATING ACTIVITIES IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS
IGIKA BC – BE: INDI MIRIMO YINJIZA (IMIRIMO) RUSANGE MU MEZI 12 ASHIZE
(INTERVIEWER TO PRESENT WORKSHEET A) / (UBAZA, EREKANA IMBONERAHAMWE A)
BC.1

Was the cooperative ever inactive or not operating (NOT
OPEN AT ALL) in the last 12 months? In which months?
Ishyirahamwe ryaba ryarigeze rihagarara cg ridakora
(NTIRYIGEZE RIFUNGURA NA GATO) mu mezi 12
ashize? Ni muyahe mezi?

ENUMERATOR TO PRESENT WORKSHEET
A; READ OUT THE MONTHS TICK ALL THAT
APPLY IN RELEVENT COLUMN
UBAZA IFASHISHE IMBONERAHAMWE A;
MUSOMERE AMEZI USHYIRAHO
AKAMENYETSO MU TUZU AHO BIKWIYE

ENUMERATOR TO COMPLETE BC1b, BC.2 AND BC.3 BELOW / UBAZA ASUBIZA BC1b, BC2 NA BC.3 MUNSI
BC.1b

Have you been paid all money or are you missing anything? (RECORD OPEN RESPONSE)
Waba warishyuwe amafaranga yose cg hari ayasigaye? (ANDIKA IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE)

Again, thinking about the last 12 months while you have been in your cooperative with Shekina
Nanone tekereza mu mezi 12 ashize mugihe waruri mwishyirahamwe ryawe na Shekina
ENUMERATOR MUST TICK AT LEAST ONE RESPONSE IN BC.2 / UBAZA AGOMBA GUSHYIRA
AKAMENYETSO KU GISUBIZO NIBURA KIMWE KURI BC.2
BC.2

While you were working with Shekina, and particularly
when the cooperative was inactive, did you do any of the
following [READ OUT]:
Mugihe wakoranaga na Shekina, byumwihariko
ubwo ishyirahamwe ryawe ritakoraga, wigeze ukora
bimwe muri ibi bikurikira [MUSOMERE]:

A

Work for a wage, salary, commission or any payment in
any kind (excluding Shekina work)

[TICK ALL THAT
APPLY]
[HANYUMA
USHYIRE
AKAMENYETSO
IBYO ASHUBIJE
BYOSE]
CONTINUE TO BC3
KOMEZA KURI BC3

Mwaba mukorera umushahara, uhembwa
kw’ijanisha, uhembwa ibindi bintu?
B

C

D

E

Run or do any kind of business

CONTINUE TO BC3

Mwaba mukora ibijyanye n’ubucuruzi

KOMEZA KURI BC3

Help without being paid in any kind of business

SKIP TO QUESTION BF

Ujya ufasha kandi utari bwishyurwe ku bijyanye ni
mirimo yo murugo yinjiza?

GANA KU KIBAZO BF

None of the above

SKIP TO QUESTION BF

Ntanakimwe mubyavuze hejuru

GANA KU KIBAZO BF

DK/NA/Ref

SKIP TO QUESTION BF

Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

GANA KU KIBAZO BF
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BC.3

Thinking now about your main (non-Shekina) work activity– this is the activity you spent most of your time
on - what did this activity involve? [OPEN RESPONSE, WRITE IN FULL; ONLY FOR MAIN ACTIVITY]
Tekereza k’umurimo wawe w’ibanze (Utari uwa Shekina) – uyu ni umurimo ukora igihe cyawe kinini.
Uwukoramo iki? [IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE, ANDIKA MUMAGAMBO ARAMBUYE; K’ UMURIMO
UMWE W’IBANZE)

ENUMERATOR TO COMPLETE BC.4 – BC.5 ON WORKSHEET A
MBONERAHAMWE A

/ UBAZA ASUBIZA BC.4 – BC.5 MU

ENUMERATOR TO PRESENT WORKSHEET A / UBAZA, EREKANA IMBONERAHAMWE A
BC.4

Which months did you do this main activity? Ni ayahe mezi
wakozemo uyu murimo w’ibanze?

ENUMERATOR TO PROBE IN PARTICULAR ON MONTHS
WHEN COOPERATIVE WAS INACTIVE / UBAZA AREBA
KUGITI KE NIBA MURI AYO MEZI ISHYIRAHAMWE
RITARAKORAGA
BC.5

And how much were you paid in each of those months?
Ni angahe wahembwaga muri buri ayo mezi?

COMPLETE THE RELEVANT
COLUMN IN WORKSHEET A
UZUZA UTUZU AHO BIKWIYE MU
MBONERAHAMWE A;

ENUMERATOR TO PRESENT
WORKSHEET A; COMPLETE THE
RELEVANT COLUMN
Local currency/DK/NA/Ref
UBAZA IFASHISHE
IMBONERAHAMWE A; UZUZA
UTUZU AHO BIKWIYE
Amafaranga akoreshwa / Ntabizi/
Ntibimureba /Yanze

ASK ALL / BAZA BOSE
Thinking about your work with Shekina again / Twongeye gutekereza ku mikoranire yawe na shekina
BF.0

Did you do paid work before Shekina?

Yes/

Waba warakoze umurimo uhemberwa mbere yo kwinjira muri
Shekina?

Yego
No/
Oya

GO TO /
GANA BF.1
SKIP TO /
GANA CA.1

IF WORKED BEFORE SHEKINA ASK / NIMBA YARAKOZE MBERE YO KWINJIRA MURI SHEKINA:
BF.1

Which of the following statements to you agree with
Muri izi nteruro, ni izihe wemeranywa nazo

READ OUT/ MUSOMERE:
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I worked more hours or days/ nakoze amasaha / iminsi menshi:

1

BEFORE I joined my Shekina cooperative
MBERE yo kwinjira muri koperative ya Shekina

2

NOW that I am with my Shekina cooperative
UBU ndi muri koperative ya Shekina
DK/NA/Ref / Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

BF.2

AND Which of the following statements to you agree with
Naho se, muri izi nteruro, ni izihe wemeranywa nazo

READ OUT/ MUSOMERE:

(READ OUT AND TICK
ONE ONLY)
(MUSOMERE HANYUMA
USHYIRE AKAMENYETSO
KURI KIMWE GUSA)

I earned more / Ninjizaga menshi
1

BEFORE I joined my Shekina cooperative /
MBERE yo kujya muri koperative ya Shekina

2

NOW that I am with my Shekina cooperative
UBU aho ngiriye muri koperative ya Shekina
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SECTION C: LEARNING THROUGH THE COOPERATIVE / IGIKA C: IMYIGIRE BINYUZE MURI KOPERATIVE
I’d like to learn more about the Shekina cooperative that you are part of, so I will ask you a couple of questions about
that / Ndifuza kumenya byinshi kubijyanye na koperative ya SHEKINA ubereye umunyamuryango, ndakubaza
ibibazo birebana nayo
CA.1

CA.2a

Please can you tell me how many members are in your cooperative

Record number of members

Mwambwira umubare w’abanyamuryango bari muri koperative
yanyu?

Andika umubare
w’abanyamuryango

Other than your Shekina work, do spend time with other girls in your cooperative?
Hari ndi murimo uruta uwa Shekina, ukoresha igihe cyawe hamwe nabandi bakubwa
mwishyirahamwe

1

Yes / Yego

GO / GANA CA.2b

2

No / Oya

GO / GANA CA.2c

DK/NA/Ref / Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

GO / GANA CA.2c

CA.2b

When you spend time together with the other girls in the cooperative, what do you do? OPEN
RESPONSE (PROBE: OTHER WORK – WHAT WORK / SOCIALISING/ BOTH)
Mugihe ukoresha igihe cyawe hamwe, uba ukora iki? IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE (GARAGAZA: INDI
MURIMO – UWUHE MURIMO/ GUKANGURIRA/ BYOSE)

CA.2c

Are you aware of girls working in a marketing role selling products for Shekina?
Waba uzi abakobwa bakora mu ishami ry’ ubucuruzi bacuruza ibicuruzwa bya Shekina

1

Yes / Yego

GO / GANA CA.2d

2

No / Oya

GO / GANA CA.3a

CA.2
d

What do you know about them? What is your relationship with them? (OPEN RESPONSE)

CA.3a

How do you know when to come to the drop off site for your Shekina
work? (READ OUT)

N’iki ubaziho? Muhurira ku ki? (IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE)

Ni gute umenya igihe cyo kuza kuri site ya Shekina mu kazi?
(MUSOMERE)
1

TICK ALL THAT APPLY
(SHYIRA
AKAMENYETSO AHO
BIKWIYE)

The cooperative leader sends a message
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Umuyobozi yohereza ubutumwa bugufi
2

Someone from Shekina sends a message
Umwe mubantu ba Shekina yohereza ubutumwa bugufi

3

Other (SPECIFY AND WRITE DOWN) Ibindi (bivuge, ubyandike)

CA.3b

How do farmers know when to come to the drop off site with their cassava
leaves? (READ OUT)
Abahinzi babwirwa n’ iki igihe bagomba kuzana isombe kuri site?
(MUSOMERE)

1

TICK ALL THAT APPLY
(SHYIRA
AKAMENYETSO AHO
BIKWIYE)

The cooperative leader sends a message
Umuyobozi yohereza ubutumwa bugufi

2

Someone from Shekina sends a message
Umwe mubantu ba Shekina yohereza ubutumwa bugufi

3

Other (SPECIFY AND WRITE DOWN) Ibindi (bivuge, ubyandike)

CA.4a

What do farmers do if they do not bring their cassava leaves to you?
(READ OUT)
Niki abahinzi bakora mugihe batabazaniye isombe? (MUSOMERE)

1

TICK ALL THAT APPLY
(SHYIRA AKAMENYETSO
AHO BIKWIYE)

Bring and sell to Shekina headquarters in Bushoki
Barayizana bakayigurisha ku cyicaro gikuru cya Shekina

2

Sell to another processor/traders
Bayigurisha ku bandi babikeneye

3

Sell to the local community/other people living here
Bayigurisha ku baturage / ku bandi bantu batuye inaha

4

They cannot sell their cassava leaves and the leaves go to waste
Ntabwo bagurisha isombe yabo, ipfa ubusa

5

Other (Specify) / Ibindi (bivuge)

CA.4b

Which of the following possible reasons influences when the
cooperative does and does not open?
And which is the most important?
Nizihe mpanvu zikurikira zatuma ishyirahamwe rikora cg
ntirikore?
Nikahe kamaro kanini?
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1

Availability of cassava leaves / Kuboneka ku isombe

2

Demand from farmers / Ibisabwa n’ abahinzi

3

Availability of machinery (weighing scales, chairs) /
Kuboneka ku ibikoresho (iminzani, intebe)

4

Transport of leaves by Shekina / Kugeza isombe kuri
Shekina

5

Willingness of cooperative members to work / Ubushake bw’
amanyamuryango ba koperative

CA.5a

What do you like MOST about working with Shekina? (OPEN RESPONSE)
N’iki ukunda kurusha ibindi mu gukorana na Shekina? (IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE)

DK/NA/REF / Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

CA.5b

What do you DISLIKE MOST? (OPEN RESPONSE) /
N’iki wanga kurusha ibindi (IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE)

DK/NA/REF / Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

CA.6

Is working with Shekina what you expected it to be? Why? [Open response RECORD IN FULL]
Ibyo mukorana na shekinah nibyo watekerezaga ko uzakora? Kubera iki (IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE,
ANDIKA IBYO AKUBWIYE BYOSE)

DK/NA/REF / Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

CA.7

What is the most important thing you have learnt while working with Shekina? (OPEN RESPONSE)
N’iki kingenzi waba warize mu kazi mu korana na Shekina (IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE)

DK/NA/REF / Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

ASK ALL / BAZA BOSE
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CB.1

Have your duties or tasks changed in the last year? Do you know why? (OPEN RESPONSE)
Inshingano cyangwa akazi kawe byaba byarahindutse kuva igihe duheruka kuganira namwe?
Mwaba muzi impamvu? (IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE)

DK/NA/REF / Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze
CB.2

And why have you stayed working with Shekina? (OPEN RESPONSE)
N’iki cyatumye uguma gukorana na Shekina? (IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE)

DK/NA/REF / Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze
ASK ALL / BAZA BOSE
I am now going to read out some statements about your skills and abilities. For each one I would like you to tell me
how able you feel in the area described: I want you to tell me whether you are very able, fairly able, not very able or
not at all able to do it.
Ubu nonaha ngiye kukwereka/ ngusomerezimwe mu nteruro zijyanye n’ubumenyi n’ubushobozi byawe. Kuri
Buri nteruro, ndashaka ko umbwira uko wiyumvamo ubushobozi mu cyiciro cyavuzwe: ndashaka ko umbwira
niba ubishoboye cyane, ubishoboye, utabishoboye cyane, utabishoboye na gato.):
Thinking about your life in general / Tekereza ku buzima bwawe muri rusange
CC.1

GIVE RESPONDENT SHOW CARD C AND ASK TO RATE
(very able/fairly able/ not very able/ not at all able, DK/N/A/REF):
EREKANA IMFASHAMYUMVIRE C, UMUSABE GUTANGA AMANOTA agendeye kuri Ndabishoboye
cyane/ Ndabishoboye/ Simbishoboye cyane/ Simbishoboye na gato/ Simbizi/ Ntibindeba

1

How would you rate how well you are able to / Ni gute waha amanota ko
ushoboye neza:

RATE USING Ability
code 1 – 4 [DK/NA/Ref]

READ OUT / MUSOMERE

UGENDEYE k’
ubushobozi 1 – 4
[Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/
Yanze]

Control your life (and make decisions about my life)?
Gucunga ubuzima bwawe (gufata icyemezo ku buzima bwanjye)?

2

Stay in or go back to school?
Kuguma cyangwa gusubira mu ishuri?

3

Care for yourself and your children /others in your household?
Kwiyitaho no kwita ku bana banjye/ no ku bandi mu muryango wawe?
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4

Avoid situations where you could be subject to sexual violence or
harassment?
Kwirinda ibihe bishobora kukugusha mu bikorwa by’ ihohoterwa
rishingiye ku gitsina cyangwa amagambo akomeretsa?

5

Manage new situations/ people you do not know?
Kumenya uko wakwitwara ahantu hashya/ mu bantu utazi?

6

Read and write a letter? / Gusoma no Kwandika ibaruwa?

7

Do basic maths (add, subtract)?
Gukora imibare y’ibanze (guteranya, gukuramo)?

8

Rely on yourself for money rather than rely on partners/others?
Kwiyumvamo ubushobozi ku bwawe ku bijyanye n’amafarangga
kurusha uko wakumva wagirwa n’abawe/ abanda?

9

Manage your money/budget?
Gucunga amafaranga yawe/ kuyabarira?

And thinking about your experiences since working with Shekina (GIVE RESPONDENT SHOWCARD C
Nanone tekereza ku bunararibonye bwawe kuva mutangira gukorana na Shekinah (EREKA USUBIZA
IMFASHAMYUMVIRE C)
CC.2

USE SHOWCARD C AND RATE (very able/fairly able/ not very able/ not at all able, DK, N/A/Ref):
EREKANA IMFASHAMYUMVIRE C, TANGA AMANOTA agendeye ndabishoboye cyane/
ndabishoboye/ simbishoboye cyane/ simbishoboye na gato/ Simbizi/ ntibindeba
How would you rate how well you are able to / Ni gute waha amanota ko
ushoboye neza ku::
(READ OUT ALL / (MUSOMERE BYOSE)

RATE USING
Ability code 1 – 4
[DK/NA/Ref]
UGENDEYE k’
ubushobozi 1 – 4
[Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/
Yanze]

1

Pre-Process(sort) cassava leaves / Gutunganya/Gutotora isombe

4

Do your current job well / Gukora akazi kawe k’ubu neza

5

Speak up in front of others / Kuvugira mu ruhame imbere y’abandi

6

Understand our business agreement/employment contract
Kumenya neza ibijyanye n’imitere y’ubucuruzi bwacu/ amasezerano
y’akazi

7

Run your own business / Gukora ubucuruzi bwawe bwite

8

Run a cooperative business / Kuyobora koperative

9

Work with others / Gukorana n’abandi

10

Give and take instruction / Gutanga no kwakira amabwiriza

(ASK OF COOPERATIVE MEMBERS ONLY. DO NO ASK COOPERATIVE LEADERS)
(BAZA ABANYAMURYANGO BA KOPERATIVE GUSA)
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CD.1

How would you describe your cooperative leader? (OPEN RESPONSE)
Ni gute wasobanura umuyobozi wa koperative yanyu? (IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE)ka munsi

(GIVE THE RESPONDENT SHOWCARD A) / (EREKA USUBIZA IMFASHA MYUMVIRE A)
CD.2

And thinking about your cooperative leader, how strongly do you agree or disagree with the following
statements: do you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree or strongly disagree
Dutekereje ku bijyanye n’umuyobozi wa koperative,ni kuruhe rugero wemeranya ni interuro
zikurikira: Urabyemera cyane, urabyemera, ntubyemera kandi ntunabihakana, ntubyemera,
ntubyemera na gato
My cooperative leader: / Umuyobozi wa koperative yanjye:
Agree Code 1-5; DK/NA/Ref
Kubyemera hagati 1-5
DK/NA/Ref /Ntabizi/
Ntibimureba / Yanze

1

Communicates regularly with Shekina / Avugana kenshi na Shekina

2

Keeps me informed about when I am working
Amenyesha ibijyanye n’igihe ngomba gukorera

3

Keeps me informed about what I am being paid
Amenyasha kubijyanye n’ibyo ndi buhembwe

4

Has organised the provision of training on how to process cassava leaves
Yateguye amahugurwa ku bijyanye no gutotora isombe

5

Is fair / Akorera mu mucyo

6

Ensures I am paid regularly /
Akora ibishoboka kugirango mpemberwe igihe

7

Looks after me and the other girls in the cooperative
Anyitaho hamwe n’abandi bakobwa bo muri koperative

8

Represents our collective interests to Shekina
Ahagararira inyungu zacu muri Shekina

9

Is able to address any concerns I have about work
Ashobora gukemura buri kibazo mfite kigendanye n’akazi

SECTION D: SPENDING, BANKING & SAVING (15 minutes)
IGIKA D: GUKORESHA AMAFARANGA, GUKORANA NA BANK NO KUZIGAMA (Iminota 15)
ASK ALL / BAZA BOSE
SPENDING / GUKORESHA AMAFARANGA
Thinking back to the money you earn with Shekina, I would like to ask you a few questions.
Twongeye gutekereza ku mafaranga ukorera muri shekina, ndashaka kukubaza ibibazo bike.
TICK ONE ONLY
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IGISUBIZO KIMWE
GUSA
D.1

1. On the day I work
ku munsi nakoreyeho
2. At the end of the week
Mu mpera z’icyumweru
When in the week / month do you receive this
money? (READ OUT OPTIONS,)
Ni ryari ubona aya mafaranga? (MUSOMERE
IBISUBIZO)

3. At the end of the month
Mu mpera z’ukwezi
4. Other, specify
Ibindi (Sobanura)

5. DK/NA/Ref
Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

(TICK ALL THAT APPLY)
(SHYIRA
AKAMENYETSO
AHAKWIYE)
D.2

1. In cash

GO TO D.4

Mu ntoki

GANA D.4

2. In my bank account

If bank
account GO
TO / Nimba
ari konti ya
banki GANA
D.2a

Kuri konti yanjye muri banki
How do you receive the money you
earn?
Ni gute wakira amafaranga winjiza?

D.2a

3. Other (Specify)

GO TO D.4

Ibindi (Sobanura)

GANA D.4

4. DK/NA/Ref/

GO TO D.4

Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

GANA D.4

Is this your personal bank account? If so, what is the name of the bank?

/ Iyi ni konti yawe ku giti cyawe? Nimba ari iye, iri mu yihe banki?
(RECORD OPEN RESPONSE / ANDIKA IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE)

Thinking about what you do with the money you earn with Shekina
Tekereza kubyo ukoresha amafaranga winjije na shekinah
(NOTE: IF THEY HAVE NOT BEEN WORKING AND PAID BY SHEKINA, SKIP TO D.6)
ICYITONDERWA: NIMBA BAMAZE IGIHE BADAKORA NTIBANAHEMBWE NA SHEKINA, GANA KURI D.6
D.4.

Which of the following did you use it for when you were last paid by Shekina?)
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Muri ibi bikurikira n’ibiki wakoresheje amafaranga ubwo uheruka guhembwa na Shekina?
D.4 Used
when last
paid

D.5 Could you afford
this before working for
Shekina?

Ibyakoresh
ejwe ubwo
aheruka
guhembwa

WRITE YES OR NO
Mbere yuko ukorana
na Shekina
washoboraga
kwigurira ibi ngibi
SUBIZA YEGO cg OYA

1

Daily needs for myself (e.g. food, transport costs)
Ibintu nkenerwa byawe bya buri munsi (urugero: ibiribwa,
ingendo)

2

Daily needs for household/others (e.g. food, transport costs)
Ibintu nkenerwa mu rugo rwanyu/ahandi bya buri munsi
(urugero: ibiribwa, ingendo)

3

School needs/fees/uniform for myself
Ibikenerwa ku ishuri/amafarangay’ishuli, imyenda y’ishuri
byanjye

4

School needs/fees/uniform for others
Ibikenerwa ku ishuri/amafarangay’ishuli, imyenda y’ishuri
by’abandi

5

Things I want(ed) (i.e. make-up, toiletries, jewellery, football,
sweets)
Ibintu nkenera (ku giti cyange, ibikoresho by’isuku, byo
gukina umubira wamaguru, ibiryohera)

6

On own business
K’ubucuruzi bwanjye

7

Pay personal debt
Kwishyura amadeni yanjye

8

Pay household/other debt
Kwishyura inzu/ andi madeni

9

Give as a gift/used to buy a gift for others
Gutanga nk’impano/ kuyakoresha ugura impano z’abandi

10

Save/set aside for use at a later date [excl. Shekina savings
scheme]
Kuzigama/ kuyabika utekereza kuzayakoresha ubutaha.
Nko kuzigama kwa shekinah

11

Other (Specify)
ibindi (Sobanura)
DK/NA/Ref/
Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze
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ONLY ASK FOR OPTIONS GIVEN IN D4 AND WRITE YES OR NO) / BAZA GUSA KU
BYASHUBIJWE MURI D4 UBUNDI USUBIZE YEGO cg OYA
D.5

Could you afford this before working for Shekina? (NOTE: ENUMERATOR TO REFER TO TABLE IN D4
Mbere yuko ukorana na Shekina washoboraga kwIgurira ibi ngibi? (ANDIKA: UBAZA YIBANDA
KU MBONERAHAMWE MURI D4)

ASK ALL / BAZA BOSE

How do you keep the
money you earn? this
excludes money that
shekina are saving for the
girls
D.6
Ni gute ubika amafaranga
wakoreye?
Ntihabarirwamo ayo
Shekina izigamira abana
b’abakobwa.

INTERVIEWER TO READ OUT

TICK ALL THAT APPLY

UBAZA, MUSOMERE

(SHYIRA AKAMENYETSO
AHAKWIYE)

1

bank account
Kuri konte muri banki

2

savings account
Kuri konti yo kuzigama

3

home bank/ in safe place at home
Kuyabika mu rugo/ ahantu hizewe
mu rugo

4

box/closet
Mu gasanduku gafunze

5

with a friend
Ku nshuti

6

with a parent/guardian
Ku babyeyi / abandera

7

in a savings group/SACCO
Mu kimina/ koperative zo kuzigama

8

MTN Mobile money, Tigo cash or
Airtel money
Kuri konti ya MTN Mobile money,
Tigo cash cg Airtel money

9

Other
Ahandi (havuge)

DK/NA/Ref
Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

TICK ONE
ONLY /
IGISUBIZO 1
D.11
Are you aware of any savings you might
get from Shekina when you stop working
for them?
Waba warigeze ubwirwa ubwizigame
ushobora guhabwa igihe uzaba
uhagaritse gukorana na shekina?
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INSTRUCTIONS / AMABWIRIZA
IF NO/DK

NIBA ARI
OYA/SIMBIZI

READ OUT: SINCE YOU BEGAN YOUR WORK WITH SHEKINA, THE COOPERATIVE HAS KEPT
HALF OF YOUR WEEKLY EARNINGS IN A SAVINGS FOR YOU TO RECEIVE WHEN YOUR
EMPLOYMENT ENDS.
MUSOMERE: KUVA MUTANGIYE GUKORANA NA SHEKINA, KOPORATIVE
YABAZIGAMIRAGA KIMWE CYA KABIRI CY’AMAFARANGA MWINJIZA MU CYUMWERU,
KUGIRANGO BAYABAHE MURANGIJE IMIRIMO YANYU

IF YES WRITE IN (Local currency –
Rwandan Franc) /
NIMBA ARI YEGO, ANDIKA
Amafaranga akoreshwa mu gihuguAmanyarwanda)
D.12

Thinking about the savings you will get when
you finish working with Shekina, do you know
how much you will have saved? I am referring
to the Shekina Compulsory Savings

Yes

Utekereje ku bwizigame uzaba ufite igihe
uzaba urangije gukorana na Shekina,waba
uzi ayo uzaba warizigamye? Ndi kuvuga ku
bwizigame bw’itegeko bwa Shekina

Oya

Yego
No

Ref/Yanze

D.13

What do you plan to do with this money, use it or keep it for? N’
iki uteganya kuzakoresha ayo mafaranga? (READ OUT /
MUSOMERE)

1

Emergency / Ibyatungurana

2

Items of interest / Ibintu bimfitiye inyungu

3

Cost of home / Ibyakenerwa mu rugo

4

My school fees/uniform / Amafaranga y’ishuri/ imyenda
y’ishuri

5

Others school fees/uniform

TICK ALL THAT APPLY
(SHYIRA AKAMENYETSO
AHAKWIYE)

Amafaranga y’ishuri/ imyenda y’abandi
6

School supplies / Ibikenerwa ku ishuri

7

Own business/cooperative / Ubucuruzi bwanjye/ koperative

8

Other (specify) / Ibindi (sobanura)

TICK ONE ONLY
/ IGISUBIZO 1
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D.7

Do you receive any money outside of any paid work?
(e.g. gifts, weekly allowance from parents/partner)?
Ujya ubona amafaranga aturutse kuwundi murimo
uhemberwa? Urugero. Impano, amafaranga
uhabwa nababyeyi buri cyumweru/ umwishingizi?

1. Yes / Yego
2. No/ Oya
DK/NA/Ref/
Ntabizi/Ntibimureba/
Yanze

TICK ONE ONLY
/ IGISUBIZO 1
D.8

1. Yes / Yego
Do you have any other non-Shekina savings/money
set aside?
Hari buryo bwo kwizigamira ufite ku ruhande
butari ubwa Shekinda?

2. No/ Oya
DK/NA/Ref/
Ntabizi/Ntibimureba/
Yanze

TICK ALL THAT
APPLY (SHYIRA
AKAMENYETSO
AHAKWIYE)

D.9

Do you have savings of any other kind (e.g. pigs,
poultry, crops)? Waba ufite ubwizigame ubwo
aribwo bwose urugero; (ingurube, inkoko,
imyaka)?

3. Yes pigs and goats
Yego, Ingurube n’ihene
4. Yes poultry and
rabbits
Yego,
Inkoko
n’
inkwavu
5. Yes, other (specify)
Yego, Ibindi (sobanura)

6. No / Oya
DK/NA/Ref / Ntabizi/
Ntibimureba/ Yanze

SECTION E: FUTURE (5-10 MINUTES)
IGIKA E: AHAZAZA (IMINOTA 5-10)
GIVE THE RESPONDENT THE SHOWCARD A
EREKA USUBIZA IMFASHAMYUMVURE

E.1

Agree Code 1-5;
DK/NA/Ref
Kubyemera hagati
1-5 DK/NA/Ref
/Ntabizi/
Ntibimureba /
Yanze

Thinking about your future, how strongly do you agree with the following statements, I
want you to tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree,
disagree or strongly disagree. (READ OUT)
Tekereza kuri ejo hazaza, ni gute wemeranya ni interuro zikurikira, ndagirango
ubwire niba wemeranya nazo cyane, wemeranya ntubyemera kandi
ntunabihakana, ntubyemera, ntubyemera na gato (MUSOMERE)
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1

I have set a goal for my life (e.g. To finish school, to travel, to own my own business)
Mfite intego mu buzima bwanjye (urugero: kurangiza amashuri, gutembera,
gukora ubucuruzi bwanjye)

2

I have plans for improving my life
Mfite gahunda yo kuzamura ubuzima bwanjye

3

I plan to complete my O or A levels
Ndateganya kurangiza icyiro rusange cg amashuri yisumbuye

4

The cooperative helped me develop my own business
Koperative yamfashije kuzamura ubucuruzi bwanjye

5

Thecooperative has taught me skills that will help me to find work in the future
Koperative yanyigishije ubumenyi buzanshasha kugira icyo nikorera mu gihe
kiri imbere

6

I plan to use my cooperative savings to fund my future work
Ndateganya gukoresha ubizigame bwanjye bwo muri koperative kugirango
ngire icyo nkoro mu gihe kiri imbere

7

I plan to work with other girls in the cooperatives in the future
Ndategnya gukorana n’abandi bakobwa bo muri koperative mu gihe kizaza

E.2

Can you tell me more about the goals and plans you have for the future?(OPEN RESPONSE)
Wambwira byinshi ku ntego zawe na gahunda ufite mu gihe kiri imbere (IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE)

DK/NA/Ref
Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

Has your goal changed while you have beenworking with Shekina?

TICK ONE /
IGISUBIZO 1

E.3

Intego yaba yarigeze ihinduka kuva aho utangiriye gukorana
na Shekina?

1

Yes / Yego

GO TO / GANA
E3b

2

No / Oya

GO TO / GANA
E3c
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E3b

If yes, how has it changed? (OPEN RESPONSE)
Niba ari Yego, ni gute yahindutse? IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE)

DK/NA/Ref
Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

E.3c

Has working with Shekina helped you to plan/achieve your goal? (OPEN RESPONSE) Gukorana na
Shekinabyaba byaragufashije muri gahunda zawe/kugera ku ntego zawe (IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE)

DK/NA/Ref / ntabizi/ ntibimureba/ yanze

E.4

Do you know of any NGO or government initiatives that are active in the area? For example Oxfam /
CARE/ Save the Children Are you or your family involved in any of those initiatives? If so, in what way?
(OPEN RESPONSE)
Waba uzi umuryango utegamiye kuri leta cg imishinga ya leta yaba akorera muri aka gace?
Urugero Oxfam/CARE/Save the Children. Waba cg uwo mumuryango abarizwa muri iyo mishanga?
Nimba ari Yego, ni mu buhe buryo? (IGISUBIZO KIRAMBUYE)

DK/NA/Ref/ Ntabizi/ Ntibimureba/ Yanze

Lastly / Dusoza,
PRESENT SHOWCARD D / EREKANA IMFASHAMYUMVIRE D
E.5

Thinking about the difficulties you may have doing certain activities because of a
HEALTH PROBLEM, please look at this [SHOWCARD D] and for each activity, tell
me if you have: ‘no difficulty, some difficulty, a lot of difficulty, cannot do at all’.
Tekereza kumbogamizi ushobora kugirira mukazi bitewe n’IBIBAZO
BY’UBUZIMA, Ndagusabye reba hano (IMFASHSMYUNVIRE D) muri buri kazi
mbwira niba ufite:’ nta mbogamizi,imbogamizi zimwe na zimwe, imbogamizi
nyinshi, ntizishobora kubura.’

SHOWCARD D
(Score 1 – 4)
IMFASHAMYUM
VIRE D
(Amanota 1 – 4)

1-Do you have difficulty seeing, even if wearing glasses?
Ufite imbogamizi yo kutabona, niyo waba wambaye amadarubindi?
2-Do you have difficulty hearing, even if using a hearing aid?
Ufite imbogamizi yo utumva, niyo waba ufite agakoresho kagufasha kunva
3-Do you have difficulty walking or climbing steps?
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Ufite imbogamizi yo kugenda cg kutabasha kurira imikingo
4-Do you have difficulty remembering things or concentrating on activities?
Ufite imbogamizi yo kwibuka ibintu cg kwibanda mu kazigusa
5-Do you have difficulty with self-care (e.g. dressing and being able to feed yourself?
Ufite imbogamizi yo wuhugiraho (urugero. Kudoda no kunva wihagije
ubwawe?)

THANK AND CLOSE / SHIMIRA UNASOZE
We have now come to the end of our interview. Do you have any questions for me or would you like to share anything
that we haven’t spoken about yet? / Ubu twageze ku musozo w’ ikiganiro cyacu. Waba ufite ikibazo cg hari icyo
wifuza kongera twaba tutavuzeho?
We are interested in finding out more about what you and other cooperative members have experienced in their time
with Shekina. We are planning on asking a few girls extra questions to get a better understanding. Would you be
interested in taking part? / Turifuza kugira andi makuru arebana nawe n’ abandi banyamuryango bahuye nabyo
ubwo mwakoraga muri Shekina. Turateganya kubaza ibibazo by’ inyongera ku bakobwa bacye kugirango
tugire ishusho ngari. Waba wifuza kwitabira?
Would you be interested in taking part?

1 Yes

Waba wifuza kwitabira?

Yego

2 No
Oya

Thank & Close / Shima,
Usoze

Thank & Close / Shima,
Usoze

Thank you very much for the time you have given up to provide us with very valuable information on your experiences
of being part of a Shekina cooperative / Mwakoze ku bw’ umwanya wanyu n’ amakuru ku mibanire yawe na
koperative ya Shekina
NOTE FOR ENUMERATOR: DON’T FORGET TO FILL OUT THE ENUMERATOR OBSERVATIONS NEXT /
ICYITONDERWA K’ UBAZA: NTIWIBAGIRWE GUTANGA AMAKURU Y’ IBYO WABONYE
ENUMERATOR OBSERVATIONS / / IBYO UBAZA YABONYE
Describe anything noteworthy here,;
including / Tubwire ibyo wabonye
biteye amatsiko harimo:
-

-

-

How do you rate this interview /
Wabonye ute iki kiganiro?
Did the respondents seem willing
or flexible to talk or did she seem
shy and unwilling / Ubazwa yari
yisanzuye cg yari afite isoni
adashaka kuvuga?
Do you trust what the respondent
was saying / Hari icyizere
ufitiye ibyo wabwiwe?
Any observations on the
worksheet? (e.g. issues on
outstanding payment/payment
too high or low for days worked?
/ Hari icyo wabonye
kidasanzwe ku
mbonerahamwe? Urugero;
ibibazo cg ubwishyu
butarakorwa/ ubwishyu buri
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-

hejuru/hasi ugereranyje n’
iminsi yakozwe?
Anything else that respondents
mentioned and is worth sharing /
Hari ikindi ubazwa yavuze
cyatangazwa?
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12

WORK SHEET A / IMBONERAHAMWE A

BB.2 – Months
active
BB.2 – Amezi
yakoze

TICK ALL THAT
APPLY / SHYIRA
AKAMENYETSO
AHAKWIYE

Work/earnings through Shekina
Ibyaturutse kuri Shekina
BB.3 – how many
BB.4 – which
days
months paid
BB3 – Iminsi
BB.4 – Ni ayahe
ingahe
mezi
wahembwe

WRITE IN
NUMBER OF
DAYS / ANDIKA
UMUBARE W’
IMINSI

TICK ALL THAT
APPLY /
SHYIRA
AKAMENYETSO
AHAKWIYE

BB.5 – how much paid
BB.5 – Uhembwa
angahe

WRITE IN NUMBER
(FRANCS) / ANDIKA
UMUBARE W’
AMAFARANGA

Other work while at Shekina
Indi mirimo yakoze ari muri Shekina
BC.1 –months
BC.4 – Months
BC.5 – Paid / earned
cooperative was inactive
did other paid
for other work
work
BC. 1 – Amezi
BC.5 –
ishyirahamwe
ritakoraga

BC.4 – Amezi
yakoze indi
mirimo ihemba

Ayahembewe indi
mirimo

TICK ALL THAT APPLY
/ SHYIRA
AKAMENYETSO
AHAKWIYE

TICK ALL THAT
APPLY / SHYIRA
AKAMENYETSO
AHAKWIYE

WRITE IN NUMBER
(FRANCS) /
ANDIKA UMUBARE
W’ AMAFARANGA

October / Ukwakira
2018
September/ Nzeri
2018
August / Kanama
2018
July / Nyakanga
2018
June / Kamena
2018
May / Gicurasi
2018
April / Mata 2018
March / Werurwe
2018
February
/
Gashyantare 2018
January
/
Mutarama 2018
December
/
Ukuboza 2017
November
/
Ugushyingo 2017
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Serial number/ Umubare uranga ubazwa:

_________________________________________
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Annex F – Endline KII Guides
Shekina Cooperative Member KII Topic Guide
Aim: The aim of this Key Informant Interview is to explore the experiences of working in a cooperative with Shekina.
All participants in the Member KIIs are respondents to the survey. Qualitative data collection will enable us to both
validate responses to the survey and gain a deeper understanding into underlying reasons behind response patterns.
Before each KII, the facilitator will review the participants responses to the survey to obtain clarification on any
particular areas of interest as well as gather feedback as detailed below.
Intego: Intego y’iki kiganiro ni ukumenya ubunararibonye bwo gukorera mu ishyirahamwe na Shekina.
Ababarizwa bose muri KIIs bagomba kugira uruhare mu bushakashatsi. Ubushakashatsi bwo kubariza
abantu hamwe buzadufasha icyarimwe mu kumenya ibisubizo byanyu ku bushakashatsi no kumva byimbitse
ikiri inyuma y’ibisubizo mwatanze. Mbere ya buri KII, uyobora ikiganiro azavuga ibyavuye mu bisubizo
batanze ku bushakashatsi mu kigirango hagire ibisobanurwa neza ku kintu runaka kihariye no gukusanya
ibyavuyemo nkuko bigaragara hasi.
Resources to have to hand: / Ibyo umungtu agomba kuba afite:
•

Completed survey/ Ubushakashatsi bwakozwe

•

Topic guide/ Inyoborakiganiro

•

Figure A stimulus / Amashusho

•

Audio recording equipment/ Imfatamajwi

Instructions / Amabwiriza
•

Prior to the interview, the facilitator must review the completed survey interview and WORKSHEET A. Use
completed survey and WORKSHEET A as reference/ Mbere yo gutangira ikiganiro, Umufashamyumvire
aracisha amaso mu rutonde rw’ ibibazo rwujurijwe ubazwa hamwe n’ imbonerahamwe A. Ifashishe
urutonde rw’ ibibazo hamwe n’ imbonerahamwe A mu kiganiro.

•

ALWAYS complete the administrative questions / Buri gihe ujye wuzuza ibibazo by’ ibanze

•

DO NOT complete all sections but follow below table / Singombwa ko ubaza ibice byose ahubwo
wakurikiza ibi mbonerahamwe:
Sections to complete according to respondent type / Ibice bigomba kubazwa hagendewe ku cyiciro
Member /
Umunyamuryango
Leader / Umuyobozi
Leaver / Uwavuyemo

Complete section, 1, section 2, section 3, section 4, section 6, section 7, section Thank and Close
Baza: Igika cya 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 hanyuma usoze
Complete section 1, section 2, section 3, section 5, section 6, section 7, section Thank and Close
Baza Igika cya 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 hanyuma usoze
Complete section 1, section 2, section 3, section 6, section 8, section Thank and Close
Baza: Igika cya 1, 2, 3, 6, 8 hanyuma usoze

Administrative questions / Ibibazo by’ ibanze
Interview name/ Amazina
y’ubaza
Date of interview/ Itariki ikiganiro
cyabereyo
Interview start time (24hr)/ Igihe
ikiganiro cyatangiriye
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Interview end time (24hr)/ Igihe
ikiganiro cyarangiriye
Drop off point/ Aho gihagarariye

Section 1. Introduction/ Igika cya 1. Iriburiro
Introduce yourself: I’m <name> from the research company Coffey International Development/ODS as relevant.
READ OUT: Thank you for agreeing to talk with me. We will talk for around 1 hour. You can ask me any questions
you have now or during our time talking. Also, anything that you share with me will remain anonymous, which
means I will not tell Shekina that you said these things. The responses that you provide will be stored and analysed
by our researchers, and we may share them with others when we report on our findings from this research.
However, we will never use your name, so nobody outside the researchers will know that it was you who gave this
response. If you want, you may also choose to end the conversation at any point. You will not be penalised for this
in any way. We will simply ask you to explain why you chose to end the interview.
I would appreciate being able to record our discussions as well as taking notes. Only myself and close colleagues at
Coffey will listen to them and then we destroy the recordings in compliance with the data protection act. Is this OK?
Yes/no to recording.
Kwivuga ubwawe: Nitwa…………nturutse mu kigo cya ODS.
MUSOMERE CYANE: Murakoze kunyemerera kuganira nanjye. Turaganira mu gihe kijya kungana n’isaha.
Ushobora kumbaza bibazo ushaka ubu cyangwa mu gihe turaba turi mu kiganiro Ikindi nuko ibyo turi
buganire biri bugume muri twe, bivuga ko ntazabwira abantu bo muri Shekina ko wavuze ibi nibi. Ibisubizo
uri butange bizabikwa binanozwe n’abashakashatsi bacu, dushobora kuzabisangiza abandi mu gihe
tuzakora raporo y’ibyavuye muri ubu bushakashatsi. Uko byamera kose, nta hantu tuzagaragaza izina ryawe,
nta nundi muntu wundi utari umushakashatsi wacu uzamenya ko watanze ibi bisubizo. Uramutse ubishatse
ushobora guhagarika ikiganiro aho twaba tugeze hose. Ntiwabihanirwa mu buryo ubwo aribwo bwose.
Tuzagusaba gusa kukubaza impamvu uhisemo guhagarika ikiganiro.
Ndifuza gufata amajwi ikiganiro cyacu no kwandika ibyo tuganira. Uretse njye gusa n’abandi dukorana bya
hafi muri ODS tuzabyumva nyuma ibyo twafashe bikashirwa mu bubiko burinzwe bw’amakuru yacu.
Urabyemeye? Yego/Oya mu gufata amajwi?
Confirmation of purpose and outline structure: / wemeza ikigenderewe n’uburyo gikorwamo
We are going to be talking about the experience you have had of working for Shekina. The interview will last up to
one hour and we will talk a little more about the answers you have given in your interview with ODS. First, I’m going
to ask you a few questions about yourself and your family life; then I want to ask you a few questions about what you
were doing before working for Shekina, then I will ask you a few questions about your experiences of working for
Shekina.
Tugiye kuvuga ku bunararibonye ufite mu gukorana na Shekina Bwa mbere, ndakubaza ibibazo bike ku
buzima bwawe n’umuryango wawe., ubundi ndakubaza icyo wakoraga mbere yuko ujya muri Shekina,
hanyuma ndakubaza ibizazo bike ku bunararibonye bwawe mu gihe umaze ukorana na Shekina

Section 2. Background (All Participants)/ Igika cya 2. Kwibwirana (Abitabiriye ikiganiro
bose)
2.1

Can you tell me a bit more about yourself? / Mushobora kunyibwira gato birambuye?
Probe: Do you have any children? How many? Who else in your household? Who is the main income earner?
Any change since starting with Shekina?
Goragoza: Waba ufite abana? Bangahe? Ni bande bandi mubana mu rugo? Ninde winjiza cyane mu
rugo? Hari icyaba cyarahindutse kuva aho utangiriye gukorana na Shekina?

2.2

Can you describe your day to day life – what do you do each day? What do other household members do?
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Ushobora kumbwira ku buzima bwawe umunsi ku munsi? – Ni iki ukora buri munsi? Ni iki abandi bo
mu muryango wawe bakora?
Probe: (How) has this changed since you started working with Shekina? Why?
Goragoza: (Ni gute) ibi byaba byarahindutse kuva aho utangiriye gukorana na Shekina?
2.3

Are there any other NGOs/government initiatives active in the area that you (or family) are involved in/ benefit
from?/ Haba hari undi muryango wigenga muri kano gace wowe cyangwa abo mu muryango wawe
mwaba mwaragiyemo mukawungukiramo?

Section 3. Before Shekina (All participants)/ Igika cya 3. Mbere ya Shekina (Abitabiriye
ikiganiro bose)
3.1

What were you doing before you started working for Shekina?/ Ni iki wakoraga mbere yuko utangira
gukorana na Shekina?
Probe: Did you do any paid work before working for Shekina? What was this? Where was this? (how far from
home) What did you earn? More or less than Shekina? Why did you stop doing it? When did you finish
school? / Goragoza: Wigeze ukora akazi kagihemba mbere yuko utangira gukorana na Shekina? Kari
akahe? Hehe? (hari urugendo rungana gute uva mu rugo aho utuye?), winjizaga angahe? Menshi
cyangwa make kuri Shekina? Kubera iki wabiretse? Warangirije amashuri yawe muwa kangahe?

3.2

Do you remember what you hoped would become of your life before you joined Shekina?/ Uribuka uko
watekereza ubuzima bwawe buzamera mbere yuko ujya muri Shekina?
Probe: What work do you think you would be doing if you had not joined the cooperative? Are your prospects
better now that you have worked with a cooperative? Why?
Goragoza: Ni akahe kazi watekereza washoboraga gukora iyo utajya muri koperative? Ibyo
wiyumviraga ubu bimeze neza aho watangiriye gukorana na cooperative? Kubera iki?

Now thinking about your cooperative:
3.3

How many members are there in your Cooperative? How many of these girls have been with the cooperative
since it started in 2016? How many are no longer members?
Probe: How many girls have left? How many have been replaced? And by who? Do you know why they have
left/been replaced? Do you know where they are now? Do you have contact details for any of them?

Section 4. Working with a Shekina Cooperative (Members). Igika cya 4. Gukorana
n’ishyirahamwe rya Shekina (Abanyamuryango)
4.1.2

Can you describe your cooperative activities to me?/ Ushobora kumbwira ibikorwa bya koperative
yanyu?
Probe: When and where do you meet, what is the atmosphere like, how would you describe the relationships
within the group, what do you enjoy/dislike about the cooperative, most useful learning/skills?
Goragoza: Ni ryari kandi ni he muhurira, biba bimeze gute, ni gute wambwira umubano wanyu
nk’itsinda, ni iki wishimira/utishimira kuri koperative, ubumenyi bukomeye cyane uhakura?

4.2

How do you know when to come to work?/ Ni gute mumeya igihe cyo kuza gukora?
Probe: Do the members of the cooperative depend on Shekina to organise activities? What activities are
initiated by girls in cooperative (difference between members and leaders?) and what by Shekina?
Goragoza: Abanyamuryango ba koperative bagendera kuri Shekina mu gutegura ibikorwa byabo? Ni
ibihe bikorwa byatangijwe n’abakobwa muri koperative? (Tandukanya abanyamuryango
n’abayobozi) nkandi n’ibihe bya Shekina?

4.3

Can you describe the business of your cooperative to me?
Ushobora kumbwira ku bucuruzi bwa koperative yanyu?
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Probe: How are cassava leaves sourced? How is coordination with farmers done? How and by whom are
farmers paid? Who talks to farmers to agree when to meet?
Goragoza: Ni gute mubona amababi y’imyumbati? Ni gute mubasha kuvugana n’abahinzi? Ni gute,
nan de abahinzi bishyurwa? Ninde uvugana n’abahinzi bakemeranya igihe cyo guhurirayo?
4.4

Can you tell me more about what you like and do not like about working with Shekina? You might have
mentioned this in the survey interview but can you explain a little bit more? Anything you’ve not mentioned?
Ushobora kumbwira byimazeyo kubyo washimye/utashimye mu gukorana na Shekina? Ushobora
kuba wabivuze mu kiganiro wagiranye na mugenzi wanjye ariko nanjye ushobora kubinyuriramo mu
ncamake? Hari ikindi waba utavuze?

4.5

Has the cooperative always been active? If not, in which months was it inactive? (with reference to
WORKSHEET A) What did you do during those months of inactivity?
Koperative irakora buri gihe? Niba ari oya, ni muyahe mezi itakoraga? Ifashishe imbonerahamwe A,
ni iki mwakoraga muri icyo gihe yari yarahagaze?
Probe: with reference to survey – on the other activities they were doing
Goragoza: Ugendeye ku kiganiro cyakozwe – ku bindi bikorwa bakoraga

4.6

Have you been paid for all your work with Shekina so far? If not, why? Waba warishyuwe amafaranga y’
akazi kose wakoze muri Shekina? Nimba ari oya, n’ izihe mpamvu?
Probe: Do you know what you should be paid? How is your pay calculated? Do you agree with the amount
of pay you receive? When you, how are you paid? Do you sign for your payment? Are you able to discuss
any issues you have around difficulties around your pay?
Goragoza: Waba uzi ayo wagombaga guhembwa? Ubwishyu bwanyu bwararwaga gute? Wemeranya
n’ ubwishyu wabonaga? Wahembwe ryari, mu buhe buryo? Hari aho musinyira ko muyafashe? Hari
ubwo ushobora kubaza ku kibazo ufite kirebana n’ imihembere yawe?

4.7

Have you encountered any difficulties in your work with Shekina? How were these challenges overcome?
What was Shekina’s role in this?
Hari imbogamizi waba waragize mu kazi kawe hamwe na Shekina? Ni gute zaba zarakemutse? Ni
uruhe ruhare Shekina yagize?

4.8

Do you think the cooperative might be able to operate without Shekina directing all activities?
Utekereza ko koperative ishobora gukora idafashijwe na Shekina mu kuyobora ibikorwa byayo
byose?
Probe: Could the cooperative leader and girls mobilise and coordinate the farmers to the drop off site? Could
they process cassava leaves and organize transport to Shekina HQ? Why/Why not?
Goragoza: Abayobozi ba koperative n’abakobwa mashobora gushishikariza no kuyobora abahinzi
bakaza kuri site?
Bashobora gukurikirana igikorwa cyo gukusanya ibibabi by’imyumbati no gushaka uburyo bigera ku
cyicaro gikuru cya Shekina? Kubera iki? Kubera iki batabishobora?

Section 5. Leaders only/ Igika cya 5. Abayobozi gusa
5.1.2

Since we last spoke – how have things with the cooperative been going? / Ubwo duheruka kuvugana, Ibintu bimeze gute muri koperative?
Probe: What is your relationship with the other cooperative members like? And with Shekina?
Goragoza: Umubano wawe wifashe ute n’abandi banyamuryango bo muri koperative? Na Shekina?

5.2

Thinking about girls’ attendance – how do you manage your attendance records?/ Tekereza ku bwitabire
bw’abakobwa – Ni gute wandika ubwitabire bwabo?
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Probe: How is this recorded? Can I see the attendance records? Can you show me records for this year?
Goragoza: Ni gute mubyandika? Nshobora kubibona? Ushobora kunyereka aho mwanditse
ubwitabire
bw’uyu mwaka?
5.3

Can you tell me more about paying earnings to your cooperative members?/ Ushobora kumbwira
birushijeho ku bijyanye nuko mwishyura abanyamuryango ba koperative
Probe: How often do you pay your members? How is this recorded? Can I see the payment records? How
do you calculate what each member is due? Are girls signing when they are paid? And are they paid in
cash/into their account?
Goragoza: Ni gute mwishyura abanyamuryango? Mubyandika gute? Mushobora kubinyereka? Ni
gute mubara ayo buri munyamuryango agomba kubona? Abakobwa barasinya iyo bahembwe?
Bahembwa mu ntoki/ ku ma konti yabo?

5.5

Does the cooperative have a bank account? / koperative yanyu igira konti muri bank?
Probe: Can we see any statements for it? How does this operate? Do you have records of it? Can you sign
for cheques? How does this work?
Goragoza: Nshobora kubona inyandiko iyo ariyo yose yayo? Ni gute ikora? Mufite inyandiko zayo?
Ushobora gusinya kuri sheik? Ikora gute?

5.4

What is the status of the cooperative enforced savings account? / Konti yanyu yo kwizigamira ya
koperative ni bwoko ki?
Probe: How is this recorded? Can I see the savings account records? How does the savings account work?
How much is saved in it now? How do you know how much each girl has saved? What happens when a
member leaves the cooperative? How do you calculate what they are due?
Goragoza: Icungwa gute? Nshobora kubona inyandiko zijyanye na konti yanyu yo kuzigama? Konti
yanyu yo kuzigama ikora ite? Ubu iriho amafaranga angina iki? Ni gute mumenya amafaranga muri
mukobwa yizigamiye? Bigenda gute iyo umunyamuryango avuye muri koperative? Ni gute mubara
ayo mugomba kumuha?

5.6

What is your relationship with farmers?/ Umubano wawe n’abahinzi wifashe ute?
Probe: Do you have any records of what each farmer has brought to the drop off site and what they are paid?
Can I see this? [if not – is likely to be managed by Shekina themselves] if not involved – why not? Do you
think it could be something you could manage?
Goragoza: mwaba mufite inyandiko zerekana ibyo buri muhinzi yagiye atwara kuri site n’ayo
yishyuwe? Nshobora kubibona? [ niba ari oya – byaba bicungwa na Shekina ubwabo], Niba
bitabareba – kubera iki? Mutekereza ko ari ikintu mushobora kwicungira?

5.7

Since we last spoke/over the last 12 months have you experienced any challenges managed the
cooperative/its members? What? How did you overcome your difficulties? / Ubwo duheruka kuganira mu
mezi 12 ashize, hari ubumenyi waba wariyongereye mu gucunga koperative/abanyamuryango bayo?
Ubuhe? Ni gute wabashije gukemura imbogamizi zawe?
Probe: Have you had to involve Shekina to resolve any disputes? What was the dispute and how was it
resolved? Did Shekina help? How did Shekina respond to challenges?
Goragoza: waba warigeze witabaza Shekina mu kugira ibibazo ukemura? Cyari ikihe kibazo, ni gute
cyakemutse? Shekina yaragufashije? Ni gute Shekina yafashije mu gukemura izo mbogamizi?

5.8

Could Shekina have supported you or the cooperative better? How?/ Shekina yaba yaragufashije cyangwa
yarafashije koperative neza? Gute?
Probe: Better administrative support/training; better support in managing disputes? Greater presence?
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Goragoza: Kubafasha mu kuyobora neza/amahugurwa, mu gukemura neza imbogamizi, kugira
ubwitabire bwo hejuru.

Section 6. Perceived change through Shekina cooperative (All participants)/ Igika cya 6.
Impinduka zabayeho binyuze muri koperative Shekina (Abitabiriye ikiganiro bose)
6.1

Do you feel you have gained work experience and skills that will help you find work in the future? In what
way?
Wumva waragize ubunararibonye n’ubumenyi mu kazi kawe byagufasha mu kuzabona akazi mu gihe
kizaza? Mu buhe buryo?
Probe: Has Shekina taught you anything on spending and saving? Are you more responsible now with
money? Do you spend differently? Do you have a bank or savings account since Shekina?
Goragoza: Shekina yaba hari ikintu yakwigishije kijyanye no gusohora no kuzigama amafaranga?
Ubu ufite ubushobozi bwo gucunga amafaranga? Usohora amafaranga ku buryo butandukanye?
Ufite konti muri banki cyangwa konti yo kuzigama kuva watangira gukorana na Shekin?
Is the cooperative known in the community? Do you gain respect in the community through your work with
the cooperative? Do community members treat you differently because you are earning money? Has your
role and status in your family changed?
Koperative yanyu irazwi nuri kano gace? Urubashywe muri kano gace kubera akazi kawe ukora muri
koperative? Abandi bantu bo muri kano gace bagufata bitandukanye kubera ko winjiza amafaranga?
Agaciro kawe mu muryango kaba karahindutse?
Members/Leaders: Are you earning more money now than before joining Shekina? Why? Is work at Shekina
better (in terms of labour) than before? Why? If earning less, why do you stay with Shekina? Or why don’t
you look for other work? Where does money come from?
Abanyamuryango/abayobozi: ubu winjiza amafaranga menshi kurusha ayo winjizaga mbere utarajya
muri Shekina? Ni byiza gukora muri Shekina (nk’umukozi) kurusha mbere? Kubera iki? Niba winjiza
make, kubera iki ukiri muri Shekina?cyangwa kubera iki udashaka akazi ahandi?
Leavers: Are you earning more money now than before joining Shekina? Why?/ Abavuyemo: ubu winjiza
amafaranga menshi kurusha mbere utarajya muri Shekina

6.2

Can you tell me about the savings you have with your Shekina cooperative?/ wambwira ubwizigame
bwawe ufite muri koperative Shekina
Probe: How much is saved in the account? What is the role of the savings account? How are savings to be
shared amongst the members?
Goragoza: ni amafaranga angahe ufite kuri konti? Ni akahe kamaro ka konti yawe yo kuzigama? Ni
gute ubwizigame bugabanywa abanyamuryango?
For leavers – Have you been paid out the savings you are due? Why do you say this? How have you
calculated this?
Abavuyemo – wahawe amafaranga yawe y’ubwizigame bakugombaga? Kubera iki ubivuze? Ni gute
bayabaze?

6.3

What do you think you would be doing if you were not/had not been part of a Shekina cooperative?/ Ni iki
utekereza washoboraga gukora iyo utaza kuba umunyamuryango wa koperative Shekina
Probe: What are your friends doing? And siblings?
Goragoza:Inshuti zawe zikora iki? Abavandimwe?

6.3

Thinking back to the survey, what do you think influenced when the cooperative did / did not open?
Probe: availability of cassava leaves, demand from farmers, availability of machinery/ transport of leaves by
shekina/ willingness of girls to work / other reasons
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Goragoza:Kuboneka ku isombe/ Ibisabwa n’ abahinzi/ Kuboneka ku ibikoresho (iminzani, intebe)/
Kugeza isombe kuri Shekina/ Ubushake bw’ amanyamuryango ba koperative
6.3.2

Could Shekina have done anything differently to support the cooperative? What?/ Hari ikintu Shekina yaba
yarakoze gitandukanye mu gutera inkunga koperative? Igiki?
Probe: Could it have provided equipment on site? Mobilised famers? Offered pay incentives?
Goragoza: Ishobora gutanga ibikoresho kuri site? Gushishikariza abahinzi? Kubafasha kwishyura
agahimbazamusyi

6.5

Do you know of girls that are working in a marketing role for Shekina? What do you know of these girls?
Waba uzi abakobwa bakora muri Shekina ibijyanye no kwamamaza? Ni iki waba uzi kuri aba
bakobwa?
Probe: Is there any engagement/cooperation between both? Are they friends or colleagues? Do they
cooperate? How?
Goragoza:Haba hari amasezeramo/ubufatanye yagati yabo?

Section 7. After Shekina – Future aspirations (Members and leaders). Igika cta 7. Nyuma
ya Shekina – Ibyiyumviro by’ahazaza.
7.1

How long do you plan to stay working with this Shekina cooperative?/ Urateganya kuzama igihe kingana iki
ukorana na koperative Shekina.
Probe: What do you hope your future at Shekina will be? Promotion? To what? More pay? Are you aware
that their cooperative is/may rotate – fears/concerns/aspirations around this.
Goragoza: Ni gute utekereza ku hazaza hawe muri Shekina? Uzazamurwa? Mu biki? Uzahembwa
kurushaho?
Waba
uzi
ko
koperative
yabo
ishobora
kongera
kwisubiramo
–
ubwoba/ibitekerezo/ibyiyumviro kuri ibi?

7.2

I would now like us to play a game - I have a picture here (FIGURE A) which shows lots of people doing
different things around a big tree. Think of this tree as the tree of life. I want you to look at this picture and
tell me which one of these people you think is you and why? Which one of these people in 1 year? And in 2
years? And in 3 years? Why? (prober around role participation Shekina)
Ubu noneho ndashaka ko dukina umukino – mfite ifoto (IFOTO A) yerekana abantu benshi bari
gukora ibintu bitandukanye iruhande rw’igiti kinini. Tekereza kuri iki giti nk’igiti cy’ubuzima.
Ndashaka ko witegereza iyi foto ubundi ukambwira uwo wibaza waba uriwe muri aba bantu, kubera
iki?
Probe: has Shekina contributed to realising those? How? Has Shekina changed/improved employment or
income earning prospects? How? Has Shekina equipped you with the skills needed to move closer to
aspirations? How confident do you feel about the future? Does the saving scheme contribute towards setting
up own business?
Goragoza: Shekina yaba yaragufashije kubigeraho? Gute? Shikina yaba yarahinduye/ yarateje
imbere imikorere yawe no mu kwinjiza? Gute? Ni gute Shekina yaba yarongereye ubumenyi bwawe
ngo ubashe kugera kubyo wifuza? Ni gute wifitiye icyizere mu cy’ejo hazaza? Uburyo bwo
kwizigamira ubona bwazagufasha kwikorera ubucuruzi bwawe?
-

If leaving cooperative – probe: how will you find other employment or set up your own business after Shekina;
What are your business ideas? How has Shekina helped in shaping this? Will you stay with Shekina
cooperative members or move away? Why? Does the enforced savings scheme contribute towards setting
up own business?
Uramutse uvuye muri koperative – goragoza: Ni gute uzabona akanzi kazi cyangwa uteganya
kuzakora ubucuruzi bwawe nyuma ya Shekina? Ni ibihe bitekerezo byawe kuri bucuruzi bwawe? Ni
gute Shekina yagufashioje kuzabigeraho? Uzaguma uri umunyamurya muri koperative Shekina
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cyangwa uzavamo? Kubera iki? Ubwizigame bwashyizweho bwazagufasha kuzakora ubucuruzi
bwawe?
-

If staying with cooperative – probe: about earnings and savings at the cooperative; will you look to
supplement your earnings in any way? How? If not, Why?
Niba uzaguma muri koperative – goragoza: mu bijyanye no kwinjiza no kwizigamira muri koperative,
uteganya kuzongera ibyo winjiza mu buryo ubwo aribwo bwose? Gute? Niba ari oya, kubera iki?

Section 8. After Shekina – Leavers only/ Igika cya 8. Abavuyemo gusa.
8.1

Why did you leave your cooperative?/ ni ukubera iki wavuye muri koperative?
-

If girl left the cooperative and it is still operating – probe: explain the sequence of events that led to your
leaving; What, if anything, could Shekina have done to persuade you or enable you to remain in the
cooperative?
NIba umukobwa yaravuye muri koperative kandi ikaba igikora – Goragoza: Mbwira ibintu byaba
byaratumye uvamo, ibiki, niba ntabyo, Shekina ishobora kugufasha kongera kuguma muri
koperative?

-

If cooperative has been disbanded (Rusiga) – probe: do farmers need a cooperative in your area? I.e. is
there a need for local processing of cassava leaves? If yes, why is this not happening? Now that the
cooperative is not working, where are famers taking their leaves? Why did the cooperative not work?
Niba koperative yarasenyutse (Rusiga) – Goragoza: Abahinzi bakeneye koperative mu gace kawe?
Bakeneye gusya ibibabi by’imyumbati? Niba ari yego, kubera iki ibi bitakozwe? Ubu niba koperative
itagikora, ni he abahinzi bajyana ibibabi byabo? Kubera iki koperative itagikora?

-

If cooperative has rotated (Buyoga) – probe: when did you have to leave the cooperative? Did you want
to leave? Do you agree you had to leave? Were you encouraged/supported to start another business with
the other cooperative members?
Niba koperative izongera ikagerwaho (Buyoga) – Goragoza: Ni ryari warufite kuzava muri koperative?
Washakaga kuvamo? Waremeye ko ugomba kuvamo? Wafashijwe/watewe inkunga yo gutangira
ubundi bucuruzi n’abandi banyamuryango bindi koperative?

8.2

What are you doing now? / ubu ukora iki?
Probe: What does a typical week look like? How does it compare with Shekina? (e.g. frequency of
work/pay/difficulty) Does the work you did at Shekina help with what you are doing now?
Goragoza: Ni gute icyumweru cyawe giteye? Ni gute wabigereranya na Shekina? (Urugero: uko akazi
kaboneka/guhembwa/imbogamizi). Akazi wari ufite muri Shekina kaba karagufashije mubyo ukora
ubu?

8.3

Are you planning on doing anything with other members of the cooperative? If yes, what?
Hari ikintu uteganya gukora hamwe n’abandi banyamuryango ba koperative? Niba gihari, ni igiki?
Probe: Nature of business? Do Shekina savings help fund this?
Goragoza: ubwoko bw’ubucuruzi, ubwizigame bwa Shekina bwaba buzagufasha mu kubikora?

8.4

Have you received all your payments due from Shekina? Both earnings and savings? How do you know
this?/ waba warabonye ubwishyu bwawe bakugombaga muri Shekina? Icyarimwe ayo wakoreye
n’ubwizigame? Ni gute wabimenye?
Probe: How do you calculate what you are owed?
Goragoza: Ni gute wabaze ayo bagombaga kuguha?

8.5

I would now like us to play a game - I have a picture here (FIGURE A) which shows lots of people doing
different things around a big tree. Think of this tree as the tree of life. I want you to look at this picture and
tell me which one of these people you think is you and why? Which one of these people in 1 year? And in 2
years? And in 3 years? Why? (prober around role participation Shekina)
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Ndashaka ko ubu noneho dukina umukino – mfite ifoto hano (IFOTO A) yerekana abantu benshi bari
gukora ibintu bitandukanye iruhande rw’igiti kinini. Tekereza kuri iki giti nk’igiti cy’ubuzima.
Ndashaka ko witegereza iyi foto ubundi ukambwira uwo wibaza waba uriwe muri aba bantu, kubera
iki?
Probe: Has Shekina contributed to realising those? How? Has Shekina changed/improved employment or
income earning prospects? How? Has Shekina equipped you with the skills needed to move closer to
aspirations? How confident do you feel about the future? Does the saving scheme contribute towards setting
up your own business?
Goragoza: Shekina yaba yaragufashije kubigeraho? Gute? Shikina yaba yarahinduye/ yarateje
imbere imikorere yawe no mu kwinjiza? Gute? Ni gute Shekina yaba yarongereye ubumenyi bwawe
ngo ubashe kugera kubyo wifuza? Ni gute wifitiye icyizere cy’ejo hazaza? Uburyo bwo kwizigamira
ubona bwazagufasha kwikorera ubucuruzi bwawe?

Thank and close/ / Murakoze, rekera aho
Do you have any questions for me or would you like to share anything that we haven’t spoken about yet?
Hari ibibazo waba ufite cg waba ufite ibindi wifuza kumbwira twaba tutakomojeho?
Thank you very much for the time you have given up to provide us with valuable information and your
experiences of being part of a shekina cooperative. You have provided a lot of great information and insight.
Mwakoze ku bw’ umwanya wanyu n’ amakuru ku mibanire yawe na koperative ya Shekina. Wadusangije
amakuru menshi
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Shekina Marketing Role KII – Topic Guide
Purpose: This topic guide should be used to guide Key Informant Interviews with girls in a Marketing Role at Shekina.
Ikigenderewe: Iyi nyoborakiganiro izakoreshwa mu kuyobora ikiganiro n’abakobwa ku kamaro ko
kwamamaza ibicuruzwa ku masoko muri SHEKINA
Aim: The aim of this Key Informant Interview is to explore the experiences of girls working in a marketing role for
Shekina and better understand the impact of Shekina on their lives, particularly on saving, earning and learning
aspects. Where girls are adolescent, the guide also serves to explore their experiences of being part of the Shekina
value chain.
Intego: intego nyamukuru y’iki kiganiro ni ukumenya ubunararibonye bw’abakobwa bakora mu kwamamaza
ibicuruzwa ku masoko muri Shekina no kumva akamaro ka shekina mu mibereho yabo, byumwihariko mu
kwizigamira, kwinjiza no kwiga. Aho abakobwa bakirui abangavu, inyoborakiganiro nabwo ifasha mu
kumenya ubunararibonye bwabo mu kugira uruhare mu ndangagaciro za Shekina.
Sampling: We will interview all marketing girls in post and seek to contact girls that have left their post as possible.
A maximum 5 KIIs will be conducted.
Guhitamo: Tuzabaza abakobwa bose bakora mu kwamamaza ibicuruzwa ku masoko no gushaka bishoboka
abakobwa bavuye ku myanya bakoragamo. Byibura ibiganiro 5 KIIs zizakorwa.
Resources to have to hand: /Ibyo umungtu agomba kuba afite:
•

Topic guide/ Inyoborakiganiro

•

Figure A stimulus/ Amashusho

•

Audio recording equipment Imfatamajwi

Section 1. Introduction/ Icyiciri cya 1. Iriburiro
Introduce yourself: I’m <name> from the research company ODS.
READ OUT: Thank you for agreeing to talk with me. We will talk for around 1 hour. You can ask me any questions
you have now or during our time talking. Also, anything that you share with me will remain anonymous, which
means I will not tell Shekina that you said these things. The responses that you provide will be stored and analysed
by our researchers, and we may share them with others when we report on our findings from this research.
However, we will never use your name, so nobody outside the researchers will know that it was you who gave this
response. If you want, you may also choose to end the conversation at any point. You will not be penalised for this
in any way. We will simply ask you to explain why you chose to end the interview.
I would appreciate being able to record our discussions as well as taking notes. Only myself and close colleagues at
ODS will listen to them after which the recordings will be destroyed in compliance with the data protection act. Is this
OK? Yes/no to recording.
Kwivuga ubwawe: Nitwa…………nturutse mu kigo cya ODS.
MUSOMERE CYANE:Murakoze kunyemerera kuganira nanjye. Turaganira mu gihe kijya kungana n’isaha. Ushobora
kumbaza bibazo ushaka ubu cyangwa mu gihe turaba turi mu kiganiro Ikindi nuko ibyo turi buganire biri bugume muri
twe, bivuga ko ntazabwira abantu bo muri Shekina ko wavuze ibi nibi. Ibisubizo uri butange bizabikwa binanozwe
n’abashakashatsi bacu, dushobora kuzabisangiza abandi mu gihe tuzakora raporo y’ibyavuye muri ubu
bushakashatsi. Uko byamera kose, nta hantu tuzagaragaza izina ryawe, nta nundi muntu wundi utari
umushakashatsi wacu uzamenya ko watanze ibi bisubizo. Uramutse ubishatse ushobora guhagarika ikiganiro aho
twaba tugeze hose. Ntiwabihanirwa mu buryo ubwo aribwo bwose. Tuzagusaba gusa kukubaza impamvu uhisemo
guhagarika ikiganiro.
Ndifuza gufata amajwi ikiganiro cyacu no kwandika ibyo tuganira. Uretse njye gusa n’abandi dukorana bya hafi muri
ODS tuzabyumva nyuma ibyo twafashe bikashirwa mu bubiko burinzwe bw’amakuru yacu. Urabyemeye? Yego/Oya
mu gufata amajwi?
Confirmation of purpose and outline structure:/ kwemeza ikigenderewe n’uburyo gikorwamo
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We are going to be talking about the experience you have had while working for Shekina. First, I’m going to ask you
a few questions about yourself and your family life; then I will ask you a few questions about your experiences of
working for Shekina so far.
Tugiye kuvuga ku bunararibonye ufite mu gukorana na Shekina Bwa mbere, ndakubaza ibibazo bike ku buzima
bwawe n’umuryango wawe., ubundi ndakubaza icyo wakoraga mbere yuko ujya muri Shekina, hanyuma ndakubaza
ibizazo bike ku bunararibonye bwawe mu gihe umaze ukorana na Shekina

Section 2. Background/warm up / Icyiciro cya 2. kwibwirana
2.1

Please can you tell me a bit more about yourself: /Mushobora kunyibwiraho gato birambuye

Probe: How old are you, are you married, do you have children, what other people live in your house; what do other
members in the family do (work /not work); who is the main income earner; how long lived in the area?
Mugoragoze: ufite imyaka ingahe, urubatse, ufite abana, ni bande bantu bandi mubana mu rugo,abandi bantu bo
mu muryango wawe bakora iki(barakora/ntibakora), ninde winjiza cyane mu rugo, mumaze igihe kingana gute muba
hano?

Section 3. Working for Shekina. Icyiciro cya 4. Gukorana na Shekina
Now thinking about working for Shekina:/ Ubu tekereza noneho ukorana na Shekina
3.1

How long have you been working for Shekina? Umaze igihe kingana iki ukorana na Shekina?
Probe: Is this your first job with Shekina? Have you had any other roles in Shekina?
Mugoragoze: Aka niko kazi ka mbere ukoranye na Shekina? Hari akandi kazi waba warakoranye na
Shekina?

3.2

How many times have you worked for Shekina/ how often do you work for Shekina?
Probe: if only at exhibitions, how many exhibitions have you worked at?

3.3

Please describe an average working day for me. Gerageza kumbwira uko umunsi wawe w’akazi uba uteye?
Probe: What time do you get up, how do you get to work, what hours do you work, what are you doing in
these hours? What are typical tasks in your job? Compare to previous work if relevant.
Goragoza: Ubyuka gihe ki? Ugera ku kazi gute? Ukora amasaha angahe? Ni iki uba ukora muri ayo masaha?
Ni izihe nshingano zawe ku kazi? Bigereranye n’akazi wakoraga mbere niba bifite aho bihuriye.

3.4

What do you like most about your work? And what do you like least? What has been the greatest
achievement for you?
Ni iki ukunda cyane ku kazi kawe? Ni iki udakunda cyane? Ni iki waba waragezeho cy’ingenzi?

3.5

How did you find out about the job? Ni gute wabonye akazi?
Probe: was the vacancy advertised? Word of mouth? Existing relationship with Shekina?
Mugoragoze: Byari itangazo? Wabyumvise ku munwa?? Wari usanzwe ufite aho uhuriye na Shekina?

3.6

Do you have a contract of employment with Shekina?
Ufite amasezerano y’akazi muri Shekina?
Probe: When did you sign it? Did you read it? Did you understand it? Is it good? Why?
Goragoza: ni ryari wayisinye? Warayisomye? Warayisobanukiwe? Ni nziza? Gute?

3.7

Do you receive training or any other form of learning for the job? / hari amahugurwa wabonye cyangwa andi
masomo ajyanye n’akazi kawe?
Probe: What was the nature of this training? On the job/special course, how many days? What did you learn
through the training? Has this helped you with your job? How?
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Goragoza: ni ubuhe bwoko bw’ayo mahugurwa? Ku kazi/amasomo yihariye, iminsi ingahe? Ni iki wize muri
ayo mahugurwa? Hari icyo byagufashije mu kazi kawe? Gute?
3.8

What can you do now that you could not do before joining Shekina?/ Ni iki ushobora gukora ubu
utashoboraga gukora mbere yuko ujya muri Shekina?

3.9

And overall, how are you finding working for Shekina? (probe: good; supportive; fun; challenging?)
Hanyuma, wabonye se bimeze gute gukorana na Shekina? (Goragoza: ni byiza, biraringaniye, biragoye,
birimo imbogamizi?)

3.10

What do you think you would be doing if you were not working with Shekina? What are your friends doing?
Ni iki utekereza washoboraga gukora iyo utaza gukorana na Shekina? Ni iki inshuti zawe zikora?
Probe: What work are they doing? How does this compare to your work? Is it better/worse? How and why?
Goragoza: ni iki zikora? Ni gute wabigereranya n’akazi kawe? Ni byiza cyangwa bibi? Gute kandi kubera iki?

3.11

Are you proud that you are working for Shekina? Do you think you are more respected in your family and
community? Why?
Ufite ishema ryo gukorana na Shekina? Utekereza ko wubashywe mu muryango wawe no naho uba? Kubera
iki?

Section 4. Shekina cooperatives / icyiciro cya 5. Amashyirahamwe ya Shekina
4.1

Do you know about the Shekina Cooperatives? / hari icyo waba uzi ku mashyirahamwe ya Shekina?
Probe: What do they do? Are you friends with any of the cooperative members? Do you have any work
involvement with them? Describe.
Goragoza: ni ibiki bakora? Hari inshuti waba ufite ziba z’abanyamuryango b’amashyirahamwe? Hari akazi
wabakura muhuriyeho? sobanura
If aware/know of cooperatives:/ niba azi amashyirahamwe

4.2

How would you describe your relationship with girls in the cooperative? / ni gute wavuga umubano wawe
n’abakobwa baba mu mashyirahamwe?

4.3

How does the work you do differ from the work they do? / Ni gute akazi ukora gatandukanye n’ako bakora?
Probe: Basic education, training, contract of employment if any, working days/hours, pay, saving scheme?
Is it better or worse?
Goragoza: Amashuri, amahugurwa, amasezerano y’akazi ni ahari, iminsi/amasaha by’akazi, uburyo bwo
kwizigama?

Section 5. Before Shekina /Icyiciro cya 3. Mbbere ya Shekina
5.1

What were you doing before you started working in this Marketing role?/
Ni iki wakoraha mbere yuko utangira gukorana na shekina muri iru yamamaza ry;ibicuruzwa?
Probe: Did you do any paid work before working for Shekina? What was this? Where was this? (how far
from home); What did you earn? Why did you stop doing it? When did you finish school? What is your highest
qualification?
Mugoragoze: wigeze ukora akazi kaguhemba mbere yuko uza muri Shekina? Kari akahe? Hehe? (hari
urugendo rungana iki uvuye mu rugo?), winjizaga angahe? Ni ukubera iki wabiretse? Ni ryari warangije
kwiga? Ni uruhe rwego rwo hejuru rw’amashuri wize?
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Section 6. Other activities and sources of income / Icyiciro cya 6. Ibindi bikorwa n’uko
yinjiza.
If not mentioned above (when describing average week)/ Niba yabivuze haruguru ( mu gihe yavugaga ku cyumweru
cye)
6.1

Now that you are working with Shekina, are you also doing any other work for which you are paid, or which
helps someone else earn an income?
Ubu ukorana na Shekina, hari akazi kazi waba ukora kakwishyura, cyangwa gufasha undi muntu ku buryo
bwinjiza?
Probe: What is this work? Are you paid for it? What are you paid? Does work for Shekina help or hinder you
in your other work and vice-versa?
Goragoza: ugrugero: gufasha umuryango mu bucuruzi bakwishyura/batakwishyura?

6.2

Do you have any other sources of income? Hari ibindi bintu waba ukora byinjiza?
Probe: pocket money/benefits from government/benefits from other NGOs in the area?
Goragoza:Amafaranga yo kwibeshaho ava muri leta, ava mu baterankunga bo mu gace kawe?

Section 7. Earning, spending and saving . Icyiciro cya 7. Kwinjiza, gusohora no kuzigama.
Thinking about the money that you earn from you work with Shekina/ Tekereza ku mafaranga ubona avuye muri
Shekina.
7.1

When are you paid? How are you paid (bank account/cash)? If relevant: did you have this bank account
before you started working for Shekina? / Uhembwa ryari?, gute (kuri banki/mu ntoki)?. Niba nihura: warufite
konti muri iyi banki mbere yuko utangira gukorana na Shekina?

7.2

How much do you earn each day/week/month? Winjiza angahe mu cyumweru/ukwezi?

7.3

What do you do with the money you earn? Ni iki ukoresha amafaranga yawe uba winjije?
Probe: spend/save/ pay debts/cover/contribute to household costs.
Goragoza: kuyakoresha/kuyabika/kwishyura amadeni/gufatanya n’abandi kwishyura ibikenerwa mu rugo.
Probe if save: where do you save your money? If savings account – was this opened since Shekina?
Goragoza niba azigama: ni he uzigama amafaranga yawe? Niba afite konti yo kuzigama- yayifunguye
atangiye gukorana na Shekina?
Probe on spending: are you spending on daily needs for self/household/others, school needs/fees, things
wanted for self, own business, personal/household debt, gift savings, other.
Goragoza niba ayakoresha: wishyura ibyo ukenera ku munsi wowe ubwawe/mu rugo/ ahandi, amafaranga
y’ishuri/ ibintu ukenera wowe ubwawe/ ubucuruzi bwawe/ amadeni yawe/ y’urugo/ gutanga impano, ibindi.

7.4

Who decides how you spend the money you earn? And who tends to make the spending decisions in your
household?
Ni nde ufata icyemezo cyo gukoresha amafaranga uba winjije? Kandi ninde ufata icyemezo cy’uko
mukoresha amafaranga mu rugo?
Probe: you/your father/mother/husband/mother-in-law/other head of household/guardian.
Goragoza: Papa/Mama wawe/ umufasha/ muramukazi wawe/undi ukuriye urugo/ukurera.

7.5

What do you spend most of the money you earn with Shekina on? / ni iki gitwara cyane amafaranga uba
wakoreye muri Shekina.
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7.6

Thinking about how you spend and save your money now – has this changed since you started working for
Shekina? How has this changed?
Tekereza ubu ku kuntu ukoresha, uzigama amafaranga wakoreye – byaba byarahindutse aho utangiriye
gukorana na Shekina? Ni gute byahindutse?
Probe on spending: are you able to buy more things? What are these things? Probe on saving: are you
saving more/less? What are you saving for?
Goragoza ku buryo ayakoresha: ushobora kugura ibintu byinshi? Ni ibiki? Goragoza mu kuzigama:
urazigama cyane/gahoro? Ni iki uzigamira?

7.7

Has Shekina encouraged you to make this change? How? / Shekina yaba yaragufashije mu gukora izi
mpinduka? Gute?
Probe: Has Shekina taught you anything on saving/ spending? Are you more responsible or less responsible
with money since working with Shekina? Has your role within the family changed because of your position?
Goragoza: Shekina hari ikintu yaba yarakwigishije mu kuzigama/ gukoresha amafaranga? Warushijeho
cyane/gahoro kumenya gukoresha amafaranga kuva aho utangiye gukorana na Shekina? Uruhare rwawe
mu rugo rwaba rwarahindutse kuva aho uboneye uyu mwanya?

Section 8. After Shekina . Icyiciro cya 8. Nyuma ya Shekina
8.1

How long do you plan to stay working for Shekina? Why? / urateganya kuzamara igihe kingana iki ukorana
na Shekina? Kubera iki?
Probe: What do you hope your future at Shekina will be? Promotion? To what? More pay?
Goragoza: ni iki utekereza ku hazaza hawe muri Shekina? Kuzazamurwa mu ntera? Mu biki? Kuzahembwa
birenzeho?

8.2

I would now like us to play a game - I have a picture here (FIGURE A) which shows lots of people doing
different things around a big tree. Think of this tree as the tree of life. I want you to look at this picture and
tell me which one of these people you think is you and why? Which one of these people in 1 year? And in 2
years? And in 3 years? Why? (probe: around role participation Shekina)
Ndashaka ko ubu noneho dukina umukino – mfite ifoto hano (IFOTO A) yerekana abantu benshi bari gukora
ibintu bitandukanye iruhande rw’igiti kinini. Tekereza kuri iki giti nk’igiti cy’ubuzima. Ndashaka ko witegereza
iyi foto ubundi ukambwira uwo wibaza waba uriwe muri aba bantu, kubera iki?
Probe: has Shekina contributed to realising those? How? Has Shekina changed/improved employment or
income earning prospects? How? Does Shekina equip you with the skills needed to move closer to
aspirations? How confident do you feel about the future?
Goragoza: Shekina yaba yaragufashije kubigeraho? Gute? Shikina yaba yarahinduye/ yarateje imbere
imikorere yawe no mu kwinjiza? Gute? Ni gute Shekina yaba yarongereye ubumenyi bwawe ngo ubashe
kugera kubyo wifuza? Ni gute wifitiye icyizere mu cy’ejo hazaza?

8.3

Do you think Shekina has changed the plans and dreams you have for your future? How? Do you think you
are more confident about your future since you have worked for Shekina? / utekereza ko Shekina yaba
yarahinduye imigambi n’inzozi zawe by’ejo hazaza? Gute? Utekereza ko wifitiye ikizere cy’ejo hazaza kuva
aho utangiye gukorana na Shekina?
Probe: has Shekina equipped you with the skills need to move closer to aspirations?
Goragoza: Shekina yaguhaye ubumenyi butuma ushobora kuzagerta kubyo wifuza?

THANK AND CLOSE/ MURAKOZE, REKERA AHO
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Annex G – Ethnographic Case Study Guide
Shekina Endline Impact Evaluation Instructions for
Ethnographic Case Study
Purpose: This document should be used to guide the process of completing Ethnographic Case Studies conducted
with cooperative members and their guardians.
Aim: To find out more about girls’ home life and perspective of parents/guardian on the role that Shekina has played
in improving girls’ skills, prospects and earnings (potential). Case studies are selected on the basis they prove or
disprove Shekina’s ToC.
Background:
At midline we completed three case studies:
•

Two case studies were completed with the cooperative leaders of Base and Bushoki to inform a comprehensive
assessment of cooperative processes and safeguarding while simultaneously exploring guardian’s views on the
cooperative performance and operation.

•

One case study was completed with a Buyoga cooperative member who had dropped out of school to help
provide her family with income, maintained Shekina was her primary source of income and was saving money
to start her own business.

At endline we will seek to build on these three case studies. We will also undertake a further two case studies with
cooperative members/leavers/ their guardians at the two drop off sites (Rusiga and Tumba) not included at midline.
Sampling:
•

Five ethnographic case studies will be completed – one at each drop off site.

•

Three case studies – at Base, Buyoga and Bushoki - will follow up data gathered at midline

•

Two case studies – at Rusiga and Tumba - will be new at endline.

At this stage we anticipate:
•

Follow up case studies with the two cooperative leaders of Base and Bushoki who are still leading active
cooperatives to explore performance of the cooperative, how this has impacted on family life, what guardians
perceive the benefits and prospects for the cooperative and girls are;

•

A follow up case study with the member of the recently rotated cooperative of Buyoga to explore her future
prospects, aspirations and unintended consequences.

•

For the disbanded cooperative of Rusiga we will seek to identify a leaver whose earnings and earnings potential
has declined through participation in the cooperative.

•

For the operating cooperative of Tumba we will seek to identify a cooperative member who has benefited through
involvement with the cooperative, for example may be planning on starting a business with other cooperative
members or who can show they have learnt something through the cooperative that they are able to apply
outside.

Process:
All case studies will be undertaken by members of the Coffey evaluation team. Each study will include a visit to the
girls’ home and village. Interviews with guardians will follow the same themes as outlined in the KIIs and follow up
on specific issues raised by the girl, including, how she has benefited/not benefited from involvement in the
cooperative; what skills she has/has not acquired; perceptions of how the cooperative has been managed and led.
In doing so, the Coffey team will adhere to relevant research ethics protocols and Coffey policies, including the
Safeguarding policy.
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